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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
new advertisements this week.

A Friendly
Atmosphere
/AlPlU&piiere

The officers and
this bank 8trive

employes

of

patrons always find

here

E
[t

a

friendly atmosphere.
You are doing us a good

aj

|

Burrill National Bank, of Ellsworth,

—

taking.

Surry:
H H Harden—Housekeeper wanted.

I

turn when you
bring
business of any nature to this bank.
We appreciate u, ?Hd want fou to feel at home here, and

find it ^
pleasure to botnb.
Don’t stay away because your transaction is a
It’s the sum of small things that
small one.
bank
makes this
great.

Carl F Richmond—Bankrupt, notice.
John W Gray—In bankruptcy.
Herbert L Cousins—In bankruptcy.
Reliable Clothing Co
Lamson St Hubbard
hats.
Harry C Austin St Co—Furniture and under-

g

to 8ee that

Calais:
Calais fair.

I

j

Eastern Trust St

feLLSWORTH POSTOPPIOM.
In effect June 24, 1912.
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MAIL CLOSES AT

Mon-

m

POSTOPPICK

Registered mail should be at postoffice half
hour before mail closes.

•Daily, Sunday included. JDaily, except
Monday. tDaily, except Saturday. §Daily,
except Sunday; Sunday at 6.40.
No mail dispatched to or received from the
east Sundays.
W. J. Clark and wife

0.

C. Vey Holman, of Bangor, was in the
city yesterday on business.
Mrs. Herman E. Hill, is spending a few
weeks at her Ellsworth home.

you are a long distance away—and we
make this banking very simple and easy, through our
perfected by-mall system. A lot of people right in

though

Miss Lillian Harmison, of Baltimore, is
guest of Mrs. C. A. Hanscom.
Emerson D. Carr and wife, of Pittsfield,
are visiting relatives in Ellsworth.
the

your own town maintain checking or savings deposits
with us now; for your money’s sake, it’s time you
followed suit. Write NOW for details.
Town.

Old

Branohaa

Maohlaa,

Irving Osgood

and wife

attended

the

Unitarian conference at Bar Harbor last

Wednesday.
Llewileyn F. Higgins, of Boston, has
joined his wife and children here for a

Daxtor.

short vacation.

John F. Bradbury and wife, of Salem,
Mass., are spending a vacation of three
weeks in Ellsworth.

M.E. HOLMES
:

home

J.

Tilton, of Concord,
Miriam Kent at her

visiting Mrs.
Bridge hill.

is

on

Hilaries

INSURANCE

GENERAL.

Edward

Mrs.

Mass.,

a.

Hanscom here for
for

a

short

joined

vacation,

!

for tlie United Staes Health and Accldent Insurance Co., offering a superb plan to
protect your Wages against loss. Send for our book-

guest of Mrs. Calvin P. Joy.

■

let, “Why?”

Dr. Walter R. Foster, of Portland, spent
Monday and Tuesday in Ellsworth w ith
his mother, Mrs. L. D. Foster.
Mia# Lillian Russell, who has been visiting her uncle, Austin K. Russell, has re-

Agents for tlie Union Safe Deposit anil
Trust Co., bonding bank, fraternal and corporation
officials and issuing probate bonds. Hates and contracts are the kind that appeal to tire public.

;
■

!
!
|

policies

Peabody (Mass.) high
school, is visiting relatives in the city.
A. P. Harvey, wife and son Russell, who
have been visiting relatives here, have returned to their home in Everett, Mass.

M. E. Holmes, Peters Block, Ellsworth.
ROY

C.

HAINES,

in

matics

the

Mrs. Frank W. Brackett, of Brookline,
Mass., and Mrs. Frank E. Smith, of Gardiner, are visiting their sister, Mrs. G. F.

Representative.

Newman.

^..

Blaylock, of Smith Center,
Kan., and her sister, Julia Cadwell, of ChiMrs.
cago, 111., are visiting their cousin,
Mrs. Eliza

A. E. Moore.

TRY OUR

McFarland, R. F. D. carrier No. 4,
outdone by Carrier Gray, of R.
F. D. 2, has flung to the breeze a handNext!
some campaign flag.
F. H.

GROUND OATS
made

the

Mrs. Hollis C. Joy and two children,
who have been visiting Mrs. Calvin P.
Joy for a few days, left for their home in
Sharon, Mass., yesterday.
Lawrence Carroll and wife and Harry C.

attrition

by
recently installed.
new

Woodward and wife, of Springvale, are
a few' days in Ellsworth.
They
made the trip from Springvale in Mr.
Carroll’s automobile.

mill

to Loan
ON

Improved,

Productive Real Estate;

on

Collateral and Commercial Paper
AL80 DEALERS IN

Municipal
of approved

STATE BTBEKT.

Everybody
can save a

Financial

little at

success

is

a

time.

simply

a

to your sav-

Character Stronger
any

to

Hair Goods and
Toilet Supplies.

Reliable

Appointments.

spend.

Hancock Co. Savings
Bank

graduate of the Beacon Toilet achool,

Boston, Mass. Shampooing, manicuring, facial, ecatp and body massage. Scalp treatment and chiropody.

than

Temptation

ELLSWORTH, ME

Mrs. Rubie McGown Dorr,

Residential

g££«h.

! matter of sticking
ascertained
ing plan—making your

C. C. Burrill & Son
16

Water

and Other Bondg

legality and
strength.

Leon E.

enjoying

C. W. GRINDAL,

Money

spending

Amatite Roofing.

Sheathing Paper.

be

not to

—

IVI«lr>»

! Ellsworth.

Commenced Business
May 1, 1873.

Civil Engineer,
Land Surveyor.
StllOM.

CnimSiui
Prleaa Roaaoriabla.
FALLS, ME.
ELLSWORTH
Maine.
Ellsworth,
Telephone 42-2.

P. 0 Box 7.

Rowe, of the postomce iorce, is
part of his vacation in New

a

York. A postal from him announces that
he and Dr. George Parcher are having a
high old time together.
The G. of H. class of the Methodist Sunday school will serve supper at the vestry
next Friday eveing from 6 o’clock until
all are served. The proceeds are for the
benefit of the music fund.
Rev. R. B. Mathews and family, who
have been spending August at East Surry,
returned yesterday to their home here.
Miss Dorothy leaves to-day for a visit of
two weeks with her grandparents in Newcastle.

Champ Clark, of Missouri, speaker
the national House and near-nominee
for the presidency, and Hon. Samuel W.
Gould, congressman from this district,
will address a democratic rally at Hancock
Hon.

of

hall Friday evening.
The State board of assessors met in Ellsfrom
Assessors
worth last Thursday.
Ellsworth and many neighboring towns
appeared before them, and much valuable
information was exchanged looking to
the more equable valuation of property
and assessment of taxes.

because he

country.
speak
cock in the afternoon. In case of a heavy
storm, the services will be cancelled.

municipal officers

week, to register

of Ellsworth

names

The hours of sessions will be 9

a. m.

to 1

p.

No new names
m.
m., 3 to 5 and 7 to 8 p.
will be added to the voting list after 5 p.
m.,

BLUEHILL FAIR.

Saturday.

The third and last of the series of
cooked-food sales given by the Congregaand
Thursday club,
tional
parish

S

COMING EVENTS.

—

—

—

This

Tuesday
City Will Open pace; 2.24 trot
Tuesday.
Wednesday

Schools

Rural

of

Next

The rurfll schools of the
next

Tuesday.

mon

schools

The
in

always a feature at Mounyear’s card is as follows:
Three-minute class, trot or

city will open

high school and

Ellsworth

com-

and at Ells-

worth Falls will open Monday, Sept. 1H.
There have been several
changes in
teachers and several vacancies have been
tilled since the first election of teachers

Following

sewral weeks ago.
plete list:

is the

and 2.27 pace.
2.38 trot 2.41 pace; 2.29
trot 2.32 pace; green horse race.
Thursday—Free-for-all trot or pace; 2.35
—

and
The

com-

fair

association

announces

A.

No. 2 (Brimmer's bridge)—Lena Hoyt.
No. 3 (city)—State street, Catherine Hurley ; School street, Ella M. Jude, grammar; Alice Mullan, sub-grammar; Adelia
W. Barron, assistant. Pine street, Margaret G. Druinraey, intermediate; Mary
H. Black, primary. Water street, Ida M.
Povich.

(Morrison)—Madeline

No. 4

Moon.

(Surry road)—Harold F. Hawkes.
No. 6 (Infant street)—Winifred Lord.
No. 7 (North Ellsworth)—Kuth G. MadNo. 5

docks.

No. 8 (Nicolin)

—

Richardson,

Abbie

of

Bar Harbor.

No. 9 (North Ellsworth)—Hazel Cowing,
of Holden.
No. 11 (West Ellsworth)—Flora L. Marks,
of Frankfort.
No. 13
No. 14

No. 15

(Bayside)—Alice B. Moore.
(Beechland)—Minerva S. Jordan.
(west side)—Mary A. Oaynor, Ruth

Wednesday and Thursday, Sept.
12—Eden

this

Under
first and

law

all

postmasters

second-class offices

—

that

of

and

—Amherst fair.

that,

FAMILY

it will pay
tested for

Saturday,

Sept.
Gouldsboro point.

REUNIONS.
7

—

Tracy

family

at

SUfrmismuntB.

ter:
C. S. Snowman, Sec. Hancock County Agricultural Society, Bluehill, Maine.
Dear Sir: There is a question in regard to

Mixture,
Sulphur,
Arsenate of Lead,
Pyrox Copperas,

Bordeaux

Lime and

interpretation of the law relating to the
testing of cattle to be exhibited at our fairs,
and not even the attorney-general would
give a decision; it is a case that would have
to be settled by the courts. Under this condition we shall not withhold the stipend from
the

Paris Green,
Blue Vitirol,

any of our county and local fairs if cattle are
exhibited that have not been tested. But the
law clearly specifies Bangor, Lewiston and
Waterville.
I hope you will understand the position
that I have taken in the matter, as many of
and breeders of this State
the exhibitors
claim that they never had tuberculosis in
their herds until they exhibited at the fairs
where they had evidence that tuberculous
cattle were exhibited.

White

Hellebore,
Prepared Lime,
Bisulphide Caroon,
Moth Balls,
Sheep Dipping Powder,

Respectfully yours,

Lambert’s Death to Lice,

J. P. Buckley.

and secoud classes shall not be open on
Sundays for the purpose of delivering
mail to the public generally, but this provision shall not prevent the prompt delivery of special delivery mail.”

11

fair.

issued and

No. 18

No More Sunday Mail.
The postoffice appropriation act for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1913, provides:
“That hereafter postoffices of the first

10 and 11

Ellsworth farmers’

club.

tuberculosis or not. The reason for this
change is explained in the following let-

Fields.

(Ellsworth Falls)—Julia Barron,
grammar; Sylvia Hurley, sub-grammar;
Olive W. Davis, primary.
No. 19 (Shore road)—Lyda A. True.

Wednesday, Sept.

Wednesday, Sept 18—Highland grange
fair, North Penobscot.
Sept. 17,18,19—Cherry field fair.
a baseball game each day
a dance at the town hall each night.
Wednesday,
Sept.| 25—INarramissic
Ellsworth band will furnish music.
grange fair, Orland.
CATTLE NEED NOT BE TESTED.
Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 24 and 25

The
Howard

—

and

—Annual fair North

trot 2.38 pace.
There will be

McLellan, contrary to notices previously
principal; Thomas P. Packard, sub- published in the premium list,
mnster; Miss Mabel W. Brown,assistant. premiums on cattle whether
school

Tuesday

races are

tain park.

FOR Sale at

Drowned at Winter Harbor.
Winter Harbor, Aug. 28 (special)—
Arnold Seavey, aged nineteen, of Prospect
Harbor, was drowned at Winter Harbor
yesterday forenoon, lie has been sailing
a boat this season for a Grindstone Neck
cottager.
boat

He

working aboard
morning, when he

was

yesterday

Parcher’s

Drug Store.

the

The merchant xoho does not advertise in
dull season makes it more profitable for
those who do advertise.

fel

overboard.
v
His calls for help were heard on shore,
and several boats hurried to his aid, but
he sank before aDy reached him. The
body was recovered.

a

I

in-

have been directed
cludes Ellsworth
not to open the general delivery window
—

on

Sunday,

and not to distribute mail

riving at the office

dispatched

be

as

on

ar-

Mail is to

Sunday.

usual.

Mail arriving Sunday morning, or at
any other hour of the day, is not to be
placed in the boxes until Monday mornAs
act

I

Unitarian Conference.
Unitarian

I

held at

i

this order is in accordance with
Congress, postmasters have

of

option,

but must

comply

an

therewith.

The annual conference of the
churches of Hancock
Bar Harbor last

ings
some

were

county

Wednesday.

was

The meet-

interesting, with addresses by

of the

in this

I

no

ing.

leaders of

religions thought

country.
of welcome

The address

by Hon. L.
The principal

was

will

of voters.

jctUc’rmntti.

ELLSWORTH.
All Roads Will Lead to Mountain
William Dulles, of Englewood, N. J.,
Friday evening, Aug. 30, at Society
Park Next Week.
here
bis
wife
last
joined
Friday morning,
ball—Dance.
The fair season for Hancock county will
and remained until Sunday, the guest of
Tuesday and Wednesday, Aug. 27 and
Mrs. Dulles’ parents, F. W. Rollins and open next week at Mountain Park, Blue“A Day at the
28, at Hancock hall
wife. This was Mr. Dulles’ first visit to
hill, with the annual fair and cattle show Ranch,” by the Roden baughs, of Boston,
Ellsworth. He was greatly interested in
for benefit of Congregational society.
of the Hancock county agricultural socias much of Maine as he was able to see;
Friday, Aug. 30, at 6 o’clock, Methodist
also in the political situation here. He at- ety.
tended last Saturday evening’s rally, and
This society always offers an attractive vestry—Supper by G. of H. class; 15 cents.
at the close w as introduced to Gov. Plais- lot of exhibits, good races and all-day enFriday, Aug. 30, at high school building,
Examination for
ted. While here he also met Senator Hale. tertainment. This year some new features beginning at 8 a. m.
Mr. Dulles
is himself somewhat
in- will be added, among the most attractive State teachers’ certificates and entrance to
terested in politics, having just been of which will be an automobile parade on normal schools.
unanimously nominated at the primaries the second day, open to any automobile
FAIR DATES.
for assembly naan from Bergen county. owned in the county. Liberal premiums—
Eastern Maine
August 27, 28, 29, 30
He is a Princeton graduate and a personal $15, $10 and $5—are offered in this event, State
fair, Bangor.
of
the
made
of
Mr.
generosity
though
through
friend,
possible
political opponent,
Mon.,
Wed., Sept. 2, 3, 4, at Calais
Wilson, the democratic nominee for Presi- one of Bluehill’s summer visitors who has —AnnualTues., Calais
fair association.
fair,
dent. Mr. and Mrs. Dulles left on their been one of the fair’s best “boosters’' for
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
return trip on the New York train Sunday several years. There will be a big list of
Sept. 3, 4 and 5—Bluehill fair.
entries.
afternoon.

B. Deasy, of Bar Harbor.
speakers of the forenoon were Rev. Adelbe in session at the room of the mayor and bert L. Hudson, of Quincy, Mass., and
aldermen Thursday, Friday and Saturday Rev. Charles F. Dole, D. D., of Boston. The
The

of next

IIRA B. HAGAN, Jr.,

and the service will

High

Dr. George R. Caldwell, of Somerville,
Mass., has joined his wife and little
daughter here for his vacation.
Miss Lucy K. Ogsood, teacher of mathe-

for the Atlantic Horse Insurance Co., of Providence, H. I., offering protection to Live Stock owners. A postal will bring you
all information regarding these forms of insurance.
We write

!

i

turned to her home in Warren.

04

«_rr*

Absolute security, absolute permanency, conservative management and
the foundation upon which this bank
guarantee to you in connection with any
and all business which you may place in our hands.
Your account is respectfully solicited. We are empowered by law to
act as trustees for the estates of persons deceased. The reasons why its
services are piore desirable than those of individuals are many.
Our experience is more extended, and our investment opportunities are
better. Our relations with clients are confidential always. Trust funds
and securities in its charge are kept absolutely apart from its commercial
banking assets. An additional guarantee of perfect security lies in the fact
that the transactions of this bank are under the constant supervision of the
State banking department.
Your business will be welcomed whether it be small, or large and
every
possible accommodation will be accorded to you that is consistent with
sound banking.

—

Monday
Miss Caroline M. Joy, of Grand Forks,
N. D., is in the city for a few weeks, the

vi

service—these four form
painstaking
has been erected. These four we

The service at the Baptist church next
Sunday evening will be conducted by
Nafeed Malouf, of Mt. Lebanon, Syria.
Mr. Malouf is the efficient supply at East
Lamoine and Marlboro, and has made a
fine impression on the people of those
communities. He speaks English fluently,

Baltimore.

Agents

•

kitchen to prepare a luncheon. An
or so later the fire broke out.
There
was an insurance of f800 on the house and
f600 on the furniture.

ivirs.

left

No

J-*

CAPITAL.$ 100,000
SURPLUS and PROFITS,
75.000
STOCKHOLDERS’ LIABILITY,
100,000
ASSETS.
1,400,000

The
wno

mat*..(i

OF ELLSWORTH.

they hastily
The fire evidently started
kitchen chimney. Members

ELLSWORTH TEACHERS.

xianscom,

■»«.» a. «»oo™.oU»
AT THK ELLSWORTH POHTOFFICH.

as

be more interesting
plans to give his address on
the 23d psalm, sometimes
called the
Shepherd psalm. A native of the land of
the bible, he will interpret the psalm
in Bangor tofrom a Syrian standpoint, and will wear
the costume worn by the shepherds of that
Calais, is the
He will
at South Han-

Mrs. Harry E. Rice, of
guest of Miss Eva Aiken.
Roscoe H. Smith and wife, of Bangor,
spent Sunday in Ellsworth.

I YOU CAN BANK WITH US SAFELY
even

are

day.

small articles

hour

Going West- 11.45 a m; f8 45, *5 and 9 pm.
Going East—6^0 a n.; 8.45 and 5.45 p m.
an

Friday, has again
postponed, this time to Friday, Sept.
when
it
is hoped to have an unusually
6,
large and attractive sale. The entire parish is requested to send in cooked food.
The house of Michael Shea, on the
eastern road, was burned Sunday night,
shortly after midnight. Mr. Shea was
awakened by smoke, and aroused the
family. The house was then filled with
smoke, and the family saved only such

the

Mails received.

PftbM West—*8.66, $11.16 a m (11.48 a
day only); 4.21, §6.18 p m.
From East—12.22, 5.85 and 11.07 p m.

f

»i

Qt the family who had returned home late
in the evening, had built up a light fire in

SCHEDULE OP MAILS

jj

1

T7’

been

caught up.
around the

Banking Co.

3^019

scheduled for next

clothing and

Banpor:

attottst

afternoon addresses were by Rev. William
Miller Hess, Ph. D., of New York, and
Rev. Francis Q. Peabody, D. D., of Harvard university.
At the business meeting, officers were
elected as follows: Rev. H. H. Saunderson, of Cambridge, Mass., president; L. B.
Deasy, of Bar Harbor, vice-president;
Irving Osgood, of Ellsworth, secretary
and treasurer.

“The Quality Store”

On

Sept.

7

§

will start a red-tag sale,
This will mean a great saving
for you. The red tag will be
seen in every department.

\

Don’t forget the date. Sale lasts two weeks

|

HarryC.Austin&Co.

§

we

j
j

|

w——--——

Among tl)e ©rangtrs.

iilutnal Bentfit (Sotuinn

MOTHER OF

“Helpful and Hopeful.”

Motto:

Hs

MADQB*'•

BY "AUNT

EDITKD

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated in the title and motto—itls lor the mutus
benefit, and alias i«» »>e helpful and bopafi-i
Being for the common good. It is f«r the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of information and suggestion, a medium for the interchange of ideas. In this capacity it solicits
communications, and It® success depends largely
on the support given it In this respect. Communicatious must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permlseon
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, bat none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
ell communications to
Th* Amekicav,
i
Ellsworth. Me.

Prayer Meeting Topic For the Weak
Beginning Sept. 1, 1912.
Topic.—The Chrlatian virtues. —IX HopeiConsefulness.—Rom. v. 1-6; vtlt, ;i4-2S
Edited by Rev. Sbercration meeting.)
man H. Doyle, D. D.
Hope is one of the cardinal Chrisit is a word writ large
tian virtues,
Mo
in the Christian's vocabulary.
sooner did man fall into sin than the
hope of reconciliation with God and
redemption from sin was held out be-

:
(

j

“beats

eternal

In

the

human

j

breast” has been taken up. heightened,
and hallowed by religion. In the New j
Testament grent stress has been laid

j

upon hope and great virtue attributed
Paul ranks it with faith and
to It.
“And now abideth faith, hope
love.
and love."
Hopefulness is an essential characteristic of every true Christian life.
The Christian's hope is In God and

ever

life,

gress in

and*adopt
stances

thought of the important

we

a

be

sure, as

often abandon

we

pro-

old

an

one

according as circumour own experience de- j
not always ‘^itch our

new,

change,

or

mand.

We may
wagon to a star”, but you will notice most
mottoes stand for a high ideal. At sixteen
before life’s

cares

realized,

little

are

may trace in a girlish hand
blank page in our diary:

on

the

we

first

“One by one thy duties wait thee.
Let thy whole s;rength go to each.”
or

akin to it write this:

But after

a

with

few years at
irons in the fire” at

housekeeping^

one and
“many
the same lime, we shall learn to keep
“many strings drawing”. 1 am quite sure
you would find on investigation that most
reading, thinking persons have a motto*

Proverbs and mottoes
to each

other;

to

seem

be

related

doubt

they sprang from
the same source; a concise way of stating
a great truth appeals to us.
It is easy to
fix in the mind; it is often an inspiration
no

which awakeuB

aspiration.

of class-mottoes,
and be it accredited to the rising generations—as they come and go—that their
selections of school mottoes are always
those relating to achievement, advancement, labor and its reward. It shows the
upward tendency of their minds and of
Now think fora minute

their
It

hopes

seems a

for the future.

pity that the plural of mot-

toes should make
not supposed ever
They are made to
wire and

“toes”,

for mottoes

to stand
be

on

strung

are

feet.
invisible

their

on

bung up high; or printed in
and placed in a neat

quaint hieroglyphics

frame. A few years ago much cardboard
and w’orsted and time were used in making
them for the adornment of the wails of
Who shall say that those various

rooms.

shaded

designs were not an influence for
good in the home? We smile at their faded
lettering, if we come across one such in
the garret or in some dark corner, but they
fulfilled their mission in their
It

gives

me

much

pleasure

card from Aunt Sue

day.
to receive

a

tells
John hope to be at the reunion.
will all be glad to see her.
Pansy,
which

me

she

and her

We

BluehiLl mineral springs proved to be. If
a day like tnat, we shall do as the
grangers did—stay home, and we will hope
for a pleasant next day.

it is

quiet.”

But the father of Christian Endeavot
could not and would Dot be quiet. aDd
•o God guided, and. God guided, he
persisted in his glorious mission until
now almost every church bums like a
hive with the busy activities of Christian Eudeavor. where youDg people Id
congenial Christian companionship find
highest enjoyment and noblest employment, and thus by the transfusion of
young blood into its once enfeebled
body the church has been quickened
into a new life and led out into a
wider sphere, while the banner of
Christian Endeavor, kissed by every
wind under the whole heaven, floats in
triumph round the whole wide world-—
Rev. P. 8. Henson, D. D.
Growth.

Dear 3d. R.'e:
Wonder how many are planning to attend
the reunion? Aunt Madge cautioned me not
to work too hard to get ready to entertain
yon, and I know you will say I have obeyed
ber to the letter. For I am just enjoying this
summer as I please.
It has been the happiest
summer to me in many years. Can go when I
please without fearing I shall disappoint
some one by not being at home.
Nineteen
years a public servant has truly been some
care.

Last week I followed the politicians after
votes ano surely bad good success and gained
the prize I was ulter ior my candidate, who is

to-day rejoicing

over a new piano. Tbe time
is not far distant when women as well as men
will be scrambling after the political vote in
Maine as they now are in so many states. I
don't believe the men who great the same
route we did got used as well as we did.

tci!

uiem oi

my gouu menu,

E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Comand that there will be no backache and bearing down pains for them if
they will take it as I have. I am scarcely
ever without it in the house.
"I will say also that I think there is
no better medicine to be found for young
girls. My eldest daughter has taken
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound for painful periods and irregularity, and it has helped her.
“I am always ready and willing tc
speak a good word for Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. I tell every
one I meet that I owe my health am
happiness to your wonderful medicine.
—Mrs. J.G. Johnson, Scottville, Mich.,
R.F.D. 3.

Lydia
pound,

ELLSWORTH
The
retail

us so willingly their subscriptions
Thk Amukiun, regardless of their party
politics; then fed us or wanted to on the fat
of tbe laud, and when we could eat no more
they filled paper bags /or us to take along, I
found tbe name Gray was a talisman or open
sesame among the people who had any of
that blood in their veina, no matter bow far
back.
I took dinner with Roland Durgain and new
bride in their beautiful quiet home. Mrs.
Durgain was a pupil of mine when 1 was
eighteen years old. I won’t even hint how
long ago that was, for fear of betraying her
age.
On my trip I meet many old acquaintances,
among them Capt. I. W. Bowden, at South
Penobscot, whom I saw only once in the long,
long ago dressed in a shining new navy uniform. Oh, how handsome he looked in my
eyes in those sad days! Not that he is not
good
looking yet, but perhaps sge hss
dimmed my eyes.
Well, my ironing bosrd calls loudly to me,
so will close by hoping to see
msny of you
**>«*•
Dxll.

Last month brought us 297 new comGOLDEN THOUGHT.
rades of the Quiet Hour. Seventy-five
Speak not st all, in anywise till you have
somewhat
to
of these are In Ohio, sixty in Illinois
speak; care not for the reward of
and forty-six in Pennsylvania. The to- yoar speaking, but simply and with undivided
mind for the truth of your speak ing.—Carl pie.
tal number of comrades la now 61,507.
The Tenth Legion received 128 new
Are Ever At War.
members last month, making the total
There are two things everlastingly at war,
enrollment 28.010. California, aa nsuab Jov and piles. But
Bucklen's Arnica Salve
furnished the largest Dumber of mem- : will banish piles in any form. It soon subdues the itching, irritation, inflammation or
bers, forty-eight
Pennsylvania came ; swelling. It gives comfort, invites joy.
next with twenty-four, and Alabama Greatest healer of burns, boils, ulcers, cuts,
bruises, eczema, scalds, pimples, skin erupnext with fifteen.
tions. Only 25 cts at all aruggists.

MARKETS.

Thursday, Aug. 29~Mecting
Pomona
Brooksville.

cock

quotations below give the range of
in Ellsworth:
Country Protloce.

Rotter.
C reamerjr per

ft.35 §40
r>»‘r>.
#86

Kn»<
Fresh

laid. p«r doz.
Poultry.
Fowl.

85
22

HayBest loose, per ton.
dig
.18aM
straw.

Cautalope.
Watermelon,
Pears, doz,

10

50
30

Pineapples.

18«20
30

Peaches, doz,

Groceries.
wuiv—"

Rio,
Mocha.
••va,

M&28
38
38

lb—

Tea—per
Japan.
Oolong,
Sugar-per

30

*6-5

%-

.Heat* and

Corned,

Veal:
Steak,
Boasts,
Lamb:

06 <i0

m

Vinegar, gal
20*25
Cracked wheat.
05
Oatmeal, per B>
04

Buckwheat, pkg
20
45*65 Graham,
04d05

Granulated. 08£06i*
Yellow, C
06g0e»*>
10
Powdered,
Molaaaes, gal,
35*60
Beef. Ib:
Steak.
Roasts,

nice, per

25 §45
20*30
10*15
28
15§18

Bye meal,
Gran meal. !b
Oil—per gai—
Linseed.

04«O5

~aa
115

Kerosene.

12

Provision*.
Pork. 1>:

Chop,

Ham. per

20
24*25

!b

Shoulder.

15
25

Bacon.
Salt.

13

Lard,

14

Lamb,

15 $25
Fresh Fish.
18 Cod,
Mackerel. B>,
Haddock.
08 Shad,#.
Halibut.
14 §250 Clams, qt,
*»
16
Blueflsh,
Sword fish, B>
Floar. Grain and Feed.
Oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
8 00 37 50 Shorts—bag
w
Corn, 1Q0B» bag
1 80 Mix feed, bag
Corn meal,bag
1 80
Middlings.bg
Cracked corn,
80

Aug.

29:

Opening exercise*
Address of welcome.Annie Orindle

Response.L Heath
Business
Report of granges
Topic: “The Farmer

Topic: “Should we keep^ our brightest
***
boys on the farms, or educate them for
*T E Halt
the professions?”.
Program of host grange
Closing
_

RAINBOW,

Rainbow grange met in regular session
Aug. 22. The first and second degree*
A
were conferred on two candidates.

special meeting

will be held

Monday even-

ing for purpose of conferring degrees
The Pomona meeting will be held at RainIt is hoped
bow grange hail Aug. 29.
good number will be present.
403, WEST ELLSWORTH.
grange met August 24,
with the master in the chair and twentyseven present, including six visitors frotr
Arbutus grange. The first and second deHARVEST HOME,
Home

Harvest

given

were

grees
next

two candidates.

At th<

meeting the third and fourth deA short progran

grees will be in order.
All
wss carried out.

responded

at roll-

“What is the handsomest sight you ever saw?” and the topic
“i'he mistakes 1 made on the farm last
call to the

question:

_

MARI AVI IXK.|441.
Mariaville grange met Saturday evening,
Aug. 24, with a good attendance. There
was not much work, so the grange wat
held in open aeaaion for a recess, and a
peanut auction was enjoyed,causing muck
sport for all.fcFollowing the auction a
bountiful feast was served. The literary

program
good, especially the grange
paper, which consisted of items concerning different members.
was

HITTERY TO CARIBOU.
The Judson Clark sardine factory at
Booth bay Harbor, valued at f30,000, war
burned Thursday.
It had been idle all
summer.
The building was insured foi

|15,000.
buildings of George H. CampWinterport were struck by lightning and burned Friday morning. The
loss is estimated
at f3,500;
partially
covered by insurance.
Eight horses rescued with difficulty
from the fire which particially destroyed
The farm

bell at

Exchange hotel stables at Dextei
August 8, perished in a second fire in tbf
same stables Monday night.
Mrs. Ellen HalefSavage, of Auburn, wife
of Associate-Just ice Albert K Savage, ol
the supreme court of Maine, died Saturday
after a long illness.
She was born io
Vermont sixty-five years ago.

the

Thrown from the front seat of a sightseeing automobile at Portland when it
was struck by a passing touring-car, Mrs
Helen Hatch, aged fifty-two, of Sbawmul,
Mass., on Sunday received injuries frotr

The little

BLUEHILL FALLS.
B. Conary is in Bucksport lor

a

few hours later.

one
on

days.
working for R.

O.

son

aged

eighteen

of horsea knocked him

his

head, crushing

The wife and

the

over

and

stepped

skull.

five-year-old
Frank
Jacoby, a Russian Pole employed in the
pulp milt at West Enfield, were murdered
at their little home
Sunday afternoon.
Robbery

few

of Sherman L.

Mitchell ol
was
months,
trampled to death under a horse’s feel
Thursday. Mr. Mitchell had bis horse*
turned out to graze, and they
got into the
oats. He drove them out and
they came
through the yard on the run. The little
chap had toddled out into the yard, and

son

of

the motive, as a trunk
open and |285 in money
gold ring taken.
A Pole whose
Americanized name is Charlie Smith is in
the lock-up, charged with the crime. He
denies the charge, and tells
conflicting
*
stories.
was

a

Masons,

not

themselves

anthropologists,

for modern

working In the interests

nor

masonry, to reveal in their researches
that the order has a history that carries it
back to the first days of savagery. Tbia
new view of the history of free masonry
was the subject of an address reeently by
Koscoe Pound, Story professor of law at

and

Harvard university.
“It was the custom for many years in
outlining the history ol tree masonry to
take a rapid survey of the secret societies
of antiquity, such as the Egyptian, the
Eleusinian and tb» Mithraic mysteries,

was

broken

a

Essence of

the

and

Coleggil,

the Homan

Judea, and then try to show their relationship to the modern order,” said Professor Pound, in opening bis lecture.
For some time, however, this has been
But a new light has been
discredited.
thrown on these theories by antbropology
and sociology, and developed by men who
were not Masons, but were interested in
This new
purely scientific researches.
field shows tbst those who were speculating on these ideas were, after all, on t ha
Free masonry
track of something real.
not only goes back in a sense to the primitive secret societies, but even further, to
the antiquity of humanity.”
Taking up the results of the investigations made by anthropologist*, Professor
Pound pointed out that one of the Aral
evidences of a dawning civilization among
primitive people was the establishment of
a men's house, an
organization which
seems to have had its origin In the idea of
solidarity of the sexes, or the natural instinct in life for those of the same sex to

Which is Correct?

child

woman nor

only

the

only

permitted

ever

was

UPTOWNS TEA

are not

and

overrich in butter

icings are
heavy foods
for

splendid
growing children.
Make them from
William Tell
Flour and
double their
*•

qualities.

Milled only
from the finest
Ohio Red Winter Wheat by
our own special process,
making it
richest in
nutritive
value.
Yoar

to

modern

of these men’s house*

to

are

be found to-

particuby they
different characteristics,
I

day among many
larly in Australia.

savage tribes,
Aa lime went

began to sbow
according to the nature of the tribe, some
becoming distinctly military In nature,

developed

other*

while

UIIITiONK, HAYSKM
C. W. OR1NUA

*

< o.

-.

religions

into

The next step was the introduction of the initiation ceremonies, and later
the gradual change into the primative
centres.

secret societies that

know

were

in anti-

quity.
The idea of
men's

initiation

house, not

aeveiopea

highest

tbe

on

in r,ne

bills

or

males,
division was made according to age. In
the first classification were the boys who
lived with their mothers until the age
lowest

In the ranks of the

vales.

q«ip1W!!T

when they would be put through their
first initiation, that would open to them
the right of entering the men's house.
Once inside, these unmarried youths, in a

apprentices,

sense

the

were

and

customs

tribal

inculcated
duties.

mmm

with

forUvery Purpose

A Paint

Then,

they became married, they joined
the ranks of tbe workers, upon whose
shoulders fell the tribal burdens. Last of
hen

all

the old

were

tribal wisdom.
natural

That

Weathers all Weathers

men, the depositories of
These last three form a

grouping,

and it

to be in

seems

Indoon and Out.
of EXCEPTIONAL
time you buy
tni« line of your denier.

]

You

The next step, of which we have relics
to-day in the Minga ceremony of the Fiji
Islanders, shows the beginning of artificial
symbols as distinguished from natural, by
the
introduction of secret rites and
ordeals. The initiation of the young men
was made by the tribal elders, and during
the secret seclusion to which the initiates
were subjected they were taught the tribal
history, their duties as members, and inculcated

with

the

habits

of

every

NO MORE

tribal

obedience, while trial by ordeal eliminated
those who were unfit or unworthy to become members of the tribe.
Then, with the advance from savagery

barbarism, and later to civilization, a
change set in, and the functions of the
men’s house branched off in many directions. On one side tbe rites degenerated
into tbe mummery of politico-magical

tre lure

QUALITY

this way that the men's house becomes
identified with secret organizations.

DANDRUFF.
FALLING HAIR.
SCALP ITCH

to

Men ami women

—

do you want »

societies, where tbe organization, by play- splendid head of luxuriant hair free
ing upon the superstitions of the people from scalp itch and dandruff?
of tbe tribe, kept its
Do you want hair so bewitchingly
grip on the reins of
power for its own purposes. Buch organizations sre to be found to-day in certain
parts of Africa.

Along another line w as developed in the
ceremonies, which later grew into
the state religious festivals of Greece and
Home. Examples of these are shown
by

clan

the return of

Fabius to Rome at a critical
moment in the siege of Carthage, in order
to take bis part in the festivities as
bead
of the Fabian clan, and in tbe actions
of
the Bps runs before
Thermopylae, in re-

turning home to celebrate

though the advance of
such a step dangerous.
X

thi-A

_L.
-—

a

festival,

—

The Water Cure

al-

Few People Drink Enough Mater
-•'"•6

the

radiant that it compels the admiration
of all who see ii?
Do you want a scalp.is imm,innate.y
clean aud bright a., a newly-minted
coin?
if you do, get a DO-cent bottle «
PARISIAN' Sage to-day. G. A. 'hatcher sells it; so do dealers everywhere.
The girl with the Auburn hair on
A.-k for
every carton and bottle
PARISIAN Sage and see that you get
it.

Persians made

_....
—~

lines, illustrated by
the

the

..

icugiuui

monkish orders

Tibetans

to maintain the proper amount of r) aid
in the
system, to elirairiats through
the bowels and kidneys the waste producta of the
body. Ir drinking a gla*8
upon rising and between meals does
not keep your bowels active and digestion good' remember the old reliable
“L. F.” Atwood's Medicine lias been
successfully used for sixty years.
Bead this letter:
“I used to be subject to severe attacks of Bilious and Sick Headaches,
but if I feel one coming on, I take the
"L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine. It helps
me every time.
I would as soon be
without water in the house as “L. F.
Atwood's Medicine.”
Mrs. E. A. Nolan,

No. Whitetield, Me.

Sample free

for the asking

Portland,

“L. F." MEDICINE CO..

»

tea is

Sponge cake, cop cakes,
angel cake—all cakes that

many respects it resembled a
club in its social life. Example*

sons.

or

mammmm

In

enter.

which it seems the trade societies of the
middle ages descended. These led to the
formation of the lodges of
operative
Masons, which later developed into the
modern order of Free and
Accepted Ma-

T. R.

I

These men’s houses consisted of a building where the men ol the tribe could
meet, eat and sleep, and in which no

to-day, the vedic
Portland’s new fl,000,000 city hall, reMrs. E. M. Dowe and son Byron are in
placing the one destroyed by fire four priests in India, and by the monasteries
Snrry for a week.
years ago, was officially turned over to the of the middle ages in Europe.
The fourth
Mr. Teagie, of Cleveland, O., is at W. J. city by the city hail commission and the was the growth of the
pure Mysteries, the
architects
and dedicated. A
Rich’s for his vacation.
Thursday,
Mithraic,
Eleuainian
and
Egyptian, which
pipe organ, the fourth largest in the
Capt. George Crockett and wife, of world, costing |80,000and installed in the masonic historians were formerly accusauditorium as a gift from Cyrus H. K. tomed to treat as the origin of
Portland, are visiting relatives here.
masonry.
Cutis, of Philadelphia, was played to the
At the same time is seen the
Lester Bartlett and wife, of
formation
Hampden, public for the first time. The auditorium of a fifth
that
branch,
of
trade societies on
spent the week-end with their brother located in the rear of the hall, has a seating
capacity of &300. The municipal building the fraternal model, such as the Roman
Ross.
is constructed of granite with
and the CoUegi
marble
Collegi,
AuS-26Funeralia, from
Cbumbb.
interior.

abbfTti*tmmt*.

Children

gather together.

among

The

|

The origin ol the craft of free meeonry
often been traced back to the secret
societies of antiquity, but it has remained
has

w

Lightning struck the barn of Georg*
25
Gleason at Union early Friday, killed sc
20
ox and caused fl0,000 damage
by fire. Th«
7S barn, which was filled with hay, and tb«
150*165 double
farmhouse, occupied
by Mr
65a 1 75
Gleason and Benjamin Jones, were burned
1 65 il 90

good order and fit for shipping, is 60
pounds: of apples. 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bnshel of beana in
good order and fit for shipping, is 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and
peas.
60 pounds; of corn. 56
pounds; of onions, 52
pounds; of carrots. English turnips, rye and
meal,50 pounds; of parsnips, «5pounds;
of barlev and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as
by agreement.

is

203, NORTH BROOKSVILLE.

which she died

in

Grindle

B Col bj

Recess
Call to order
Conferring fifth degree
Durgair
Music.
Paper: “Farm Life versus Village Life/*
Joanna Dnrgaic

Strong,

Frank
ditto.

Boy of My Father'*

Tfmy”.N

08

LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AND M BAHCEEfl.
A bushel of Liverpool salt ahall
weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turk's Island salt
shall weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of
potatoes

A.

_________

Following ia the program for the meeting of Hancock Pomona grange with
North
Brooksville,
Rainbow
grange,

.tojii
Vegetable*.
New potatoes, pk,
30
Tomatoes, ft
10
Lettuce, head
06
Burch carrots,
06
06
String beans.
Cabbage.
04
Bunco beets.
05 Bunch onions.
05
04
Cucumbers,
Onions, ft
05
^
Green corn, doz,
18
Sweet potatoes, ft
05
Fruit.
doz
Oranges,
40^50 Lemons, doz
35«40

Han-

of

Rainbow at North

with

HANCOCK POMONA, 13.

year.”

prices

JTbhrrtiicmrnts

Frol. Founil Say* It I>»tes liaok to
Antiquity of Humanity.

of

contains no narcotics or harmful drugs
and today holds the record of being th<
most successful remedy for woman’s illi
known.

People gave

to

__

j

nut 1

reason.

DATES.

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com
pound, made from native roots and herbs

“One thing at a time
And that done well
Is a good rule as I can tell."

can’t you come? And all the others that
can possibly be there.
Let us hope it will
be no such day the 29th as Field day at

A Naw Lifa.
Bat the godly man was not to cease,
for God lives forever, and the faithful
were not to fail, for "lie la faithful
that promiaed,” and He always has a
"coming man,” tome Luther or Wesley or Carey or Clark, some man inspired with a great idea and raised uf
to meet a great ejnergency by the inauguration of a mighty movement that
shall give inspiration and uplift to a
tottering and decadent church.
Such movements are not always welcomed at the first, for there is a via
lnertiae ever in the church that is Dot
easy to overcome and that drowsily
drones when you seek to move it "Seeing these things cannot be spoken
to be

Ily,

the stanzas above.

Have you

BIBLE READINGS.
Job viii. 11-15: Ps. xvl. 7-11;
xxxlx, 7-13: xlii, 1-5; Prov. xiii,
12; Hos. 11. 15: Rom. iv. 18-25;
xll. 12; I Cor. xv. 19. 20; Epb.
!L 1-12; Col. L 23-29; I PeL L 3-6.

ought

years old,
and am the mother
of thirteen children.
Many people think
it strange that I am
not broken down
with hard work and
the care of my fam-

ago we mentioned things
“worth while”. A seed thought from
that took root in the heart of E. C. S. and

place mottoes fill? To

asn nave

forty-five

Down from the heights of Calvary,
The answer cometh back to me:
The soul that in Me seeks repose.
No harm shall suffer from its foes.
My blood thy sin shall cleanse away;
O’er rugged paths I'll lead the way
To haven sure, where angels smile;
Then thou shall say: “It is worth while.”

produced

*»

done me. I live on a
farm and have worked
I am
very hard.

Is it worth while?

To bear, to atilt endure?

approval

good

—

^anauve

A few weeks

the blessed hope, the glorious appearlng of the great God and of our Saviour, Jesus Christ” Christ has said.
"I will come again.” and "He that
hath this hope purifleth himself.” The
Christian’s hope, being In God and in
If
Christ is certain of realization.
our hope were in man or in any worldly object Its fruition would be uncertain, but In God hud Christ it is not
“We are saved by hope.” There
so.
is no doubt or question about it The
soul's hope of salvation In Christ Is
certain to be realized.
The Christian s nope is the mm ot
experience. "Tribulation worketh patience. and patience experience, and experience hope.” From experience of
God’s faithfulness In the past we are
led to hope for the future. God has
nr
fulfilled His promises, and this Is
He will fulfill them.
assurance that
They have already been fulfilled In
such measure as to Justify our continued hope concerning the future. Therefore ours is a hope that "rnaketh not
No shame of disappointashamed.”
ment will ever come to those who
hope in the precious promises of our
God. "He is faithful who hath promised.” and He will keep faith with us.
The Christian’s hope extends to the
future in this life and to the life beIn this life God
yond this world.
promises to be with us and to give ns
divine aid, guidance, protection and
comfort. "Lo, I am with you alway,
nd of the world,” says
even unto the
But we also have “hope of
Christ
eternal life.” “the hope laid up in
heaven” and Imparting a “living hope
of an inheritance eternal In the heavens."
It Is
Life without hope is dead.
without cheer without comfort with
out purpose.
But why should such a
life be ours? God offers us the greatest and most glorious hopes in Jesus
Christ—hopes that are sure of fulfillment Let us therefore embrace them
and live by them.

ye

Tell* How She Keeps Her
Health
Happiness For
Those Who Take
Her Advice.

..

Dear M. B. Friends:

In Jesus Christ. The psalmist says to
his soul. "Hope thon in God." and in
the New Testament we are enjoined
The special obto "hope In Christ”
ject of our hope in Christ is In the asThe
snrance of His second coming.
Christian looks above all things “for

against,

LARGEJAMILY
—

Is it worth while, these weary years

Tbit column is devoted to tfe* 9l»nf*i *•*
to the grange* of Hancock countye column 1* open to all grangers for the
discuasion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meeting*- Make letter*
short anti concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All bomby
municaiions will be subject to
the editor, but none will be rejected without

Krially

I want to tell you
Soottville, Mich.
how much good Lydia E. Pinkham’s VegetableCompound and

fore him. and that hope tuts been his Of hope deferred, of prayers and tears.
Of ceaseless struggle with the sin
guiding star ever since. Hope is an Which daily mars the peace within—
emotion compounded of expectation The trying to be well content;
and desire. "Faith is the unseen pres-1 When souls are rent with vain regret;
When friends forsake; when foes revile;
ent; hope is the unseen future." Hope
that

FREE MASONRY ANCIENT.

Me.
M'KJNLEY.
,
Ralph Norwood arrived last Tuesday for

his

vacation.

Misses Zelma and Lila Thurston returned Saturday from a visit to
Portland.
Charles Huntley and wife are
visiting
Mrs. Huntley’s parents, D. F. Norwood
and wife.
David Hudnut and wife, of
Brookline,
Mass., are spending their vacation in Mrs.

Knowlton’s bungalow.
Aug. 24.

p M

CHICHESTER S PILLS
A
THE DIAMOND BEAM'
UillMl Ask ymr DrwraUt for AA
( llUbM-ter^ DIjMMMU JTlrwn.l/
Pills »a Red a*<J Oold mrtailt
boiM. scaled with Bli«
V

diamond brand pills, for
Safest. Al-ays R

M

years k nenra u Best.
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WEAR Ml
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M RUBBERS
winter
INI

nil

who has been with her
parents, M. \V.
Ginn and wife, this summer, has returned
home.

COUNTY NEWS.
FRANKLIN.
Kendall

Flossie

Mrs-

left

Aug.

for Bangor

Saturday.

vacation

a

Mrs. Mary Colton Wilson, of
Orono, is
visiting relatives here.
David Dodge, who works in Brewer,
home for a few days last week.

has returned to

Bragdon

are

Mrs. Grace Butler French and children,
of Oakland, are visiting her parents, 1, F.
Butler and wife.
Kev. Nathan Hunt, Baptist State missionary, was a welcome riaitor at Tueaday
evening's prayer meeting.
Mrs. Martha Eldridge and Misa M. E.
HutchinB spent Sunday with the former's
sister. Ella Monaghan, of Whitney vllle.

Mrs. Chester Webster spent last week
with her parents, Daniel Webster and
wife.

day.
Mrs. Guy Millar, of Dorchester, Mass.,
who has spent two weeks w ith her parents, F. C. Gordon and wife, has returned
home.
Mrs. Laura Currier and daughter, of
Nashua, N. H., who were guests of F. L.
Swan and wife last week, left on their re-

Friday.

M. WoodruB and wile, ol Ridley

Park, Pa., who has been at “Knoll Top”
during his vacation, leave tor home Friday. Tbelr friend, Mr. Tucker, left last
Friday.
The Sunday schools, uniting in a picnic
down to Behring island Tuesday, report a }
pleasant lima. Lloyd Btaisdelt, of East

Franklin,

was

entertaining

in bis athletic

stunts.

Henry Do inell, who is at the Eastern
hospital, Bangor, has undergone a

Maine

surgical operation, which his friends hope
Mrs. Donnall is
will prove beneficial.
with her daughter, Mrs. Rena Walla, of
Southwest Harbor.
Thursday, MraJ. T. Maxwell, with
her touring car, came up from Hancock
Point and look a party to Milbridge todine.
The route was through the woods and
the ride was delightful, the road being in
good repair and its frequent turns pictur-

absence of five years.

The funeral of Mrs. Annette Bird

!

Collins, Miss hflldred Worcester, Miss
Virginia Collins and Mrs. L. W. Blaisdell.
Mrs. Maxwell has the hearty thanks of
the

party.

Augustus Bunker

Mrs.

received the sad

death of her brother’s wife
Thursday. The Hardwick (Vt.) Gazette
has the following: “It was with a general
feeling of sad ness and sincere regret that
Hardwick people learned of the death of
Mrs. Lewis W. Murch at the Fanny Allen
hospital in Burlington. Mrs. Murch went
to the hospital three weeks ago for an
news

of the

operation
formed.

which

was

successfully

Before she had

per-

and

The aged brother apd Bissympathy of the

friends.

sorrow

in the

and loneli-

family

lot.

L.

_

Mrs. Roy Fernald was called to Calais
last week by the illness of her father.
Aug. 26._B.
DEER ISLE.

*

Fred Torrey, who has spent his vacation
with Mrs. Lillian Small, returned to his
home in Boston Sunday.
Steam yacht Akelia, which has been in
this harbor a part of the summer with
quite a party of guests, left this week for
her western cruise.

Addie

Severance,

visiting

Mrs. Bennie

Miss

Falls,

is

of

Ellsworth

Garland.

Miss Blanche A. Hopkins, of Bar Harbor, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Harry L.
Davis.
The many

Young

friends of Mrs.

to learn of her serious

pained

are

Charles C.

illness.
B. F. Jordan and

Mrs.

spending
Bar

the

week

Arthur

son

are

Mr. Jordan at

with

Harbor.

Harry
Davis,
employment
liar Harbor, spent Saturday night and
Sunday with bis family.
at

Mrs. Emery Smith, who has been visiting
her daughters, Mrs. Charles Beal and Mrs.
Bennie Garland, has returned to her home
in Surry.
May.
Aug. 26.
_

Miss Hazel Greenlaw gave a picnic party
a number of guests Saturday afternoon.
A most enjoyable afternoon was spent. A
fine pie rue lunch was served, including

to

lobsters and baked clams.
At-

Capt. A. E. Greene took a party to
lantic Saturday in his motor boat. In the
M. D.
party were A. O. Gross and wife,
Joyce and wife, Mrs. H. W. Small, Charles
Carman, Mrs. Estella Haskell, Mrs. Kate
Greene and Miss Breta Haskell.

Aug.

26._KEX-

NORTH ORLAND.
H. |R. Bates is painting N. E. Ginn’s
house.
Mrs. Julia Ginn, formerly of this place,
is visiting friends here.
Miss Etta Saunders, a graduate nurse, of
her vacation with
is

Bangor,

There will be
in

a

the church.

Shaw, of Philadelphia, returned home Saturday,
Prof. James Rogers and/ wife, of Washington, D. C., are at F. E. Hardy’s.
to
Edward Hutchinson went
Boston last Friday to meet Capt. HutchMrs.

%

Mrs. Amos Scott returned home to
Boston last week, after visiting her father,
J. M. Ellis.

Whitney

Mrs.

Lowe and

Lowe will go to Ellsworth
Mrs. B. T. Sowle.

Florence

Miss
week

Ginn

Monday

came

Philadelphia,

frona

Miss Grace
to visit

home

last

where she has

visiting her brother, Dr. Robert Ginn.
H.
Aug. 26.

been

______

Mrs. Brenda Soper,

of Massachusetts,

either desirable

Neverthestay and there is
much that is interesting about them, according to a writer in Country Life in
America—much that people ought to know
for their own benefit as well as their own
peace of mind.
There is probably not a snake in New
less

they

attractive.

or

here to

are

England

which will

person

without

deliberately attack a
Black
provocation.

The blacksnake is one of the most common, and grows to a length of aoont six
feet. When cornered he makes a great
bluff at lighting, but is in reality a coward*
This, as previously stated, is the farmer’s
most useful snake; it devours great numbers of mice and moles. Even the bite of
the blacksnake is perfectly harmless in
fact snake-hunters consider a bite from
any of our native snakes except rattlers
and copperheads of no more consequence
than the scratch of
The

racer

is

a

a

Children Cry for Fletcher's

briar.
of

variety

occasionally, though

blacksnake

seldom, seen
here. It is described as being longer and
more slender and wears a light colored

The Kind Ton Have Always Bought, and which has been
In use for over 30 years, has borne the signature ot
and has been made under his per*
sonal supervision since its Infancy.
f S* s
/-ccccAftiS
”/T-'A
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “Just-as-good” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health oi
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

very

ground its neck. It can travel very
fast and it has a reputation of chasing
people who run from it. Racers are harmless westerners, and do not belong in the
list of New England residents.

collar

up the ground and eat the roots and grass
in his meadows, devour quantities of corn

is safe to say there
land.

are none

in New

What is CASTORIA
C as to ria is a harmless substitute for Castor OH, Pare*
gorlc, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Kareotio
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness.
For more than thirty years it
has been in constant use for the relief of Constipation.
Wind
Colic, all Teething Troubles and
Flatulency,
Diarrhoea.
It regulates the Stomach and Bowels,
assimilates the Food, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

GENUINE

CASTORIA

ALWAYS

!

I

The Kind Yon

ve

Always Bought

In Use For Over 30 Years
THC CENTAUR CO MR AWT, T7 MURRAY

RTRCCT,

NCW YORK
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Eng-

snake and

food.
KINO

who is spending his vacation withh is family, who are summering here, is making
some needed repairs on his house.

Aug.

23.__

H.

PRETTY MARSH.
Gray, of Penobscot, spent the
week-end with his family at the Freeman
Valorus

house.

Nathan Smallidge has gone to Northeast
with
Harbor, where he has employment
C. D. Joy.
in
Harper Bros., ot Center, are painting
this vicinity. At present they are at work
on Miss Linda Smith’s residence.
GAug. 26.

_'_

Mrs. Samuel Moore and Mrs. J. E. Muland son Earl spent Wednesday at Bar
Harbor.
William Dolliver and wife have returned
from a visit to their son William at Two
Bush light station.
William Moore and Alton LaNell are
spending their vacation with Mr. Moore’s
grandmother, Mrs. M. E. Moore.
T. E. D.
Aug. 26.
lin

so on.

about four feet in

LIKE MICE.

SNAKES

In the north it grows to
length and is marked

with reddish brown

The

spots.

green

king snake, commonly known as snake, or grass snake, is a small, harmless
“spotted adder”, prefers rats, mice and ! creature about twenty inches long, bright
lizards for his bill of fare, and, being green above and yellowish white beneath.
The

poisonous serpents, is the
rattlesnakes, not only
devouring them. The
smaller snakes,none of which are injurious
to mankind, do much to hold in check the
undue increase of insect pests by the destruction of both the larvae and imagoes.
This section of the country is favored
with a remarkably small snake population’
as compared with the warmer climates.
Of the hundreds of species in America, less
than ten distinct varieties may be con-

special
killing

sidered

enemy of
them but

residents of

of these

are

England,

New’

so

that

rare

they

and
are

almost unknown.

Tne rattlesnake is not common except in
certain localities. He is not much of a
traveller and it is doubtful if he gets half
a

mile from his den

There

are

fourteen

in

whole

a

species
which,

summer.

in

North

the banded
America, only one of
New’
or
timber rattlesnake, lives in
England. Its limit of length is about four

reptile

is generthe terror of its part of
Nevertheless he is enThis

titled to more respect than he receives.
His bite is deci dedly poisonous, but he is
not looking for trouble, and will never attack a person except in self-defence.
Like almost any living creature, ne win

tight when cornered, but when approached he announces his presence with
his unmistakable rattle, which tells you,
in the plainest language he is capable of,

be trodden on.
this warning confronting you it is
considered “good form” to stand back a
little. It is impossible for a rattlesnake
to strike more than half itB own length,
neither can it strike again until it has at
least partially recoiled. Knowing this, it
that he does not wish to
With

keep at a perfectly safe distance.
Everyone should know how to distinguish instantly a poisonous snake from
harmless kinds, as the former should and
the latter should not be killed. It would
is easy to

be

and

brown snake is less

The little
foot

than

a

Boys
pockets,

long and perfectly harmless.

frequently carry them in their
even girls enjoy watching them

and

wind

their fingers, demonstrating the
who
words of a writer on the subject,

around

says: “The locomotion of the snake is
one of the most remarkable and beautifully contrived phenomena in animal

mechanics.”
“HAIR” SNAKE

A

3TVTH.

snake, the smallest of all creatures bearing the name of snake, is found
in water, and is responsible for many a
in rural
heated discussion
districts,
The hair

where the

common

belief is that it

nates from horse-hair. This
a myth—horse-hair snakes

fftter

,than

s»«S tobacco^ Ranyr£th™foM

origi-

theory is all
are

parasites

living Inside of crickets and grasshoppers,
upon leaving ^ghich they seek the water to

lay

their eggs.

myth has to do with the rattles
of rattlesnakes. As these shed their outer
Another

skins from two to four times

a

year, each

rattle, and as these fresh
rattles sometimes fall off, it is evident that
the number of his rattles—each one repreis erroneous.
senting a year

adding

time

a

—

Rivervlew Local Union.
Union of C. E. at

Riverview Local

Marl-

Wednesday, Aug. 21, was largely attended.
The day was fine; the picnic
dinner in the grove was enjoyed by all.
The morning service was conducted by

I*

boro

a prayer
Rev. W. H. Rice
service in
which several took part. The afternoon
meeting was presided over by the president, W. C. Moon. Mr. Rice led the song
ssrvice; Rev. G. Mayo, of Franklin, read
the scripture and invoked divine blessing,
after which a solo by Miss MaryfMayo
—

was

enjoyed.

of the day was then taken
up. The nominating committee was
elected, to report at the evening session.
Mr. Mayo, Fred Hodgkins and W. W.’JelThe business

lison acted

as

that committee.

VPUMP
1 Solid-Breech, Hammerless. Safe.

—

SEAWALL.

home last week.

Snakes, large or small, harmless or
otherwise, are not generally considered

difficult to imagine a more conspicuous
unmistakable mark of identification
it is
than the rattle of the rattlesnake
in
are
Cecil
son
and
visiting
both visible and audible, and speaks for
itself. In the case of the copperhead, no
The Sunday school convention at Ocean
other New England snake has coloring
ville Aug. 21 was well attended.
like it; any one knowing the color ot old
John E. Bobbins, ot Cambridge, Mass., and new copper will have no difficulty

spending

Moore, returned

BAD ONES.

ally considered
Friday evening the
country.

concert

Miss Frances

friends here.
Mrs. Hattie Hussey and Mrs. Lunette
Beaton and son Clyde returned to Augusta Saturday.
Mrs. Eva Moulton and three children,
of Waltham, Mass., were guests of Herbert Ginn and wife recently.
Mrs. Norah-Goliine, of Bluehill, who
has been visiting her mother, Mrs. Harvey

KILLED—HOW TO KNOW

and one-half feet.

NORTH DEER ISLE.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Mrs. Clara Pierce and Mrs. Austin Smith

with her.

LAND

some

who has

L.

Mrs. Mark Pickering, who has been seriously ill, is somewhat improved. Her are ill.
sisters, Mrs. Charles Babbidge, of btonC. M. Pert
ington, and Mrs. John L. Goss, of Boston, Liberty.
are

SPECIES IN NEW ENOMANY HARMLESS 8NAKE8

immune to the

TRENTON.

inson.

sympathy.

ABUSED REPTILES.

ter who remain have the

the effects

extend their sincere

was

recovered from

of the operation, she was taken
with pueumonia, which caused her death.
She was a woman of winning personality
and genial disposition, and made many
warm friends.
She will be sadly missed
in her home where her presence was much
needed by the bereaved husband and two
little girls, aged three and five years;
also by her neighbors and her large circle
of friends.” Friends here of Mr. Murch

MUCH-

The king snake, commonly Known as
held at the old home Monday afternoon, and grain in the field, and in severe winadder” in New England, is not
Aug. 19, Rev. R. C. Douthitt, of Castine, ters, when food is scarce, eat the bark of “spotted
an adder,
but is one of the harmless
Her son Leon and grand- young fruit trees and kill them; yet that
ofliciating.
family of king snakes common in the
same farmer will kill every black snake
son Ralph, of Brockton, Mass., were pressouthern states, known in different secent.
The beautiful floral offerings at- he finds in his field, in spite of the fact
tions as milk snake, bouse snake, chain
tested the affection and esteem of kindred that field mice are the snake’s favorite

in their
pond was particularly attractive, and the community
ness.
Interment was
abrupt elevation of those old barren rocks
Aug. 26.
at intervals added to the charm.

towering
It is one of the finest drives in this section. The Milbridge bouse was the objective point. The cuisine at this hostelry
Before leaving for
cannot be excelled.
the next stopping place, West Gouldsboro, the hotel register contained the
H.
name* of Mrs. J. T. Maxwell, Mrs. J.
West, Mrs. H. U. Worcester, Mrs. H. F.

BLACK SNAKE COMMON.

THESE

FEW POISONOUS
—

the copperhead is

while

The garter snake,
snakes, or racers, have been known to
commonly called
chase people, but when turned upon they streaked or striped snake, grows from
two to three feet long, and is the most
invariably flee to a place of safety.
Contrary to the belief of most people, common and numerous of all. It is quite
Mrs. Oryann Dunbar, of East
Orland, only two native snakes, rattlesnakes and harmless.
spent a few days recently with her son
There are numerous species of garter
copperheads, are capable of inflicting seFred.
rious injury to mankind even if they snakes, varying much in color and markEdwin Conner, Jr., of Cleveland, O., is would, and as the habitats of these two ings, although in some
respects they are
visiting his grandparents, Fred Conner are rocky, mouutainous woodlands, it is perfectly alike. They do not lay eggs, as
and wife.
seldom that there is the slightest danger do some other snakes, but bring forth
Mrs. Emily Dunbar, of EaBt Orland, of harm from meeting any of our New their young alive, and when we consider
that a single family may comprise from
visited her sister, Mrs. Clara P. Dunbar, England snakes.
last week.
thirty to seventy or more (the largest on
MANY HARMLESS SNAKES KILLED.
record being seventy-eight), it is not surMrs. Ernestine Marks, of Orland, and
Many innocent and harmless snakes are prising that this variety is common.
Miss Rice, of Chelsea, Mass., are guests of killed
by people who do not know that
WATER SNAKES NOT DANGEROUS.
Mrs. Helen McMasters.
they are beneficial to the farmer. They
The common water snake is an unatHarry Wardwell is home from Castine, are killed because people hate them.
where he has been employed
with his Snakes are not to blame for their shape, tractive individual and is always seen near
brother Ralph in a garage.
neither are they “slimy” or “nasty”, as or in the water, usually lying on rocks,
Misses Myrtle and Margie Leach, of Pe- many suppose. On the contrary, their logs or flood trash bathing in the sun.
Below a mill dam amid the roar of rushnobscot, are with their grandmother, Mrs. skin is as clean and smooth as the finest
silk. When their ways, habits and tem- ing water, is a favorite haunt of this disaFred F. Wardwell, for a week.
greeable but innocuous reptile. When
are known and not imagined,
Edward C. Grindle, who commands a peraments
as is usually the case, their hideousneBB
approached too closely he quickly slides
barge running out of.Philadelphia, made a
vanishes and they become objects of in- off into the water and disappears.
brief visit last week to his brother, ('apt.
When caught—which may be done with
terest and curiosity.
M. W. Grindle.
According to persons who have made a wire noose on a pole—these snakes put
Arthur Guilford has returned to Owl’s
these matters their life study,the harmless up a bold fight, striking with open mouth
Head, after a fow days’ visit here. He was snakes should be included among the in a ferocious manner. This conduct is
accompanied by Mrs. Guilford and daugh- farmers’ and gardeners’ best friends. all a bluff, however, as their bite is harmter Elizabeth.
There are good and sufficient reasons why less. They are not to be confused with
Harry Peterson, of Somerville, Mass., they should be protected and their mul- the water moccasin which is fvenomous.
As the latter is a strictly southern snake,
with his wife, is making an extended visit tiplication encouraged.
to bis mother, Mrs. L. J. Peterson, after
Every farmer knows that field mice dig never seen this side of North Carolina, it
an

Last

esque with overarching trees and in many
places bordered with immense ferns green
The winding drive at Fox
and clean.

ABOUT

snake,

short and thick-set.

Mrs. J. E. Blodgett is entertaining relatives ftorn New York and Fall River,
Mass.

Hon. A. F. Have.v was up from West
Sullivan aud addressed the democrats at
their rally at town hail Saturday evening.
Mrs. M. A. Browne, of Washington, D.
C., and Mrs. M. A. Bradley, of Philadelphia, leave on their return home Wednes-

Robert

was

Edward Conner and family, of
Auburn,
visitors at the home of James Hatch.
Miss Cynthia Perkins, of Castine, was
the guest last week of Mrs. Helen Conner.
Mrs. Lottie Davis, of Bluehill, is the
guest of her sister, Mrs. Percy Wardwell.

of two weeks

here.

turn home

PACTS

Miss Annie L. Dunbar has gone to Orland to visit friends.

Harvard Card spent Sunday with his
and wile.
parents, W. H. Card, jr.,
Mrs. Waaa and grandson Howard, of
Brewer, are visiting Mrs. Adelaide Dunn.
Miss Edith

B.

NORTH CASTINE.
Miss Estelle Perry Is home from Gott’s
Island.

Mrs. Thomas Bragdon left for Fortemouth. N. H-, Monday.
Beleigh Davis, of Kent’a Hill, is the
guest of Mise Mary Mayo.

Portland, after

28.

! slender

SNAKES!

in

identifying
HOW

it.

TO

KNOW BAD

ONES.

easily remembered rule for this
region is: Every snake having rattles or
An

copper-colored

skin

(not

the brown of the
After it is

The
lows:

topics

of the afternoon

“What does Christian

were as

fol-

Endeavor

community?” An interesting and helpful paper was read by Mrs.
Grace
Hodgkins, of Lamoine. “Why
should we be glad to testify for Christ?”
was presented by Mt. Desert Ferry, after
whicii a solo was sung by Mrs. Shirley
stand for in

our

Holt, of Lamoine.
A social hour

was

led

present, of which there

by the pastors
were three, and

twenty-six others gave their testimony.
Mr. Melouf, of Boston, who is supplying
dead, if you wish to verify your decision,
at Marlboro, was very interesting and
look on the side of its face just in front of
It is evident that he is doing a
and below the eye; if it is a venomous helpful.
good work.
serpent (“pit viper” as they are called by
The evening session was begun by a
herpetologists) you will find the “pit” a
service led by Mrs. Flaville Moon.
small hole, or deep depression, between praise
There was a solo by Miss Mayo.
Devothe eye and the nostril, which is not posking snake) should be killed.

exercises were led by Rev. Mr.
Melouf. A solo by Mrs. Holt was enjoyed.
A stirring address was given by Rev.
Edwin F. Wood, of Sullivan.
The next meeting will be at West Sullinot plentiful, comparatively few people
van in
November, and it is hoped the
having ever seen one. Its favorite habitat
will plan to come and enjoy
is a rocky, mountainous woodland and ! young people
the good things.
never an open meadow.

sessed by harmless snakes.
The copperhead, although deadly venoa length of more
mous, seldom attains
and is, fortunately,
than three feet,

While its bite is

no more

poisonous

ing

in advance

I
I
C
K
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Bottom Ejection—empty shells are thrown downward—smoke
and gases must go the same way, too—insuring uninterrupted
sight—rapid pointing always.
Solid Breech—Hammerless—perfectly balanced—a straight
strong sweep of beauty from stock to muzzle.
Three Safety Devices—accidental discharge impossible.
Simple Take-Down—a quarter turn of the barrel does it—
carrying, cleaning, interchange of barrels made easy your
fingers are your only tools.
For trap or field work the festest naturel pointer.
Look it over today
Your dealer has one.

Remington Arms-Union
Metallic Cartridge Co.
299

Broadway

S

New York

City

tional

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.
HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

than

Pat was a bashful lover, and Biddy was
of the rattlesnake, it gives no warnof striking, and for this ! coy, but not too coy. “Biddy, did yer iver
Its coloring is think of marryin’?” “Sure, now, th’ subreason iB more dangerous.
beautiful, being a combination of two ject has niver entered ma thoughts.”
shades of copper, old and new, and should “It’s sorry I am,” said Pat turning to go
not be confused with the reddish brown away. “Wan minute, Pat!” called Biddy,
of the king snake, the latter being a long, ,‘Ye’ve set me a-thinkin’.”

that

I

Twenty Years’ Experience.
Personal attention to all de*> s. Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me,
Telephone B—B.
4
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American

<£ljc Ellsworth

A LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISHED

AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
BY TH*

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING COF. W. Rollihs. Editor and Manager.
W.«H. Titus, Associate Editor.

#Bbscrtptfon Price—#5.00 a year; #1.00 for six
months; 50 cents for three months; If paid
strictly In advance. $1 50, 75 and S8 cents
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. All arrearages are reckoned at the rate of #2 pei
vear.

Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and wlDbe
made known on application.
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to, and all checks and money orders made payable to Thk Hancock Countt publishing
Oo., Ellsworth, Maine.
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of
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Average for the year of 1911,

in Hancock county have onehalf the intelligence with which the
governor himself credits them, does
he suppose they were hoodooed by
his speciousness and platitudes?
Another most flagrant attempt to

people

‘SVRRY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

This week’s

dilemma he chooeee, he was guilty of
stating a half truth, all the more
dangerous because coming from the
lips of one high in authority. If the

deceive was in what the governor said
about the railroad rebate taxes. In
1891, the State granted, for reasons

wholly satisfactory to everybody at
the time, a rebate of 95 per cent, of
That
its taxes for twenty years.
agreement expired by limitation in
1911, and the road's full tax for that
collected. And yet the govyear
ernor would have us believe that his
administration had succeeded in collecting a tax of some 970,000 in 1911
which his republican predecessors had
was

2,352 failed
every year for the past twenty

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 28,

1912.

REPUBLICAN NOMINEES.

years to collect!
Did ever a governor of Maine in all
its history offer as a reason for reelection such a palpable piece of

chicanery?
NOV. 5, 1912.

NATIONAL ELECTION,

FOR PRESIDENT,
William H. Taft,

tion has been severe, and to a great
extent deserved; the democratic victory of two years ago was mainly won
on the promise of Mr.
Plaisted himself to put a stop to it; to enforce all

OF OHIO.
FOR

VICE-PRESIDENT,

James S.

Sherman,

OF NEW

YORK.

STATE lELECTlON, SEPT. 9, 1912.
For Governor,
WILLIAM T. HAINES, of WatervUle.
•
For State Auditor,
TIMOTHY F. CALLAHAN, of Lewiston.

For;Representative to Congress,
(Third District I
FORREST GOODWIN, ofSkowhegan.

laws by regularly elected officials.
He may not have said be would make
Maine “as dry as a covered bridge”,
but he said things equally as emphatic
if not quite so picturesque.
He said
that while the law was upon the
statute-books and in the constitution
it should be respected and enforced,
and again and again during the campaign of two years ago, swore before
high heaven that it Bhonid be en-

forced.

COUNTY TICKET.
For Senators:
ALEXANDER C. HAGERTHY,
of Ellsworth.

>

J. HERBERT PATTEN, of Eden.
For Sheriff,
FORREST O. S1LSBY, of Amherst.
For Register of Probate.
F. MAHONEY, of Ellsworth.

TIMOTHY

For County Commissioner,
HENRY J. JOY, of Ellsworth.
For County Attorney,
FRED L. MASON, of Ellsworth.

that as

FOB BEPRESEXTATIVEB.

Class 1—E. J. Morrison, Bar Harbor.
2— W. A. Ricker, Castine.
3—J. A. Peters, Ellsworth.
4— C. E. Babeon, Sedgwick.
5— E. E. Bragdon, East Sullivan.
6—J. M. Hutchins, Penobscot.
7— A. K. McBride, Northeast Harbor.
Governor Visits Ellsworth.
the governor of
Maine, Hon. Frederick W. Plaisted,
often called “Kernel Fred” for short,
The

Excellency,

visited Ellsworth last Saturday, and
in the evening addressed his fellowThe hall
citizens in Hancock hall.
was fairly well filled, and the audience was about equally divided be-

is

an

uy

excuse

auu

uuwu

tuc

for the outrag-

eously wide-open condition of things

existing thronghout the State.
Two years ago he pointed with pride

now

democratic
to Sheriff Moers, the
sheriff of Somerset county, as a fine
example of an enforcement sheriff.
And yet lees than a year ago he ap-

lows:

Qonldsboro, Aug. as—Hon. Frank D.
Dutton, of Augusta, and Raymond Fellows, of Bangor.
Dr. J. H. Fatten,
East brook, Aug. 28
doze a legislature of his own party of Bar Harbor, and Roy C. Haines, of Ellsinto adopting it. He is now seeking worth.
Castlne, Aug. 28-Hon. Forrest Goodwin,
re-eieotion in order to make still anol Bkowbegan.
other attack on prohibition. In the
Deer Isle, Aug. 29-Hon. Forrest Goodmeantime he is aiding and abetting
of Skowhegan.
win,
connullification, and doing it with
South Brooksville, Aug. 29-Hon. Frank
spicuous success.
L. Dutton, of Augusta. Raymond Fellows,
of Bangor.
Hon. Cyrus
A timely caution to voters is reN.
Waltham, Aug. 28
oriuted in another column. Remem- Blanchard, of Wilton.
28—Frederick
W.
oer that the names of the candidates
Prospect Harbor, Aug.
Hinckley, of Portland, and Fred L. Mason,
for United States senato: do not

Up

to

this

point

ne

"done

splen-

then he began to talk politics;
he started in right at the beginning of
his administration; how he found an
empty treasury, and unpaid bills
amounting to hundreds of thousands
of dollars, the State’s credit exhausted, and the situation altogether
most deplorable.
He gave correctly to a cent the
liabilities of the Std»e—but by some
strange aberration of mind failed to
mention the assets, clearly intending
to leave the impression that there
were none, and wonld be none until
the debt-raising factory of his own
be got into
administration could

working order.
Unpaid bills at

the close of the preadministration?
Of
course

vious
there were; it’s always the case, and
always will be, and nobody kn> ws it
better than Gov. Plaisted. Practically
the entire tax levy of 1910, collectible
in 1911, was available to pay those
left-over bills, and, as a matter of fact,
it was collected and used for the purpose intended.
Why did the governor fail to mention that in January, the first month
of his administration, over a million
and a half of the tax of 1910 came
into the treasnry and was used to pay

ap-

pear on the ballots to be used on Sept.
1. Their names did appear on the
jallote used at the primary election
n June; but that was a preferential
rote—a vote expressing the voter’s
preference for a candidate to be voted
'or by the next legislature. If that

republican, it will elect
Hon. E. C. Burleigh United States
lenator, he having received the
argest number of votes at the priegislature

is

mary.
From anything any democrat has
laid on the stump thus far, no one
would ever dream that the tax-rate
for 1911 was six mills. But how the
(pell-binders do roll, like a sweet
morsel under their tongues, the fact
that this administration has reduced
the rate from Fernald’s five mills iu
1910 to Plaisted’s four mills in 1912!
Why skip 1911, the year the democrats foisted on ns a tax-rate of six
mills?
Artful dodgers, those democrats.

The Sunrise News is the name of
Maine’s newest weekly; it is published at Machias in the sunrise county
It is a newsy,
of the United States.
six-column quarto, devoted to the in-

of Ellsworth.

Amherst, Aug. 30-Frederiek W. Hinckley. of Portland, and Fred L. Mason, of
Ellsworth.
Franklin, Aug. 30-Hon. L. B. Deasy, of
Bar Herbor, and Roy C. Haines, of Ells-

Whichever

horn

of

the

VICTOR and EDI80N Talking

Southwest Harbor, Sept. 5—Hon Reuel
Robinson, of Csmden, and Fred L. Mason,
of Ellsworth.
Stonington, Sept. 5—Col. E. K. Gould,
ot Rockland, and Hon. Elmer P. Spofford,
of Deer Isle.
West Sullivan, Sept. 6—Hon. Reuel Robinson, ot Camden, and Fred L. Mason, of
Ellsworth.

Frederick W.
and Hon. L. B.

—

—

Democratic Hallies.
Dates and speakers for democratic rallies
in Hancock county are as follows:
Surry, Aug. 29—Hon. Samuel W. Gould.
Hancock, Aug. 29—F. Wade Halliday, of
Watervilie, and Herbert E. Holmes, of

Did you twig the skill with which
Gov. Plaisted avoided any reference
to the liquor situation in Ellsworth?
Was it out of consideration for hie
own appointee, Sheriff Jellison, who

Augusta.
Hon.
Bar Harbor, Aug. 30 (afternoon)
Champ Clark, of Missouri, and Hon. Sam—

makes no pretense of enforcement?

S. J. CLEMENT, MUSIC STORE,

pressed

sentiment on enforcement?

who

Are the democrats

Want* Temperance Ticket.
dorr's Islasd. Aug. U, 1912.
To the Editor of The American:
It i* my opinion tbat tbe promisee mad*
to people of tbe Bute, before this present

longed.
My opinion is, if we are for temperance,
If
we ought to act it as well as say It.
tbe democratic party had not been in such
a burry to show tbe cloven toot, it would
bare been better for it. Should the democrats be defeated in September it will be
their own work.
If all men wbo voted “no” last
would leave old party line* and

Tboee wbo voted “no" last fall and this
year fall back to tbe old parties, might be
likened to a guide-board tbat point* tbe
way but does not go a step itself.
my opinion tbat tbe liquor question
should be treated as a crime instead of a
business, for it certainly is criminal in
It la

sale of

to

upbold

tbe manufacture and

intoxicating liquors

have

Deen

ruut

uu

tv

vc ciuviou.

a* a

beverage,

to

it without

—

been made. The report written by Oliver L. Hall, the versatile
New York, New Haven A newspaper man, to the
popular air
Hartford railroad has closed a deal for the “Everybody a Doin’ It.” The words folHarvey’s Point property and will build a low:
500-room hotel. The property borders the Voters, voters, see the fan
shore below the steamboat wharf, and is ; Demmies, demmies. on the run.
Ain’t they s funny sight
now occupied by the Newport hotel, and
Serving 'em just right?
several cottages.
Just a couple of years, whiu!
‘•David Salisbury owns a most remark- Haines, Haines. Haines, Haines, sure winner!
able Plymouth Rock hen,” writes our Otis Maine's, Maine’s, Maine’s, Maine's governor!
nouncement has
has it that the

by

the

new

primary

Can't you bear the noise?
Men and girls and boys
All are ahouting for “Bill”.

seem

to think

Hear the voters, listen to their din:
Turn ’em out, why did we put ’em in.
We have got ’em, fellers, sure as sin.
It’s a win, it’s a win, it’s a win, win.
Everybody’s shoutin’ it, shoutin’ it. shoutin’ it*
Everybody's shoutin’ it, shoutin it, shoutin' it’
Ain’t that war cry touchin* your heart.
Hear those snare drums bustin’ apart.
Come, come, come, come, let us start.
Everybody's shoutin’ it: HAINES.

A Prayer for the Voter.
[Reprinted by request of Hancock
W. C. T. U.J

the

legislature should be elected, if Maine

sends

a

republican

next

winter.

cans

owe

It is

senator

a

Congress
duty which republi-

to themselves to

voter goes to the
If the voters of

polls

on

Maine

and ashamed of the

to

see

that every

Sept. 9.

are

tired and sick

performances

in State

the last two years, let them see
that a republican legislature is
elected as well as a republican governor.
affairs in
to

it

Advertieera in

THE AMERICAN

capturing the trade.

are

me a sinner," for in
my opinion no man can vote in favor of
intoxicating drinks, witbout knowing
tbat be is sinning in tbe sight of God.
Doubtless some will call me a temperance crank; if so, it Is my opinion tbat
this crank turns tbe right way.
Now, if there are any men in tbe ranks
wbo voted for the retention of tbe prohibitory amendment in tbe State constitution, let them show to tbe people that
tbey were sincere in tbe casting of their
ballot, and that they meant it as no boys’

I hope that our temperance workers
will place candidates in tbe field, tbat all
may give them their hearty support. Let
us all show our colors, and. If need be. Ore
shot by word of mouth at any enemy to
temperance who may attempt to cross our
M. V. B A RBI POE.
bow.

California,

promised to epeak
September election.

had

State after the

As you
As you
As yon
God be

6

5,‘M

horn, |

Point,

-

tea

TTOtSB-AI Oak
in TrtiSoTExbalow Ell.worth, with
lot:
6n» location tor nmmrr residence
ELLeeroBTR Lose A Bt-iLDlxo Am-, i,1*
*• E»>worth. Me.

11

fSdfifeM1"

month of Union ri«7lr^rwttb .bore
F„
tor.

PLACB—Near
aorth. *4
and

Ireit aSfr
w,”

acre.,

oatbnlldtnks: food

Ink

Ofclete»Pply

U_k.sow,Ellawarth.*

Blaehlll, 5, mile from
nice spring; make dne pasturep.wto*r7
ln,,'llr'
of F. U Srovaa, Bluehlll. Me

LAND-Ia

Co lrt.

nalio*naTbankl^”!'

Bnrrtll

QFFICE-In

recently occupied hj P. E Hlilia.
heat, electric llkht; one of ih.
moat desirable offices In Ellawarth. inaain
,"lr*
at BoMitt Nanoeat Bank.
ink.

water

oxer C. E
Ink-atore. Main at. Soluble for
tor*a. lawyer's or Insurance office Inquire
9 " 01
C. L. Monaao, Ellsworth.

iorank'TeimT

OFFtCES-Buita

12'

FPlOES oxer Moore’s Cru« store. |nit
1 caud bx B. T.
Sowlei hot wap,
et. logo ire of K. Q. Moore. Ellsworth.

a

Ve.Vs.1

Xj^LAT—Small flat, furnished or unfurl
nished. No children. Inquire of
C
C. A. Clbmbnt, Laurel St., Ellsworth.

ft rip GSantrD.
opportunity is^offe^
COMPOSITORS—Aa
young
learn the
typesetting.
Apply
two

women

trade of
office.

to
st

Amb*ica*

cook; also nursemaidf|Ssad
N per wash respectively. Apply at once
Mas. Otapwood. Hancock Point.

COOK—Plain

to

—

To learn printer’s
a* office.

trade

BOYAmebic

Apply

st

Sprite! Koruu*.
COMMISSIONER!!* NOTICE.
Hamcocs m.
Buck sport, August 19, a d. 1911
tbs undersigned, having been duly
appointed by the Honorable Jerome
H Knowles. Judge of prooate within and for
said county, commissioners to receive and decide upon the claitv.:> of the credito -s of Dante!
or Daniel P. Davis, late of Bucksport. in mid
county, deceased, whose estate has been
represented insolvent, hereby give poblic
notice agreeably to the order of the mid
Judge of probate, that sis months from and
after August 8, a. d. 1911. have been allowed
to said creditors to present and prove their
claims, and that we will attend to the
duty assigned us at the office of T. H. Smith
in said Bucksporl. on Thursday. Heptember
98. 1912. and on Thursday January 9,1911 at tea
of tbs clock in the forenoon or each of Mid
Enwaao L. Bbaxlby,
days.
Opt W. McAlister,
Commissioner!.

WK.

NOTICE.
WIPE, Mrs. D. M

of Winter
bed and

Lindsey,
MY Harbor. Maine,
having left my
abode
for
without

her,
provided
Just cause, I
hereby give notice that I will not {my or become responsible for her support or any bills
she may contract for herself or against me.
Winter Harbor. Maine, Aug. 19. 1912.
C. L. LiNDsrr.

emwsamaaammkkmaBMmankkmmmaasMm^Mawasww^wmmi

Ltgal jtfafitre.
—•

•m

subscriber

-k

notice that
executrix

hereby
THEshe has been duly
appointed
of the last will and testament of
rive*

HENRY J. MILLIKEN, ;iate of 8l’RRY.
in ths county of Hancock, deceased, no bond*
being required hy the terms of said will. All
the espersons having demands against
tate of said deceased are desired to preseat
the same for settlement, and all Indebted
thereto are requested to make payment ImAlmima A. Milukks.
mediately.
Burry, Aug. 8, 1812.

as&Kttammu
IT SAVES YOU MONEY.

In the

Howard’s Dyspepsia .specific;
Regular Price 50c.; G. A. Par-

Dr.

cber’t Price 25c.
The special half-price sale of Ur. Howard’s specific for the

of

cure

constipation

eod dyapepela by G. A. Parcher, means the

saving of a few dollar*

od

family’*

every

yearly bill lor medicine*.

yhhfyf fsjiaf ,fa

Each 50-cent bottle (Mr. Parcher sells it

vote, as you vote;
vote our nation free;
vote, as you vote,
with you as you vote

with

vizier*by ‘p,,,y'"“

POLITICAL NOTK8.
The Bute committee* of the progressive
party at a meeting in Portland last week
elected former Attorney-General Seiderv,
of Portland, chairmen, and Krand M. Low,
of Portland, treaenrer. It was announced
that Col. Roosevelt and Gov. Johnson, of

Chorus

that

you will vote for Burleigh for senator.
Bepublican voters should remember
that every possible republican member of

county

God be with you as you vote again!
Vote for all that's pare and holy.
Vote for home and native country.
God be with you as you vote again!

law.

“God be merciful to

play.

Chorus.

Everybody's shoutin' it, shoutin’ It, shontin' it
Everybody’s shoutin’ it, shoutin’ it, shoutin' it

because they
had the privilege of
voting for their
choice of nominee for the United States
Senate in the primaries, that they will
find the names of Edwin C. Burleigh and
Obadiah Gardner on the ballots at the

Many

its author, has adopted a measure 1
The names of Burleigh and Gardner will
recommended
President
Taft i not appear on the ballots Sept. 9.
by
The next legislature elects the United
which is intended to correct a serious
defect in the pure-food law. The de- ; States senator to succeed Obadiah Gardfeet came through a decision of the 1 ner, who is filling out the unexpired term
of Senator Frye.
supreme court in effect that the pure
Vote the straight republican ticket, and
food and drug act did not cover false

wholly

upbold

«

democratic
congressman
Every
elected will voted against the protective tariff system; henoe every protectionist should vote (or the republican candidates (or congressmen.
September election.
We urge the leaders of both parties to
Protection versus free trade is the
vital issue in the national campaign. make this plain to the voters of every
town and city of Maine.
A republican vote on Sept. 9 is a vote
As the successful candidate at the prifor protection; a democratic vote is a
maries, Edwin C. Burleigh is the canditrade.
Don’t forget
vote for free
date of the republican party before the
this, (or involved in it is industrial next legislature, precisely as it nominated
Industrial
or
ruin.
at a legislative caucus at that time.
prosperity
In like manner, Obadiah Gardner is the
Republicans of Hancock county,
which do you prefer:
Republican legislative democratic candidate.
A vote for the regular republican nomisuccess and prosperity, or democratic
Make no mis- nees for State senators and representatives
success and disaster?
to the legislature will be a vote for Edwin
take.
C. Burleigh for United States senator.
A vote for the regular democratic nomiThe House, through the initiative of nees
to the legislature will be a vote for
of
Sherley,
Representative
Kentucky, Obadiah Gardner.

the result of which was not

no one can

m. beam,
Motor

com*

squarely out for prohibition, as they
should, then tbe Unger of scorn could
not be pointed at them as It Is to-day

one sense

boatwrokaH

©»e or

year

—

been confused

legislature.

M.

Jar Salt.

upholdTbe bibie tells us to come out
Hon. ing crime.
Ellsworth, Aug. 30 (evening)
howling for Mr. Haines to state how Champ Clark and Hon. Samuel W. Gould. from among them and be separate, and
F. Wade Halliday touch not the unclean thing.
he stands on enforcement satisfied
Amherst, Aug. 30
Tbe liquor traffic is fully as bad an evil,
with his answer? Ask him a hard and Herbert E. Holmes.
in my opinion, as was slavery, and I think
one.
it deserves to be wiped out as a business
“Everybody’s Shoutin' It.”
One of the hits of a recent republican in the good old Pine Tree State.
COUNTY UOSSIP.
community whose confidence he has
1 used to be a democrat, and voted tbat
rally in Bangor addressed by W’iUiam T.
and whose
so outrageously abused,
An important real estate deal is reported Haines, the candidate for governor, was ticket, as long as my conscience would
sentiments on enforcement he has so
from Bar Harbor, though no official an- the singing of a
new
campaign song permit. My prayer since bas ever been:
Is Hancock county going to vote for
a governor, handsome though
he is,
who tells half-truths which smell to i
heaven; who makes ridiculously false :
claims of economy; who acknowl- i
edges he has failed to keep his ante- ;
election promises, and who grossly
insuits its well-known and often-ex- I

tA,

(Torrtepanonut.

and

Gould.

uel W.

sheriff in Hancock county
whom he knew would not enforce the
law and who has not, and yet for such
an appointment he has no excuse to
offer and no apology to make to a

basely betrayed.

Machines

SMALL INSTRUMENTS OP ALL KINDS

administration came into power, are being
violated, especially tbe promise to enforce
worth.
which tbe people demand. It was
Hancock, Aug. 31—Hon. L. B. Deasy, of all laws
tbe vote last September
Bar Harbor, and Fred U Mason, of Ells- plainly seen by
tbat tbe people of tbe State wished tbe
worth.
Ha* it
law to be enforced.
Penobscot, Sept. S-Hon. Reuel Robin- prohibitory
been done? No!
son, of Camden, and Judge Forreat B.
And now tbe same men come forward,
Snow, of Bluehill.
Bar Harbor-Sept. 3-Hon. William T. looking for a re-election. Are tbe people
men be re-elected to
Haines, of Waterville, and Hon. Forrest going to let tboee
office who have shown tbat they are deGoodwin, of Skowhegan.
Hon. William T. termined not to enforce tbe law, nor let
Bluehill, Sept. 4
any one wbo will enforce it remain In
Haines, of Waterville.
is my opinion that it tboee men
Sedgwick, Sept. 4—Hon. Reuel Robin- office? It
wisbed to slay in office they should have
son, of Camden, and Hon. L. B. Deasy, ot
done their doty instead of shirking from
Bar Harbor.
as if
Northeast Harbor, Sept. 4—Ool. E. K. It. U looked to me last September
steal tbe lawful count
Gould, of Rockland, and Judge Forrest they really tried to
from tbe ones to wbom it rightfully beB. Snow, of Bluehill.

Bucksport, Sept. 8
Hinckley, ot Portland,
It is Deasy, of Bar Harbor.

terests of

a

claims regarding the curative properties of medicines, and that manufacturers complied with the law in
stating merely the ingredients of
those left-over bills; why didn’t he their goods. The Sherley bill amends
mention that almost a half-million the law so as to provide that drugs
more came in in February, and almost shall be held “misbranded if the
9100,000 came in in March?
package or label shall bear any stateHe either knew all this or he didn’t; ment, design or device regarding the
U he did his failure to mention it is curative or therapeutic effect of such
pothing short of an intention to de- article which is false and fraudulent.”
ceive; if he didn’t he has no business
Oov. Plaisted gave us resubmission,
going about the State talking on State

finances.

P IA NOS

—

As an attitudinarian, a platitudina- correspondent. “Whether her instinct
rian and a latitudinarian Mr. Plaisted told her she ought not to bother her good
is a roaring success; as a governor he master for food on account of the high
and
tween democrats, republicans
is a roaring failure, and deserves no cost of living, which is a problem to the ]
women.
whole nation, or whether she preferred
mercy at the hands of the voters of
His Excellency was at hia best; he
her own society better than that of the
Maine.
is a fine-looking chap, and be knows
big flock, is not yet learned. However,
she left and went to pasture to shift for
Make No Mistake.
it. Promptly on being introduced by
After a week’s absence, her
In their enthusiasm over State is- herself.
Candidate-for-the-Legislature Harmaster was lamenting the loss of his best
vard C. Jordan, be struck the attitude sues in this campaign, voters should
when a neighbor informed him that
which he invariably assumes just be- not forget how vital are the national hen,
he had met her that morning in the pasthe
involved.
On
fore giving his exhibition of word- issues
complexion ture busily engaged picking blueberries.
painting, at which be is an acknowl- of the next State legislature depends Thus her master found her, a happy and
edged adept. He expressed his pleas- the election of a United States sena- fat biddy, reluctant to return home.”
at
ure
being again in Hanoock tor. A democratic senator will vote
Caution to Voters.
county, especially in Ellsworth; he against the protective tariff system;
praised her men, complimented her hence every protectionist, republican
[ h'ennebtc Journal.]
women, and did not forget to refer to or democrat, should vote for the reLetters from many sections of Maine
the “h—1 of a lot of fine scenery publican candidates for State senashow that some voters, of all parties, have
tors and representatives to the State
we’ve got stack ap around nere”.

did”;

aoomi«uitnt*

aobrmsnnnn*

Republican Rallies.
Dates end speakers ter republican rallies
in Hancock county are announced as fol-

Washington county.
State declaring that the prohibitory published by the Sanborn Publishlaw cannot be enforced, and offers ing Co.
uo

pointed

For County Treasurer,
BOYD A. BEAISDELL, of Franklin.

Hie

And what about the governor’s atFor years
titude on enforcement?
the excoriation of the republican
party by the democrats for nullifica-

bis liking. He then called a special
session of the legislature, and attempted to push through a resolve
providing for an amendment to the
constitution which should give license
to the big towns, and prohibition to
the little ones. But be couldn’t bull-

again!

God be with you as you vote again!
Vote to banish rum forever
From our land, O God, forever!
God be with you as you vote again!
God be with you as you vote again!
ote for right and prohibition;
For a pure and stainless nation;
God be with you as you vote again!
God be with you as you vote vgain!
Vote to save our homes and children;
Yes, our happy homes and children;
God be with you as you vote again!
—J. D. Alexander in Union Signal.

Election Certain.
A press despatch from Portland under
Hat lies’

Aug. 22, says:
Charles L. Morang, of Ellsworth, who was
of the delegates to the
republican
national convention at Chicago and who is
one of the prominent Roosevelt men of the
State, was in Portland Wednesday to attend
a meeting of the Progressive party at the Falmouth.
Mr. Morang said that in his opinion the
election of Mr. Haines is already certain.
Judging by the sentiment in the third district. He said that Hancock
county, which
went democratic two years ajgo, would return
to the republican column this year
by a goodsized plurality, and that John A. Peters, of
Ellsworth, who retained his seat in the legislature by a very narrow margin, would have
a decisive
plurality next September. Mr.
Morang said that the election of Forrest
Goodwin to congress was assured.

Help Wanted
AT THE

for 25c) contains sixty does ol

can

be

the worst

case

ol

depended upon

to

cure

constipation, dyspepsia

Blood

Knitting

medicine

s

that la pleasant to take and which

This remedy is not

or

an

liver trouble.
ordinary medi-

It ia the favorite formula nf

cine.

«

well-

known physician, and has the endorsement of hundreds of physicians ol emi-

Mills,
ELLSWORTH.

nence in their

Fifty (80) women and girls wanted;
average wages, after from 3 to 4 weeks’
instruction, from $1 to $1.75 per day.

in aU

cases

prescribe it
or
constipation, dyspepsia

profession,

ol

who

liver trouble, knowing from
tbat

it will make

experience

complete and lasting

e

date of

one

!

:
!

Catarrh Cannot be Cured,
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they cannot reach the seat of the disease. Catarrh is
a blood or constitutional
disease, and in
order to cure it you must taxe iuterual remedies. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken
internally,
and acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is not a quack
medicine. It was
prescribed by one of the
best physicians in this country for years and
is a regular prescription. It is composed of
the best tonics known, combined with the
best blood purifiers, acting directly on the
mucous surfaces. The perfect combination
of the two ingredients is what produces such
wonderful results in curing Catarrh. Send
for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

Apply to Mr. John Blood at the
office of the company, cor. Church and
School Streets.

Wm. O. EMERY

WANTED
AT ONCE
middle-aged housekeeper
family

of

cure.

in

j

TITLES
ELLSWORTH,

MAINE

Ssatrches made and abstract*
and copies Furnished on short
notice, and at IUSMUIU NBCB
OFFICE!

MORRISON, JOY t CO. BLOCK.
STATE

STREET.

a

one.

Good home and fair pay to
honest party who will appreciate a good home.
If cannot come at once, do
not answer this adv.

H. H.
Story,

Harden,
Maine.

|Jroft»*umal €«&»•__

A LI C E

H.SCOTT

TYPEWK8IPT^7c^N?U;0/fiD

GKNKRAI. c'LEKICAI- WOBKo r
Agent Union Bale Deposit A Trust Co.,
for
land,
furnishing Probate aod Surety
Agent Oliver Typewriter! typewriters!!;1;^
s t>rug

Cor. Main and Water Sts. rover Moore
Store). BUsworth, Me.

••IMP.

Dl lUfliOlfc.

PerformfroWileil House Greeted
unr< Lust Wednesday.
“The Burglar” at
The presentation of
ujncock hall last Wednesday evening by
Fred E. Cooke and a local
John J- Farrell,
crowded house. The play
a
cast, drew

kroner Family Reunion.
Good Will grange ball, Amherst, was
the gathering place of the Archer family
Aug. 20. Twenty-five members of the
family, with several guests, spent a happy

day.

A glance at the year’s record show's
that death has sent his silent messenger
into the family four times, taking Mrs.
„t9 admirably presented.
and Mr
Asa Williams, Mrs. Helen Chick, Mrs.
Mr. Ferrell, in the title role,
“old roan” part, gave Lizzie Richardson and Miss Arabine
Cooke, in the
Little Smith.
Strength to the production.
as “Ediths,” was easily
After the dinner—one of the spreads for
Ellen zen Doyle,
her part which the Archer women are famous—all
the si»r of the amateurs, playing
where
with the abandon of a professional. Mrs. assembled in the auditorium
(Hies were good in the the business meeting was called to order
Crabtree snd Mias
while Misses Chris- by the
female
Mrs.
parts,
A.
A.
Archer.
The
president,
leading
in minor parts, singing of an old familiar
hymn by Mrs.
tina snd Winifred Doyle,
Carrie A. Campbell, Mrs. Amos Archer and
hid cieditsble work.
and Mrs. George F. Archer was followed
Flanagan,
Dunleavy
Messrs.
by
Sbriner. in the other male parts, were in a the Lord’s prayer.
called
to
hold
The
upon
up
ofilcers
were
chosen:
following
difficult position,
their end with professionals, but aa ama- President, Mrs. A. A. Archer, Clifton;
well.
did
Amos
vice-president,
Archer, Amherst;
teurs they
The success of the play is due to Mr. secretary, Miss Vara Archer, Clifton; hisand
sewho
it,
managed
it,
Mrs.
E.
B.
staged
torian,
Cooke,
Garland, Great Pond.
Mr. Farrell, who so greatly
Letters from Sergt. William J. Boyd, of
cured
was given for
It
cast.
the
and
John
I. Wentworth, of BalBoston,
strengthened
hall repair timore, descendants of Allan
the benefit of the Hancock
Archer, were
road.
La
Forrest
Archer sent regrets that
fund.
about
were
At
he
was
net
|60.
unable
to attend, business necesTta
proceeds
the suggestion of Mr. Cooke, this is being sitating his presence in Massachusetts.
in
much-needed
Calvin
Chick
improvements
and wife, of West Gouldsused lor
back of the stage. boro, also sent regrets.
the dressing-rooms
new
are
being
walls
kalaomtned,
Among those present were Elmer ArchThe
in tf-e er, wife and son
Ceylon, of Brewer; Clark
lights installed, mirrors placed
rooms, improved stage-lighting arrange- Duun, of Bangor; George F. Archer and
etc.
ments made,
wife, of Waltham, Maas.; Raymoud Williams and wife, of Ellsworth; John S.
Archer and Ransom Williams, of Great
“A Day on the Ranch.”
Mrs. Carrie A. Campbell and son
“A Dey on the Ranch,” the extrava- Pond;
cumber of folks Ralph, of Clifton; Mrs. Amos Archer and
a
ganza for which large
family, Mrs. Flora Foster and family, A.
bare been rehearsing for the past two
D. Archer and family, of Amherst.
weeks under the direction of Mr. end
The thirteenth annual reunion will be
Mrs. Kodenbaugh, of Boeton, was preheld at Good Will grange hail, Amherst,
sented last evening at Hancock hall to a
crowded bouse. Miss Mary F. Hopkins Ang. 20,1913.
entertainment held the interest of
the audience from start to finish. All the
Tne

participants,
them, did

snd

well, and

plauded.
Little

there

more

need

were

were

be

many of

roundly ap-

eaid than that the

An Otts Reunion.
Present and former residents of Otis had
a reunion at the home of Mrs.
Augusta
Emery in Ellsworth last Saturday afternoon.
The occaaion for the meeting was
to take final steps toward erecting a suitable fence around the Otis cemetery, for
which cause something over |125 has al-

performance was full of life, the selections
good, the costumes picturesque snd the ready been raised.
audience pleased.
Among those present at the meeting
It is to be repeated this evening, and the
were Frank Fogg, of
Bucksport; Willard
performance will be followed byadence. Fogg, of Bar
Harbor; Lee Fogg, of Eden;
Tbe proceeds an for the benefit of the
Mrs. Annie Remick and Homer Wilbur,
Congregational church.
of Marlboro; Horace Grant and son, of
Col. Miller, ranch owner, W. A. Alexander;
Otis; Lewis Jordan, of Hancock; Charles
Ariions Pete, Harry L. Crabtree; Frita KronFogg and wife, of Ellsworth; Mrs. Louis
seymer, Edward F. Robinson, Jr.; Mike Rafand Mrs. George Jordan, of Ellsferty. Ralph Royal; Ikey Einstein, Fred Gray
Smith; Dusty Rhodes, Herbert Beal; Ham
Bone. Morton Whitcomb; Alexander Jones.
Phil Muon; Broncho Bill. Qeorge Uould;
Indian Priucesa. Mrs. Mollie Taylor Wescott;
Rain on his Face, Lawrence Bresnahan;
Standing Bear, Lyndon Edgecomb. Indians,
cowboys, ranch girln and tenderfeet. Pianist,
Miss

Mary F. Hodkins.

Fart

1.

wild

west

meaiey

overture.

Chorus; “I’m Looking for a Nloe Young
Fellow." Hazel Gilea and Christina Doyle;
A Few Minutes with the Children. Elleneen
Doyle and twenty-five little girls; The Pickaninnies, by thirteen little ooons; Brass Band
Ephraim Jones. Alexander Jones; “A Cup of
Tea," Miss Bertha Gilea, assisted by Clara
Mullan. Alice Mullan, Susie Jordan, Jalia
Lyon, Bernice Giles. Catherine Hurley, Marie
Harley, Frances Doyie; “Just We Two,"
Rath Garland and Walter Brown; “In Denver Town," Churchill
Walker, assisted by
Msrearet King,
Margaret Hail, Hannah
Frances Malone,
Christina Doyle, Hazel
Giles, Martha Mllliken, Jessie Morang.
Part 2. The School Girla,Thelma Fullerton.
Louise Donnell, Martha Royal, Marion Donnell, Doris Col pi Its, Alice Kearns, Elleneen
Doyle. Ruth Whiting, Dorothy McGown.
Lenora Smith, Dorothy Crabtree; “Tf All My
Dreams Were Made of Gold," Walter Brown;
“Oh. You Bold. Bad Men," Mrs. Harry L.
Crabtree, assisted by Hazel Lord, Martha
Mllliken, Hazel Giles. Hannah Frances Malone. Winifred Doyle, Christina Doyle; “Life
is a Merry-go-round," Mike Rafferty; Wilbelmioa. Margaret Hurley, assisted by Dorothy Coughlin, Mary Coughlin, Katherine
Willett, Ella Goodwin, Muriel Byard, Marcia
Bellatty; solo, selected. Miss Bertha Giles;
Jack and Jill, Ruth Garland, George Gould;
“So Long, Mary," Mrs. Howard Walker, assisted by Bernice Giles. Hazel Giles, Helen
Shut*. Alice Mullan, Clara Mullan, Margaret
Hall. .Frances Doyle, Marie Hurley.

Falls.

worth

r.iuery

juts,

exienaea a coraiai

welcome

gave credit to Mr.
Wilbur for the interest he had taken in

gathering.

to the
the

She

and his work in

raising money
by contributions. After vocal and instrumental music by Mrs. Grace Ashworth,
cause

reading

and the
for the

occasion,

noon was

Mr.

poem written by her
the business of the after-

of

a

discussed.

*

Wilbur, Charles Fogg

Emery

were

chosen

a

Mrs.

and

committee to select

FALLS.

Mrs. J. H. Nash, of Bangor, spent Sunher sister, Mrs. Mary Harriman.

Miss Flora Fernald has been spending
two weeks at Cherryfleld with her brother
Charles.
Mrs. Oscar Staples is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Frank Moore, at West Scar-

borough.
Mrs. Charles W. Smith went to Bangor
of last week for a visit with
relatives.

Wednesday

of

Mrs. E. R. Giles.and daughter Florence,
Amherst, are visiting William M. Davis
wife.

and

Daniel Hamilton and wife, of Providence, R. I., visited Henry Lord and wife
last week.

Harry Austin and wife, of Island Pond,
Vt., are visiting Mr. Austin’s parents, J.
Austin and wife.

Orlando Brooks and wife, who have
spent several weeks among relatives here,
have retarned to Corinna.
Rev. Albert J. Lord occupied the pulpit
Sunday evening, giving an interesting address to

a

good-sized congregation.

George 8. Stanley, of Brewer, was here
Sunday afternoon on hiB way home from a
day’s visit with relatives at Waltham.
Earl Clark and wife, of Old Town, and
W. F. Jude and wife, of Castine, were here
over Sunday, guests of J. A. Austin and
wife.

Llewellyn Franklin, of Beverly, Mass.,
has joined his family here for a visit of a
few days with his parents, E. L. Franklin
and wife.
Moore

home

was

from Bar Har-

Sunday. His mother, Mrs. Geraldine Moore, returned with him for a
bor

over

stay of two weeks.

Fernald, who

Arthur

the Maine

fencing
Sunday
liam

Central

crew

employed with
company’s
at present, spent
is

railroad

at Orono

parents, Wil-

at home with his

Fernald and wife.

Percy S. Moore and family have moved
home from Veazie, where they have been
living since early summer. Mr. Moore,
who is employed as carpenter on the dam
there, returned to his work Monday
morning.
MOUTH OF THE RIVER.
Miss Pearlie Holt is
Machias for a short visit.

Irving Closson,
made

of

home from

at

Island,

Bartlett’s

short visit here last week.

a

Francis Murch, who has employment at
the Hancock house, was home Sunday.
Miss Lissie Smith, of Boston, is here for
a short visit with her uncle, Arthur Jones.
Mrs. Amanda York,

ladies, spent

last

one

of

our

smart old

Thursday with

Mrs.

David Closson.

additional money

the fence and raise the

Capt. Freeman Closson, of schooner C.
Taylor, 3d, left Saturday for Bangor to
of, the re- load lumber for Boston.
mainder of the afternoon was enjoyed
Mrs. Sidney Williams, and two children,
socially. Ice-cream and cake were served
of East Boston, who have been visiting
by Mrs. Emery.
her mother, Mrs. Eunice Williams, have
necessary for the same.
Business being disposed

Mrs. Charlotte Smith has returned to
her school in Searsmont.
Scott

trip

R. Lymburner has returned from

to Boston and

Clinton,

Conn.

Mrs. Byron Catlyn and little daughter
Lucy, who have been visiting her parents,
Capt. Henry Holt and wife, have returned
to their home in Portsmouth, N. H.
Irving Garland spent a few days last

Miss Edna Cummings, of Portland, is
spending a few days with her father.

and wife.

C. Agnes Kane is spending several
weeks with her aunt at Clinton, Conn.

being steward
years,
going foreign voyages.

Miss

have
turned to their home in Milton, Mass.
Rufus W.

Hinckley

Mrs. Claudia Richardson and daughter
friends at
East Machias.

Marjorie have been visiting

and wife

week with his

Adelbert Garland

parents,
This was his first visit in three
on large vessels

he

re-

WEST ELLSWORTH.

Herbert Allen, of Boston, has been
the guest of Frank W. Allen and wife.
Mrs. Charles L. Babson spent part of
last week with friends at Eggemoggin.
Mrs.

Miss Sadie Sanford, of Palmyra, was the
guest of Miss Vera Harding last week.
Frank M. Grindal and wife have returned to their home in Roxbury, Mass.

Mrs. George B. Floyd is critically ill.
All hope for her speedy recovery.
K.

A.

Guptill

wife

and

visited

his

brother, V. R. Guptill, at East Surry, Sunday.

MARINE LIST.
Ellsworth

Collar and wife.
The sehoolhouae has been newly shingled and a new floor laid. H. A. March
had charge of the work.
Frank Bragdon and wife spent Sunday
with Mrs. Bragdon's mother at Waltham.
Mr. Bragdon’s health is very poor.

Dallas Tracey and wife, who have been
visiting here, have gone to Brookton,
where Mr. Tracey will resume the school
which he was obliged to give up last

spring

on

account of illness.

T.

Aug. 26.
_

BIRCH HARBOR.
Mrs. S. A. Miller, of Dorchester, Mass.,
Sunday for a visit with relatives.

came

Amos Leighton, who has been in NorthHarbor the past year, moved home
last week.

east

Mrs. Joan Sargent, of South Gouldsboro,
spent last week at the home of her grandeon, Alton Banker.
E. A. Pet tee and family are home from
Seal Harbor, called by the serious illness
of Mrs Pettee’s mother, Mrs. L. A. Lindsey.
C.
Aug. 26.
______

OCEAN V1LLE.
The Sunday school convention held here
was
largely attended and greatly enjoyed
Montelie and Vera Harmon are visiting
their grandparents, W. B. Hatch and wife.
Miss Alice Lane, who has been visiting
friends in Northport and Tenant’s Harbor, is home.
W. M.

Hatch and

wife,

of

Mass., are spending their vacation
old

Maiden,
at their

home here.

Aug. 25.

A.

Elmer

Aug 15, sch Wesley Abbott, Jonesboro
Aug 17. sch Lulu w Eppes, Boston, lumber, Whitcomb, Haynes & Co
Hancock County Ports.
West Sullivan
81d Aug 21. schs Mary B
N ^5 Georgietta, Boston
W-?,1ilnKt’on’
81d Aug 14, Bch Fannie and Fay, N Y
Southwest Harbor—Ar Aug 20, sch Annie F
—

Kimball
Ar Aug 21, st y Corinthia (Br), 8t John, N B,
for New York
Ar Aug 25, sch Moonlight
81d Aug 20, sch Clara J
81d Aug 21, tug Orion with disabled stmr
Norumbega for Rockland; tug Confidence
with lighter
In port Aug 24. ga s Minnie Davis

last

week,

where he

was

Portland

in

purchased

an

auto-

mobile.
T. Lampson, wile and little son
and friends have returned to their home
in Melrose, Mass.
Mrs. George Downing and Mrs. Eugene
William

Conroy are spending
friends in Ellsworth.

F.

a

few

Harold Dunn, wife and little

days

with

AMES—At Deer Isle, Aug 8, to Mr and Mrs
Merton K Ames, a daughter.
CLARK—At Orland, Aug 24, to Mr and Mrs
WaitedE Clark, a son.
COOMBS—At Isle au Haut, Aug 14, to Mr and
Mrs George C Coombs, a son. IHermon

Freeland.J

DAVI8—At Deer Isle, Aug 20, to Mr and Mrs
George W Davis, a son.
DOW—At Stonington, Aug 20, to Mr and Mrs
Billings P Dow, a daughter. [Vera MadeGREENLAW—At Stonington, Aug 28, to Mr
and Mrs Leroy A Greenlaw, a daughter.

[Barbara.]

JOYCE—At 8tonington, Aug 21, to Mr and
Mrs Fred E Joyce, a son. [Karl Redman.]
LUNT—At Frenchboro, Aug 18, to Mr and Mrs
Charles K Lunt. a daughter. [Cora Burnett, j
WILBUR—At Waltham, Aug 10, to Mr and
Mrs Ellery W Wilbur, a son.

are

at

town.

Madeline and Eugene F. Conroy
and Walter Remick, who have visited
Mrs. P. B. Billings, have returned to their
home in Brooklyn, N. Y.
Miss

During the heavy thunder shower
Friday morning Frank Harding’s house
badly
struck by lightning and
was
in the house

Sim.

_________

servant to answer
A lady, sending
the doorbell, said: “It anybody asks if I
The seran evasive answer.”
am

vant soon returned. “Who was it?” asked
the mistress. “A gentleman who wanted
to see you, ma’am, and I gave him an evasive answer.” “What did you say?” "I
asked him if his grandmother was a

monkey?”

FRECKLE
CREAM
I

It will preserve your complexion, clear it without undue bleaching, and restore
the radiance and beauty which comes with an active, healthy skin, regardless of age

Wilson’s Freckle Cream is guaranteed to remove freckles and tan or we refund the price.
Is fragrant, harmless and should
It will not grow hairs, it is not a "make-up
always be used in connection with Wilson’s Fair Skin Soap—25c a cake
At all druggists or on receipt of
for
one
dollar
a
mammoth
Price 50c. or
jar
price, postpaid from The Wilson Freckle Cream Co Charleston S C
Remember we positively guarantee this preparation

E. G. Moore, Druggist, Ellsworth
at

the:

CALAIS

FAIR

and

Wednesday,
Monday. Tuesday
SEPTEMBER, 2, 3 and A,

FLIGHTS

AEROPLANE

EVERY DAY BY

WALDREN

Dr.

of the best pupils of Capt. Thomas S. Baldwin, the dean of American aviators.
Dr. Waldren is one of the best aviators in the business, and is particularly proficient
in doing the dare-devil stunts which make an aeroplane exhibition such a startling
sensation. Dr. Waldren is so confident of successful flights that he works on the noone

flight no-pay plan.

■

KLIVIlIVIDlW

■

two startling, hair-raising, in-the-face-ofdeath exhibitions each day of the BIG CALAIS FAIR.

Positively

DIED.
ASHE—At Gouldsboro, Aug 28, Mrs Dallas
Ashe, aged 23 years.
BUNKER—At North Sullivan, Aug 22, Atwood
L Bunker, aged 66 years, 10 months.
FERGUSON—At Sedgwick, Aug 23, Mrs Abbie
H Ferguson, aged 60 years, 2 months, 26 days.
GRAY—At Sedgwick, Aug 20, Gertrude P
Gray, aged 29 years, 4 months, 3 days.
HODGKINS—At Marlboro, Aug 23, Roland
Hodgkins, aged 72 years.
HOOPER—At Sedgwick, Aug 21, Mrs Comfort
T Hooper, aged 71 years, 8 months, 20 days.
SEAVEY—At Winter Harbor, Aug 27, Aronold
Seavey, aged 19 years.

'SbbrrtisniifntB.

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla
and

Cures all humors, catarrh
rheumatism, relieves that tired
feeling, restores the appetite,
cures

paleness,

nervousness,

builds up the whole system.

We’ve Some Smart

At the Same Time

in real estate that

we’ll write up that fire in-

bargains
you

can

purchase
Cash

onably.

C. W. &

r.

very

Property

Lamson&

owners

neglected

will be

WALSH, ELLSWORTH.

■ w

dinner at

PMIIITQ”
UUtiniO

was

I■

■ —■

—

■■■

in STENOGRAPHY and BOOKKEEPING
time-tested, most successful methods.

Doe Business
I■

■

■■

Practical Business Training

w

“RFPIITATIflN
ncruiniiun

to delve into.

protected from fire by placing their

t___.

I
13ln Year I|
Best in America

you’ve

Insurance

with E. J*.

..

that

policy

surance

L. JuAauiN, insurance, Keai estate

Fire

Hubbard

reas-

or terms.

Get it today in usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sarsat&bs?

their lunch

the Green Lake inn.

1]

Thusnelda Rose Barbara Silberbaur to John
Jacob Dennett, both of Castine.

dawned Aug. 21 lor tbe twelfth annual reunion of tbe Moore family at
Maddox landing. Green lake.
At an early hour the members began to
arrive, and by dinner time a large number

The forenoon

I

BOWDEN—SAUNDERS—At Bueksport, Aug
20. by Rev William Forsyth, Miss Maria
Bowden, of Orland, to Harold S Saunders,
of Bueksport.
8ILBERBAUR—DENNETT—At Castine, Aug
17 by Rev George Willis Paterson, Miss

one

College
BarlB°r'

°

V

by

We fit
“Doe” graduates are always in demand.
students for best-paying positions. Write NOW
particulars and terms.

our

for

spent in social greetings. All

GREEN

lis.
At 2 p. m. the business meeting was
called and the officers of last year were
The Ellsworth band furre-elected.
nished music throughout the day. There
was a dance in the evening at Gerry’s
casino, Ellsworth Falls.
Green

Leaders for Fall and Winter

Opening song
AddreBs of welcome.C C Camber
Garland
Paper, “William McKinley” ..Bessie L Patten
of
Hancock
farmers
the
“How
Topic:
county may improve their farms.”
First (more manure).D Y Young
Second (clover).Hiram Danico

Response.Martin

Third

(commercial fertilizers,)
Sewall Brimmer

Conferring of fifth degree
Music

Topic:

“Co-operative road improvements,”

W L Pratt

from Ellsworth by carriage or auto.
For a day’s outing; tor a week or the
season, no such spot in this vicinity.

FOR SALE BY

Rates $2.50

Special

Reliable Clothing Co.,
Me.

||

Ellsworth,

James

f°r Ssptsmbsr EUction*
Send five lc stamps for three assorted sets; $1.00 for large assorted supply. Give full
names of ail candidates
you want stickers for.
All correspondence str
ictly confidential. Our
t Compel you to vote
despotic ballot does no
for unfit candidates; send for stickers; do it now.
AU/osCommoamaltb L—guc, P.O.Box 671.
Portland. Me.
kJI iCftc ro

prison.

CLARION.

per

sure

Proprietor.

dTh.w.osgood
New Location Manning Blk.
Office Day: FRIDAY
Bangor Office : 12 Qrove St.

wear{||1®B rubbers
Thi» WUU*«

The

III.

more

more

eyes

an

advertisement

dollarI It ir worth.

catches

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
••NO PAY, NO YA8HH."
All kinds of lanndry work done at short notice.
Hoods called tor and delivered.

H. B. ESTEY & CO.
Ellsworth, Me
Bate, Building, State St..

to meet every

requirement.

Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,

Sold by

Bangor.

Day.

rates by the week or month.
Write for particulars.

F. Farmer,

Whether it’s a range or a furnace—if it is a “Clarion”, it is

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth.

Main Street.

ELECTRICAL
Ful

WIRING.

Linen of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
AND FIXTURES.

Wiring nod Supplies Cheerfully Given
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Ellsworth.
Estey Building. StateJSt..

estimate*

KLLSWORTH

Quotations from grange ritual
Gray Sentenced for Life*
J. Sherman Gray, confessed murderer of
fourteen-year-old Naomi Mitchell, of Carmel, was sentenced yesterday by Judge
King to life imprisonment in the State

INN. THE=—

LAKE

The new summer hotel at Maddocks Landing, foot of Green
Lake.

Ideally located; buildings and furnishings
brand new; cuisine and service perfect.
Boating, bathing, fishing. Easy of access,
from Green Lake station by motor boat;

Mountnln Pomona.

were

a new

in, give

WILSON’S

MARR1KD.

Following is the program for the PoMrs. Charles Frizzell and daughters mona meeting to be held with Nicolin
Florence and Belle, of Mattapan, are grange. North Ellsworth, on Saturday,
spending a few weeks with friends in Sept. 7:

Aug. 28.

and sweeping, too, injure the
delicate skin. You can overcome this by
the use of
\

BOWDEN—GROSS—At Bangor, Aug 24, by
Hiram J Preble, esq, Mrs Ella M Bowden to
Winfield 8 Gross, both of Orland.
REED—BEAL—At Southwest Harbor, Aug 22,
Rev G McNiven, Mrs Mamie Read to
by
Maurice R Beal, both of Southwest Harbor.

Myron.

gathered, some with
basket, while sixty were served

j

Dusting

Robert Carlisle, of West Surry, aged
ninety-one years, is visiting his son

bad

it.

coarsens

to have

Hon. Henry W. Sargent and wife, Mrs.
Herbert K. Roberts and Miss Mildred I.
Sargent were in Portland last week.
John F. Gray and wife and Miss Evelyn
have moved to Sedgwick, where Mr. Gray
recently purchased the Mosely place.

damaged. The people
not injured.

Cooking, with its sudden changes
hot to cold, is a strain on
beauty; it dries the skin, reddens and
from

line.]

were pleased
present K. E. Moore, of Duluth,
daughter Minn., and George Moore, of Minneapo-

and the Misses Dresser, of Bangor,
their cottage for several weeks.

While You Cook

BORN.

Bowden

E. Cummings

Port.

81d
Bid

Austin Conary and wife, of Ellsworth,
were
the guests of her mother, Mrs.
Hooper* will hold their reunion den.
Rowena Carter, Sunday.
Wednesday, Aug. 28, at Georges pond.
Mrs. Etta Moon, of Ellsworth, was
Herbert S. Dority and wife and Mrs.
Dr. Ed. Hooper and family, of Fairfield,
Martha Spooner were in Bucksport last called here last Friday by the serious illare
enjoying an outing at their camp at week.
ness of her mother, Mrs. George B. Floyd.
Georges pond.
Mrs. Fred J. Sargent and children spent
Harry Goodwin and wife were week-end
The Moore Family Reunion.
Sunday with her brother at North Sedgguests of Mrs. Goodwin’s parents, N. R.
After several stormy days, a beautiful
wick.
The

^ Keep Your Beauty

Mrs. Elvira Lewis, of Steuben, spent a
lay last week with her nephew, Emdry
Maddocks, and niece, Maria Gray.
The Cleaves troupe gave an interesting
sntertainment at the grange hall Aug. 2132, under the auspices of the grange.
Miss Frances Richardson and Herman
3cammon, of Ellsworth, and Harry Scammon, o! Boston, spent Sunday with Miss
Richardson’s parents.

and w ife, of Winterport,
spent last week with Mrs. Clara L. Bow*

Ellery

NORTH FRANKLIN.

I

Miss Corice Smith is visiting her aunt, i
Mrs. Nellie Nevells, at Ell«worth, before
returning to school at Machias.

returned home.

SARGENTVILLE.

a

Frank Ware, of Orland, is working for
his ancle, Daniel Richardson.

Mrs. George E. Gray and Earl Gray
spent a part of iast week in Bar Harbor
with relatives.

A.

afcfeertteentfittg

NORTH ELLSWORTH.

day with

Henry

pianist.

ass

ELLSWORTH

Mrs. Percy S. Moore is visiting her aunt,
Mrs. Herman Bowden, it Bluehill.

on

18 YOUR

Summer
In shape to wear?
clean and press It.
All

Kinds

of

Suit

If not, let

me

Repairing.

DAVID FRIEND.
Main

Street,.Ellsworth

COUNTY NEWS.

She
and

was

married to Mr. Ashe about two j
during her resi-

1

half years ago, and
denoe here made many

NORTH 8UJJLJVAN.

a

COUNTY NEWS.

Before

friends.

marriage, Mrs. Ashe was a successful
Miss M. E. Moon was a guest of Mias T. teacher in the public schools. Besides her
E. Martin at Bar Harbor Saturday.
little daughter,
husband she leaves a
Charles Hardison and wife have been j Pauline, one year old, her parents, and a
visiting his parents, S. O. Hardison and sister and brother. Services and interment were in Sullivan Sunday afternoon.
wife.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

her

guest of Mre- Eugene SimpMrs. Ada Jacobs, of Cherryfleld, Is
visiting Mrs. Simpson.

wan a

recent

COUNTY NEWS. !

Francis X. Corr, of Boston, eras a reguest of Mrs. Mary White.
Fred Bennie, of New York, is visiting
his parents, Chpt. S. V. Bennis and wife.
Miss Harriet Conners, of Boston, was
called home by the death of her niece,

Take It In Time

8TOMNGTON.

Dr.

Lurvey, of Dracut Centre, Mess.,
is visiting relatives here.
M. C.

Miss Mary Eaton bss gone to Boston for j

cent

a

few weeks.

Mrs. Scott Oeyer is in Rockland attendJudge E. E. Chase, of Bluehili, was in
ing tbe carnival.
last week, the guest of Dr. J. D.
The sardine shop opened last week, hut
Phillips.
Jen.
there is a scarcity of fish.
Aug. 26.
A fine recital was given at the Dirigo on
Mrs. Dallas Ashe.
Harvey Hooper and wife, of Boston, are
The Eastern Steamship Co. is enlarging
Wednesday evening last by H. J. Orr,
guests of his parents, George O. Hooper
OTIS.
This community was greatly saddened
assisted by Louis Von Gaertner.
and repairing its wharf here.
and wife.
by the untimely death of Mrs. Dallas
Mrs. Eugene Conroy and Mrs. George L.
A democratic rally was held at Masonic
Mrs. E. p. Babson, of Brooklin, Is a
Pastor Wood atad wife are entertaining
Ashe, of Oouldsboro, formerly of this
Downing, of New York, who are guests at
Sellers.
hall Monday evening of last week, ada party of old friends and neighbors at
place. Sympathy is felt for the bereaved guest of Mrs. Stephen
the Hancock house in Ellsworth, were
dressed by Congressman 8. W. Gould.
the parsonage.
parents, sister end brother, as well as for
Lyman Gray, of Gouldsboro, is visiting
calling on friends here last Saturday.
Mrs. Rogers and Miss Dunham, of New the husband and infant daughter.
his parents, James Grey and wife.
Nathan Bunker, of Monroe, was here Their father, the late John Kemick, is
have
been spending
a
Aug. 28._H.
Tuesday called by the illness of his buried here, this being tbe home of their Haven, Conn.,
Philip Crockett and wife are in Boston
month at Southwest Harbor, guests at C.
childhood.
brother Atwood.
to attend a wedding in the family.
ISLAND.
OOTTM
E. Cook’s.
Dr. Barbara Ring, of Arlington Heights,
The Bangor party which occupied the
Miss Amanda Warren, of Portland, i»
Miss Gladys Mayo, who has been ill
The carpenters are putting the inside
Mass., with her young son and brother cottages at the lake last week report s
the guest of her brother Frank 8.
now improving, and exfinish on Charles H. Harding’s new bonse.
Raymond are visiting their mother, Mrs. splendid time. They were entertained by some weeks, is
Mrs. Frank Mullen, of Vlnalhaven, is
Mrs. William E. Gott, who has been visAlex. Taylor.
the families who live near the lake, snd pects to be ready Jor her nei^ position of
visiting her mother, Mrs. Adeline Billings.
musical
director
in
the
Southwest
Harbor
Jennie
at
were
deMrs.
which
her
Grlndle,
iting
sister,
Harry Merchant, who is employed at they in turn gsve suppers,
i). Jewett Noyei is moving to Sanford.
Winterport, is home.
lightful affairs, at tbe cottages. The even- schools when the schools open Sept. 9.
the New Florence, Bar Harbor, was a
Galen Noyes will take charge of the drugand
A public meeting was held at the banProf. Davidson, of St. Stephen’s college,
week-end guest of his parents, Reuben ings were passed in plays, dancing
store.
singing, making a pleasant week both for quet hail Tuesday evening, Aug. 90, to dis- hss been covering the root of hit bungaMercuant and wife.
Mrs. E. E. Bpofford and Mrs. Joseph
cuss
the
visitors and natives.
union of church
interests. low with patent roofing.
Harmon are at Old Orchard for a few
OBITUARY.
Mrs. E. L. Grover and family enter- Speeches in favor of combining forces in
Mrs. Laura Moore and daughter, Mrs.
Atwood Levenseller Bunker died at his tained at tea one evening last week her Christian activity were made by Rev. Mil- Howard N. Kelley, came from Bar Harbor weeks.
Mrs. Samuel Goes and Mrs. Florlan
home here Aug. 22, after an illness of cousin, Fred
8. Spaulding, of Phila- ton Hess and other prominent ministers
Wednesday. Mrs. Kelley will return soon,
returned from a visit with
some weeks.
Mr. Bunker, who was in his delphia, with hia friends, E. Know lion, sojourning here, Dr, J. D. Philfips, Mr.
but Mrs. Moore will remain for a while. Small have
friends in Boston.
sixty-seventh year, was one of a family of of Brewer, and W. Eddy, of Ashland. Mayo and others; while certain phases of
Dr. J. E. Talley and wife, of Philadelthirteen children born to the late Olive They came out in Mr. Eddy’s car to try the new movement showing difficulties
Tilden Sawyer, who has been in Labraphia, are spending a few days at the BurnAsh afrd Barney Bunker. He had been a
their luck Ashing at Beech Hill lake, and and objections were ably presented by
has returned
ham bungalow, “Now and Then.” They dor on tbe steamer Warcntah,
This was Mr Rev. Edgar Cousins, Rev. C. H. Cutler,
life-long resident of Sullivan, and had a were very successful.
home in pour health.
are accompanied by Mrs. Andrews, Mrs.
Mrs. Robie Norwood and others. A comwide acquaintance and hosts of friends. Spaulding’s first visit to tbe lake, which
Miss Ethel Cousins, of
mother.
Portland, is
He had served the town efficiently as road ! is a regret to him as he passes some time mittee was appointed to adopt measures Talley’s
vacation with her mother,
for the establishment of a Neighborhood
Capt. Frank Mitchell, of Bernard, spending her
commiasioner for some twenty-five years. in Maine every summer, aod he says this
He is survived by
children —Mrs.

a

Howard

widow

and

four

of

Bar

Murch,

Harbor; Mrs. Harry Butler, Mrs. Rodney
Ash and Archie Bunker, of this town;
also, three brothers and two sisters—Gilman, of Ellsworth; Nathan, of Monroe;
Smith, of Belfast; Mrs. Helen Kamsdell,

Francisco, Cal.,

of San

and Mrs.

George

Whalen, of East Sullivan.
Mr. Bunker was a member of David A.
Hooper lodge, F. and A. M., under the auspices of which he was buried; also of the
K. of P.’s, of the Redmen, Pocahontas,

Pythian sisters and
were represented at

grange. All
the funeral,

beautiful spot of all Maine
waters. He said: “The shores are the
cleanest and of the whitest sand, and offer
such nice facilities for batheca; the water
is the most placid and of the deepest blue,
from which I caught tbe largest and
sweetest perch that I ever ate. The whole
is simply a real dream of nature/’ Mr.
is the most

Spaulding plans
longed visit.
Aug. 26.

to

pro-

Davis.

Aug. 26.

educational interests.
Spray.

_

Mrs. Edwin Hersey and Miss May Herspent last week in Pembroke.

sey

WEST FRANKLIN.
Frank

Bradbury ha*

W’ork

on

stone

a

job.

Nellie Foster, of Boston, is spending her vacation with Mrs. Arthur RobinMiss

between showers.

a

Martin Lurvey, of Dracut Centre, Mass.,
spending a few weeks in Southwest
Harbor.
and Harold Durgain, of Medford,
at the home of Rufus

Mass., are boarding
Trundy.

family

to

her home

Davis spent Sunday
Wilson Eaton's.

at

in

with bis

second

Miss Gertrude Foss was the week-end
guest of Miss Mae Studer at the Woodruff
camp. Green lake.
James Worthen and wife, who nave been
visiting O. W. Foss and wife, have returned to Melrose, Mass.
Nathaniel Sargent and wife, of Brookline, Mass., are guests of Mrs. Sargent’s
mother. Mrs. Abbie Wooster.
Horace

Stratton, who is employed on the
Sappho, spent the week-end with
his mother, MrB. Winfield Stratton.
Mrs. A. B. Fernald, Mrs.
Charles
Sprague and son Bernard, of Franklin,
recent

guests of Mrs. C. A. Crabtree.
by the ladies’ aid

The sale and concert

society

was

a

grdlt

financially. Booths,
dies of the society,

hall,

in the

success, socially and
attended by the la-

prettily arranged
candy, cooked food,

were

where

aprons and fancy articles were for sale.
The booths received a liberal patronage.
The concert in the
tended.

Following

was well atis the program:

evening

Pia-^

in

August,

1913.

Aaron

CH’B’EB.

G.

R.

Hadlock

Augusta last week.
Miss Jennie Williston, of Somerville,
Mass., is the guest of Miss Elsie Stanley.
MrB. Ellen Lunt, of Swan's Island, is
employed as housekeeper for G. H. Fernald.
Several

from

here

Soathwest

went to

Harbor to witness the

launching

of the

steamer Norum begs.
Mrs. Grace

Hadlock and
Capt. Walter

accompanied
Camden Sunday
Mrs.
w

ith her

Russell,

Hadlock to

trip.
Armstrong, of Bath,

on a

William

turned home

son

Thursday,

brother, Daniel

a

re-

short visit

Ham and wife.

meeting was held at the
Thursday evening to consult with
the people in regard to having a Neighborhood house built in the near future. The
community is grateful to summer visitors
and friends who have contributed so
liberally to ita needs, and much credit
A

business

church

no sole. Miss Carolyn Crabtree;
reading,
MiBS Sylvia Leland; solo. Miss Charlotte
should be extended to them for the deep
Hodgkins; violin solo, Miss Pauline Bun- i interest shown to our island people.
ker; reading, Miss Leland; solo, Miss
S.
Aug. 26.
Edna Stratton; violin solo, Miss Bunker;
E.
LAM OIN
solo, Mrs. Charles Banker; reading, Miss
Leland; solo, Carroll Moon; solo, Mrs.
Charles Reynolds and wife are at home
Bunker. Each number on the program lor a short visit.
was thoroughly enjoyed, all
being obliged
Leroy Pres by and wife have been guests
to respond to encores.
The society is
grateful to these artists and to all others at F. L. Hodgkins’.
who helped make the sale a success.
The
Hoyt, of Waterville, is a guest at
_

proceeds will
repairs

needed

be

on

used

to

make much-

the church.

Aug. 26.
GOULDSBORO.

A

daughter

and wile
Miss

was

born to

a

Frank Young

Aug. 23.

Audrey

JacksonMethodist campmeet-

Hunt has goue to

ville to attend the

Patterson

and

wife

are

visiting

Capt. Fred Hodgkins and wife.
Frank Perkins and wife, of Boston, are
occupying the cottage of A. T. Whitaker.

E. F. Whitaker is ill.
Mrs. Phoebe Havey, of Snllivan, is
guest at Mrs. Sars Joy’s.

Raph
Capt. Charles Hodgkins’.
Mr.

j.

ing.

hayrack load of young people from
an ice-cream social in district No. 5 Saturday night.
Mrs. A. L. Tripp and family will return
to Waterville on Tuesday, having spent
the summer at the parsonage.
A

here attended

Mrs. Carrie Hagerthy, of Bucksport, has
Gouldsboro dramatic club presented been the
guest of Mrs. Fred Hodgkins.
the two-<*ct comedy, “A Rank
Deception,” While here Mrs. Hagerthy called on many
in the grange hall, Gouldsboro,
Saturday of her old friends and neighbors.
evening. Tbose in the cast were Verna
Aug. 26._R. H.
Perry. Addie Guptill, Marie Rolfe, Ira
MARLBORO.
Guptill, Irving McDonald, Gilbert Moore, i
There were specialties between the acts, i
Percy Bragdon, wife and little daughter
The play concluded with a laughable larce I
Bernetta, of Massachusetts, are visiting
With Gilbert Moore and Ira Guptill as his
mother, Mrs. Warren Grover.
Ra'stus and Mr. Rafferty.
The

moved

George Edwards

and wife, who have
guests of Mrs. Edwards' aunt,

been the
Mrs. C.

W.

Kittredge,

have

returned to

Massachusetts. They were
accompanied t>y Mrs. Edwards’ mother,
Mrs. O. P. Rich.
their home in

Mrs. Minnie Hadley, who was called to
Winter Harbor on account of her father’s
sudden illness, has returned home. Her
little son Charles, who went to the hospital for treatment, has been quite restored to health again, and was able to ac-

A benefit sociable was given last Saturday evening at Racoon cove for N. M. Maloud, the pastor here. A pleasant evening
| was spent. Cake, ice-cream and candy
were for sale.
The proceeds were |12.22.
more than a week.
She was twenty-three
Roland W. Hodgkins died Friday, Augyears old. Mrs. Ashe was a Sullivan girl,
23. He leaves eight children—Mrs. Ludaughter ol Frank Carleton and wife. cretia
Stroat, of Ellsworth; Mrs. Georgia
Brewer, of Bar Harbor; Mrs. Margaret
Indian Killed On Track.
of North Mariaville; Misses RosaNear Rochelle, 111., an Indian went to sleep Grover,
on a railroad track and was killed by the fast
bella and Audrey Hodgkins, of this plaoe;
He
express.
paid for his carelessness with
of Albany, Ore.; Ralph, of Bar
his life. Often it’s that way when people neg- Ulysses,
lect coughs and colds. Don't risk your life Harbor, and Thaddeus, of Marlboro.

Emery and family have gone to
Harbor for a few days’ visit with
Mrs. Emery’s parents, David Marshall and
wife. Mr. Emery, who has been overseer
of Hillcrest farm the past two yean, has
resigned his position, and will go to Hull’s
Cove sod take charge of the Hamor farm.
M.
Aug. 24.
Abdon

Seal

REACH.
Waldo Lowe, of Deer Igle, is viaiting
his ancle, S. T. Lowe.

Carleton, wile of Dallas Ashe, of
died at the borne ol her busband’s parents, 8. S. Ashe and wile, Friday evening, alter an illness ol but a little

when prompt use of Dr. King s New Dis- |
Abe.
Aug. 26.
oove/.v will cure them and so prevent a dangerous tnroat or lung trouble. “It completely
“I
have
somewhat
bat
in
a
short
been
Doan's
cured rue,
costive,
time, of a terrible cough
that followed a severe attack of Grip,” writes
Kegulets gave just the results desired. They
J. R. Watts, Fioydada, Tex.,
and I regained
set mildly and regulate tne bowels perfectly.”
15 pounds in weight that I had lost.” Quick,
safe, reliable and guaranteed. 50c and #1.00.
—George B. Krause, 306 Walnut Ave., Altoona.
Trial bottle free at all druggists.
Pa.—Advt.

district this week.

David Wade, of Hartford, Conn., is the
guest of friends here for a few weeks.
Mrs. Goodwin Thompson, of Deer Isle,
is spending a few days with Mattie G.

Mrs. Frank Lxm’e, daughter Marion and
Sydney returned to their home in

son

Maynard, Maas., Friday.
Misses Emily Lowe and Louise Gray, of
North Deer Isle, were guests of Gertrude
Claribel Lowe this week.

and

Mrs. Eddie Powers and little daughter
Nellie have returned to Little Deer Isle,
after a visit with Mrs. Mary Eaton.
William P. Lowe, of yacht Nautilus, of
called Tuesday on his brother
S. T. The yacht lay at North Deer Isle.

Boston,

Lloyd K. Allen, of Boston, arrived Sunday to spend his vacation with his mother,
F. Holden. Mrs. Allen and little
daughter Ruth have been here several
Mrs. A.

weeks.

24._L.

Urinary

troubles often follow.

Act in time by curing the
Posn's Kidney Pills
weakened kidneys.

M.ny people

this

in

them.

Here’s

sre

kidney..
esppc,tUy

locality nc0ffi0)eod

one case:

Mrs. J. H. McAnliffe.ail
OhioSt
gor. Me., says: “I w.s bothered’
in
the
small
of
pains
my back,

a.

btd",',
beaiur"U
kidney trooM*

and other

symptom, of
Doan's Kidney Dill*, i
decided
snd procured a
try
supply,
using them, I hive felt better In
wsy and am free from every
symptom "
d
kidney trouble. I do not

Heading

to

of

them

bnlllt,

recommend them.’*

The above atatement wa. given
Jm, ,
1K», and when Mrs. McAnliffe wa.
hten
viewed at

a later date, .be .aid:
»i wi)J.
ingly confirm all that I Mid in pr.® $
Doan’. Kidney Pills some years
sgo, ,0j
you msy continue to publish my
endo®.
ment. This remedy help, tne
"whenever!

John Lowe, who has been to the hospital
He has
Boston, has returned borne.
suffered tbe loss of an eye.

it."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Foster-Mil burn Co., BuBaio, New
Yort,
sole agents for tha United States.
us*

Elder U. W. Green, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
and holding services In the
Letter Day Saints' cbnrcb.
Mrs. Horace B. Haskell and children,
visiting her parents, have

He mem her the

who have been

no

nsme-DosnV and 1st,

other.

Bangor.

Pauper Aotice.

HAVING

WEARUfr

that every organ of the wonderful human body ts dependent
If your liver goes wrong your blood will
upon every other.
be impure; if your bowels are inactive your stomach and
digestion will show it. And one trouble leads to another.

ffleecfumtt &ilti

have become the most famous and the most approved family
remedy in the world. They are known for their wonderful
and unrivaled power to cause regular, natural action of the
liver and bowels. They are gentle, safe but sure.
Beecham's
Pills benefit every organ of the body—brighten the eye, clear
the brain, tone the nerves and increase vigor—because they

8. J. Carpenter, wife and daughter, of
Sharon, Mass., are in town for a short
time. Mr. Carpenter owns a cottage here.

Remove the First Cause
of Trouble

Lin wood Joyoe has sold his house to
Dr. Gage, who will use it as a residence
and office. He will build a stable and

improvements.
Joyce has moved his family to
Swan’s Island, where he has a house
nearly completed. Their many friends at
Atlantic greatly regret losing such valued
make other needed
L.

RUBBERS

It’s Best to Remember

turned home.

5»tuJ AfedittN lor

wmbmi

wfcb

wtfy

bw. Sold mrywIfM. IQe., -Sc.

E.

5lickiw£Poors

neighbors.

Aug.

8.

24.
_

WEST 8TONINGTON.
Elmer Galley and wife
his father and mother.

are

Products

*

entertaining

\

Miss Clara Hamblen is acting as saleswoman in Condon’s dry-goods store.

Sterling Stinson and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a daughter,
born August 13.
Hugh Barbour, wife and little son, of
Bluehill, are spending a few days with
Sterling Barbour and wife.
Archie

Lyman

™ HAT10MAL

|_[

S Mivdeiiv

j£ BOStOn K^I

MUSTARD POT

I

rfS-rin

|

PURITY

Barbour has rented a house of
Deer Isle, and

Stinson at Sooth

move

his

family

there.

Mrs. George Abbott has the sympathy of
her many friends in the loss of her husband, who died at Porto Rico of typhoid
fever Aug. 5.
MCM.
Aug. 24.

Tracey

and wife have returned to

Brookton.
Edna Foe ter, of Boston, is
of Belle Lawrence.
M iss

J. B. Feawick, of Chelsea, is
of Mrs. Otis Hinman.

port1

Mrs. Obed Harris has gone to Sears
to visit her mother, who ia in poor health.

Miss Velma Stewart, who has been visiting her cousin, Kuby Y. Kidder, came
home Friday.
Capt. Kelly and wife, of Milbridge, were
week-end guests of ber daughter, Mrs.
Cora Crowley.
Tbe ladies’ aid society had a baked-bean
supper at the church Friday evening. Proceeds about f8.
The heavy shower prevented many from attending.
The meetings here conducted by Kev. C.
F. Wood are well attended.
Mr. Wood’s
father and sister, of Woburn, Mas#., are

here with him to

Aug.

a

guest

a

guest
P

Miss Florence Swift, of Andover, Mass.,
Flying Men Fall
victims to stomach, liver and kidney troubles
just like other people, with like results in
loss of
appetite, backache, nervousness,
headache, and tired, liatless, run-down feeling. But there’s no need to feel like that as T.
D. Peebles. Henry, Tenn., proved. “Six bottles
of Electric Bitters," he writes, "did more
to give me new strength and good appetite
than all other stojaach remedies I used." So
they help everybody. It’s folly to suffer when
this great remedy will help you from the first
dose. Try it. Only 50 cents at all druggists.

spend

8.

MAKIAV1LLE.

Henry Frost and wife
in Bangor last week.
Harbor for

a

visited

CLARION

outing.
family

and

attended

have clearly shown the
wisdom of thorough manufacture for best results.

the

CLARIONS

Wilbur reunion at Eastbrook Saturday.
i-ilUan Marsh, who has been visiting
relatives at Bar Harbor the past
week, ie
at home.

^

the
all bind, of tests during

the
experiment, having

splendid reputation
CLARIONS to guide you.

a

Traveler.
“I am a traveling salesman," writes E. E
Youngs. E. Berkshire, Vt„ "and was often
troubled with constipation and indirection
till I began to uce Dr. King's New Life Pills,
which I have found an excellent remedy."
For all stomach, liver or kidney troubles they
are unequaled. Only IS cents at all
druggists

stood

thirty-eight years and
always win high favor.
to
You cannot afford

1

26._8.
The Trials of

have

past

Thomas Hanscomb and wife have returned from Bar Harbor, where
they have
been viaiting their daughter, Mrs. Elwood

Silsby.
Aug.

J

ranges!

MADE

relatives

Frost have gone to Bar

week's

George A. Carr

STRENGTH

*»»

their vacation.

21.

Pearl and Ora

SULLIVAN HARBOR.

Dr.

|

kidney backache.

COBEA.

William F. Annie, of Dorchester, Mass.,
came Sunday to join his family for a two
weeks’ vacation.

Dallas

KllSwonb

Mrs. Louise Thurlow and Mrs. Ada
Mrs. Ruby Livingston,
Ellsworth, Frink are at Pleasant View cottage,
contracted With tbe City of E’l*
last
week.
frieods
here
visited
Temple Heights, on a vacation.
worth to aapport and care for tboae
Tbe North Haven Pythian sisterhood ; may need assistance
during tbe next Sn
Everett McFarland, of Auburn, called
team came Monday evening and instituted ream and are legal residents
Haworth. I
on old friends here, spending Sunday night
a sisterhood
here, with fifty members. forbid all persons trusting them on ot ac>
at Henry Bartlett’s.
Mrs. B. L. Noyes is st the bead of tbe sia- conut, as thsre is plenty of room and accooto cars for them at the
odations
City Far*
terr.ood.
house.
Mrs. Alice Burkhart returned Sunday
M. J. Dspsxit
Wilrnot B. Thurlow and wife have sent
from New York, where she has been with
out invitations to the wedding of their
her husband the past four weeks.
daughter, Mias Minnie, to Charles Oliver,
at tbe Methodist church at
Mrs. Springer and Mrs. Mears visited of Thomaston,
high noon Sept. 3.
Mrs. Mary Lord in Surry Sunday.
This Wisw
George
Nihil.
Aug. 73.
Ganlt took them in his automobile.

Knight.

Aug.

of

Waiting doesn't pay.

of

Torrey visited relatives in the will

Etta

Greenlawe

Rae

Gouldsboro,

_______

have

company his mother.

business

after

wife

Northeast Harbor, and are now
with Mrs. Bunker’s daughter, Mrs. Samuel Leighton, on account of her ill health.
in

was

Bunker and

back from

JSLESFORD.
Postmaster

steamer

were

Thursday

Aug. 26.

Scores

II you neglect

in

gone to their borne in

»»

People Have.

Mrs. Charles Cousins.

Mrs. Maria Goodwin and ton George, of
Sime Washburn and wife, of Brewer,
has been visiting Mr. Washburn’s sister,
Stonington, are visiting relatives here.
Attorney-General Pattangall spoke st Mrs. Seth Lurvey.
the town hall Saturday evening on the
Ezra Lurvey, jr., of Roxbury, Mass.,
with his w ife and child, two of his brothpolitical issues of the day.
The G. A. R.
M.
picnic will be held at er’s children, and a friend spent two
Aug. 28.
Hardison's grove, West Franklin, Mon- weeks at the old home on the hill. They
Mrs. W. P.
Woodward. Mrs. W. H.
HANCOCK.
day, Sept. 2. This is the king of picnics left Friday for Two Bush light, where Titus and Miss Marion Woodward, of
Miss Carolyn Vose, of Portland, is the in this section. Everyone from every- they will visit Mrs. Willism Dolliver, sis- Ellsworth, Mrs.
George P. Woodward and
ter of Mr. Lurvey, before returning to son
guest of Galen Young and wife.
where is invited.
Raymond, of New York, and Miss
Kenneth Crabtree will leave Sunday for
The Butler reunion was held at Guy Boston.
Margaret Woodward, of SDringvale, were
SPEC.
Aug. 26.
Mansfield, Mass., where he will attend Butler’s, East brook, Saturday, Friday, the
guests at Henry Bartlett’s Wednesday.
school.
HCBBARD.
Aug. 26.
day appointed, being stormy. The day
WEST EDEN.
number was
was pleasant and a goodly
Miss Hilda Hodgkins, of Boston, is visMrs. Emily Bsbbidge, of Stonington, is
ATLANTIC.
iting her grandparents, Walter Hodgkins present. The tables beneath the trees at
relatives and friends here.
noontime presented an inviting appear- visiting
and wife.
Miss Lizzie Burns is at home for her vaRobbins
and
of
Henry
wife,
Center, cation.
Miss Lillian Scammon is spending a few ance. Another reunion, %the Wilburs, in
After dinner have moved to Tow n Hill on the farm of
weeks in East brook with her aunt, Mrs. sight, was largely attended.
A. J. Staples and daughter Marie were
D.
G.
HaU.
there was a short business meeting. The
Helen Dyer.
at Gott’s Island recently visiting relatives.
old board of officers was re-elected. It was
M. W. Hamor and wife have returned
Percy Hodgkins and wife, of Bar Har- voted to hold the next reunion at the home from
Mr. and Mrs. Elwell, of Worcester,
Charleston, where they atbor, were Sunday guests of Walter Hodg- home of Winfield
Mass., have closed their cottage and reJordan, Waltham, the tended the C. E. summer school.

kins and wife.

Just

is in town

PARTRIDGE COVE.
Mrs. Mears returns
Auburn Tuesday.
Elmer

Allie

State road is being done

the

party of ten to the island Wednesday in his power boat. In the party
were D. S. Gott and wife, of McKinley,
who called upon their many friends here.
Chips.
Aug. 24.
brought

Mrs. Harry Brown of Belmont, Mass., is
with her cousin, Mrs. Prank Stewart.

is

which

place at the home Friday afternoon.
Rev. Mr. Wood officiating. Beautiful flowers testified to the esteem in which the
deceased was held. There was a large floral
design from each o'Wer. Mrs. J. K.. Mitchell sang seletions. Interment was at East
Sullivan.

a

house for social and

son.

orders

took

again for

come

town

SWirnisfmfniT

__

son.

I®'

THE COLONIAL CLARION

E*d»BJ»d 1839

SOLD BY J P.

of
i

Ma i
WOOD & BISHOP CO„ Bangor,

ELDRIDQE,

•

■

ELLSWORTH,

M

COUNTY

tablished in business at Brockton. H is
parents, Benjamin Maddox and wife, now
reside in Ellsworth.
Aug. 26.
Tomson.

NEWS.

BROOKLIN.
in town

was

j carter, of Stonington,
isl week'
has goue to Vermont to
E Ny Orilfln
,actory'
work in • corn
returned to his home in
tytd Alien
Mass., Monday.
Carlrstown,
for the library is up, and
TM framework
have began boarding it.
l!,, carpenters
and wife, of New York,
Harry Neville
two weeks at the “Lookout”.

,pending

Mrs. Oscar Bowden is visiting her
and friends in Bangor.

Mrs. Will Eaton and Miss Alice Eaton
spending a few days in Ellsworth.
Mrs. Mertie Perkins, of Lowell, Mass.,
is the guest of Frank Moulton and wife.

are

EU,worth, where
friends.

Lettie Elye returned to Boston
her vacation with
Jonday. after spending
Miss

per

Mrs. George Bickford is spending a few
at Seaville with Mrs. Will Duffy, who
is very ill.

days

parents.

has returned from
Caul. J- M. Tibbetts
where he has been vlaitffsttbam, Mass.,
mc hi' daughter.
and wife, of Holyoke,
Lucius Cousins
0. C.
are visiting his parents,
Cousins and wife.
of New York,
W T. Pierson and wife,
of Washington, D. C„ are
,nd Mrs. Holt,
two weeks in town.

(pending

Frsd Stewart

ia

taking

place

the

Cpt. B. E. Sylvester, Jr.,
for the week.
host Namakanta

on

And you would like long
hair? Rich, heavy hair?
Beautiful, luxuriant hair?
That is perfectly natural, and
we are here to
help you.
Ayer’s Hair Vigor is a great
aid to nature in producing
just the kind of hair you desire. Do not be afraid to
use it.
No danger of its coloring your hair. The ingredients are all given on each

Miss Emily Bowden is visiting her aunt,
Mrs. Aldeu Conary, at Bluehill Falls.

Etta Green, of Revere, Mass., who
visiting Mrs. W. J. Johnson, has

Miss

has been

returned home.

Mrs. Fred DeMyer and two children, of
East brook, are the guests of her mother,
Mrs. M. A. Eaton.

label,

Wiley C. Conary, of Bucksport, is
spending a few days with her mother,
Mrs.

Mrs. Sarah Eaton.

of

the factory

Walter Staples and ‘wife and Angus
Staples, of Camden, were the guests of
Mrs.

who has been
Miss Gertrude Parker,
C. L. Parker and
visiting her parents,
wife, returned to Boston Saturday.
Jlr. Patten, of Georgia, who has puris having it rechased the Stevens bouse,
the painting.
is
paired. Henry Elye doing
D. Mackey and wife are going to
J.
§Rev.
BostoiTTd-'day for the week. Mr-Macmother fell and broke her hip last

'•<" 1

Watson Friend last week.

the

.T.q

Harry Jyrdan, of Hartford, Conn.,
has been visiting his parents, Henry J.
Jordan and wife, returned to his work

Mai.

Bankrupt'll Petition
In the matter of
Herbert L. Cousins,

were

in town

last week

on

Banking.

last

is what your money will earn 11
Invested In shares of the

business.

Della Bowden and sons, of Penobscot,
visiting ber parents, Alonzo Snow and
wife.

paralysis

Green
last

suffered

He]

week.

a

is in

shock
a

Is

now

critica

condition.

Mr. Purkiss, of Elgin, III., who is
spending tbe summer at J. B. Babson’s,
will preach Sunday morning in the Bap-

T. T. Harvey and 1. J. Cousins were in
Ellsworth last week to meet the State

Mary

RENT

when you

can

borrow

on

your

shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
payments and Interest together

assessors.

church.

Order of Notice Thereon.
District op Mains ss.
On this 24tb day of August, a. d. 1912, on
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be
had upon the same on the 4th day of
a.
Baid court
d.
1912, before
October,
in
said
ten
at
Portland,
district, at
In
the foreu<x>n; and tL*t noo’clock
tice thceof be published in the Ellsworth
America.;, a newspaper printed in said district, au<* that all known creditors, and other
persons in interest, mny appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall send by mail to all known
creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said district, on the 24th day of
August a.d. 1912.
James E. Hewby, Clerk.
[L. 9.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—.1 ames E. Hrwey, Clerk.

will amount to but little more
accompanied by her grandthan you are now paying for
children, Cecil, Seger and Frederick
The church aid circle held
rent, and in about ten yea's you
will
•onic ball Wednesday afternoon and even- ; Howard, visited her daughter, Mrs. Frank
OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
ing, which was well attended. Following ; Ducot, at Bucksport last week.
C.
Aug. 26.
is a list of the tables and tbose in charge:
For particulars inquire of
Domestic table, Mrs. F. 8. Herrick; fancy
O. W.
tist

a

sale in

NORTH

table, Mrs. G. F. Gott and Mrs. Naomi
Allen; candy table. Miss Rachel Cole and
Mrs. Wallace Smith; cooked-food table

York;

Mrs. Laura

ice-cream room,

Mrs.

and relatives at

turned

cation at

family

have

re-

kinsfolk there.

Tbe friends here of Miss Annie E. Gray
with her over her victory in obtaining the piano iu The American’s
prize voting contest.
Mrs. Gertrude Grant and children, of
Bo g
a. d
her sister, Mrs. Florence
S r.iii- u (i children, of Pennsylvania,
a
>1 .g the house of their brother,

even

H»

nominee
gaiiuu

for

■tore

1|.

deo

of

met
at

a

^rtyof

an

hour.

Mrs. Charles Friend

children, of
visiting her
j mother, Mrs. M. E. Richards, have reCamden, who

have

and

been

turned home.
Aug. 26.

j

WEST BROOKS V1LLE.
Dr. Franklin Farrow, after ten daya’ ab-

Massachusetts,

§m

is home.

Leslie Stevens and his bride, of Brockt°a, Mass., are spending a few weeks with
Mr. Stevens’aunt, Mrs. Maggie Blodgett.
Mrs. Clara Condon and George Phillips,
of Surry, were week-end guests of Mrs.
Hermaa P. Tapley and Mrs. Ivan Fatnham.

Frederick Jacques, wife and son Fredrick, Herbert Staples, wife and twosisl®rs, of Bangor, are at the Churoh cottage
for two weeks.

WEST SLKni.
in North
R. T. Carlisle and wile are
Orland visiting his son Myron,
HlS wile WAlbion Saiinj»M Is 111.
mams

SSXaid

School begins this morning in district
No. 5, taught by Miss Ella .Jarvis, ol Surry.
Richard Tenant and family, of Ellsworth, are guests of Mrs. Tenant’s parents,
Frank Conary and wife.
Mrs. Bert Cottle and son, of Ellsworth
Falls, are visiting Mr. Cottle’s grandfather, Stephen E. Grindle.
LAug. 36. __

Hancock Point.

MtD^Mri'FeVry'.::".'."”.:.::"’.'"'.:”"":"
wSwnStM JjSiootion.'::::::::::':::::::::::::
SimJaIK
SllUSrth’Fall's..
MiiSEhT*
rslSSn Im.

mmtSufie.

Harry Elwell and
New York.

Brewer

5le7or
K

at home Iron

Mrs. Daniel Thurston has been visiting
relatives here.
Allen ant
Virginia Allen and Charles
wife spent Saturday in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Abbott, of Livermort
Mrs
Falls, are visiting their daughter,

INew

their cottage
for the
summer, left for their home in
Brooklyn, N. Y., Tuesday.
Alexander Philip and wife,
spendln* six weeks here with relatives, left
for their home in Vancouver,
after

Tuesday
B. C.

accompanied by Mrs.
Miss Maggie Tapley, who
*111 make an extended visit with them.
George Tapley Maddox, of Brockton,
Mass., a native of this town, with two of
Bis nieces and Miss Cora Lord, of Belfast,
*m in town last week calling on Capt.
George H. Tapley, with whom he had
sailed for six years, back in the ’70s, making long voyages. Mr. Maddox is well esThey

Fhilip’g sister.

were

Aug. 26.

•«

PM

AM

In the District Court of the United
the Hancock District of Maine.
In the matter of
r_
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SEAL COVE.

Irving Ashley and wife, of Northeasl
Harbor, were in town last week.
Misses Sylvia Heed and Bessie Robbim
Harbor.
are visiting at Northeast
who is a
I.ester Norman, of Boston,
Mis
Tinker’s island, was the guest of
Sylvia Reed last Tuesday.

Wmu^aViBuVlWan ferry).
"

EvS*™

SSTaSruop.
si.lH.rbo;..

Maui."—:

Aug. 26.
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gives notice that
adminis-

EDWARD W. TRUE, late of HANCOCK,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
and
all
indebted
the same for settlement,
thereto are requested to make payment imMildbbd T. C. Tbub.
mediately.
Mt. Desert Ferry, Aug. 21,1912.

PMlPM

flO 0C ‘10 00 9
f12 46 *1 20 12

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed adminis-

of

subsciiber hereby

subscriber nereby

I

7 18

*3
*8

AM

estate

gives notice that

has been duly appointed adminisTHEhe
with the will annexed of the estate of
trator

BALTIMORE,
MARYLAND,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement* and all Indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imREGINA M. KNOTT, late of

mediately.

Sorrento,

STATE OF

•Vo'

she has been duly appointed
THE
tratrix of the estate of

pmamI

am

-v.-.::v.v.v.v.v.“ 38:::::: 7?* S8* 2.
’88 US SS
88::::::
*18 40 t2 00 *5 45
15

signal or on
Daily, except Monday. § 8undaye

on

«1«

PM

for

NATHANIEL W. PREBLE, late of EAST
BOSTON, MA8S.,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imWilliam B. Blaimdbll.
mediately.
West Sullivan, Aug. 21,1912.

41

1

8

Junction

states

Petition that Frank A.
county, deceased.
Bowden or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased. presented by Effie L. Smith, daughter
and neir-at law of said deceased.
Elizabeth M. Bunker, last of New York city,
deceased. First and final account of William
Bunker, administrator with the will annexed,
filed for settlement.
Geneva A. Cain, late of Sedgwick, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Yetts H. Cain, administrator, filed for settlement.
Coleman Gray, late of Orland, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Winifred B. Gray Spencer, executrix, filed for
settlement.
Edgar Emerson, late of Penobscot, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Frank W. Hutchins, administrator, filed for
settlement.
Joseph L. Perkins, late of Dedham, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
George L. Perkins and Fred A. Perkins,
executors, filed for settlement.
Luraan Warren, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. Secont account of Theodore H. Smith, administrator, filed for settlement.
Henry WThiting, late of Ellsworth, in said
Final account of Samuel
coun y, deceased.
K. Whiting, administrator, filed for settlement.
Whiting Bros., of Ellsworth, in said county.
Final account of Samuel K. Whiting, surviving partner, filed for settlement.
Georgianna Wescott, a minor, of Eden, i*$
said county. First account of Angus M. MacDonald, guardian, filed for settlement.
Margaret C. Devereux, a minor, of Northampton, state of Massachusetts. Second account of Theodore H. Smith, guardian, filed
for settlement.
Annie G. Davis, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Charles
B. Pineo, administrator with the will annexed,
for license to sell certain real estate of said
deceased, as described in said petition.
Fanny Newbury, late of Treroont, in said
county, deceased. Petition tiled by Loren W.
Rumill, administrator, for license to sell certain real estate of said deceased, as described
in said petition.
Daniel W. Winchester, late of Surry, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Georgia
A. Winchester, widow, for an allowance out.of
the personal estate of said deceased.
Elihu T. Hamor, late of Eden, in said
filed by Ella
Petition
county, deceased.
Hamor, widow, for an allowance out of the
personal estate of said deceased.
Jane R. Witherle, late of Castine, in said
county, deceased. Petitiou tiled by Ernest G.
Adams, executor of the last will and testament of said deceased, that the amount of ^inheritance tax upon said estate be determined
by the judge of probate.
Levi Webber, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. Final account of John" B.
Redman, co-executor and co-trustee, exhibited bv Erastus F. Redman, executor of the
last will and testament of John B. Redman,
deceased, filed for settlement.
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of said Court.
\ A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney. Register.

THE

Hso.§soo.

elO
elO
elO

Sresented

subscriber hereoy gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
OLIVE S. BARTLETT, late of TREMONT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
William E. Whiting.
Ellsworth, Ang. 21.1912.

11*”:::::: SIS::::::
5 35
5 40
6 00
6 12
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56.
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tjo 40
'tfooimos jiio
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the executrix therein named.
Nathan W. Higgins, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Addle J. Emery
and Julieu Emery, the executors therein
named.
Eliza
Forsyth, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Mary A. White, the
executrix therein named.
Susie E. Tripp, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Orrin W. Tripp,
the executor therein named.
Ann Grindle, late of Castine, in said county,
deceased. Petition that William H. Hooper
or some other suitable person be appointed
administrator of the estate of said deceased,
presented by William H. Hooper, a creditor
of said deceased.
Janies Higgins, late of Eden, in said county,
deceased. Petition that R. J. McGarrigle or
some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased,
by Michael Higgins, an heir of said
eceased.
James L. Saunders, late of Bluehill, in said
county, deceased. Petition that Albert P.
Leach or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased, presented by N. M. Leach & Co., creditor of said deceased.
Isaac Wesley Blaisdell, late of Orland, in
said county, deceased. Petition that Albert
W. Buck or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by A. R. Back, a creditor
of said deceased.

To the creditors of Carl F. Richmond, of Ellsworth. in the county of Hancock and district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
"VT'OTICE is hereby given that on the 3rd
da> of August a. d. 1912, the said
Carl F. Richmond was duly adjudicated
bankrupt; and that the first meeting of bis
creditors will be held at my office, Ellsworth, Maine, on the 7th day of September,
a. d. 1912, at 2 o’clock in the afternoon, at
which time the said creditors may attend,
prove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
the bankrupt and transact such other business as may properly come before said meetWilliam E. Whiting,
ing.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Ellsworth. Me.. August 21,1912.

IrorfeistoTwishington

__A‘

» temper-tester. Tta
Any skin itching i.
it itches. Doan
more you scratch the worse
skin itch
Ointment cures piles, ecreroa—any
ing. At ali drag stores.—Advt.

*1 16 t2 05

PM

PM

Notice Thereon.

District of Maine ss.
On this 23th day of August, a. d. 1912, on
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be had
upon the same on the 4th day of October,
a. d. 1912, before said court at Portland, in said
district, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in said district, and that all known creditors, and other
persons in interest, may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall send by mail to all known
creditors copies of said petition and this order,
addressed to them at their places of residence
as stated.
Witness the
Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said district, on the 24th day
of August, a. d. 1912.
Jambs E. Hewey, Clerk.
TL. 8.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—James E. Hewey, Clerk.

only, s Stops only to leave passenf Stops on signal or on notice to conductor. § Sundays
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gers
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BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

Earl Banacom.

who have been at

t8 40
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Capt. James H. Tapley, of the steamer
Francis and Emma Allen spent a fee
Irvington, after spending a week with his days in Penobscot recently, the guests o
mother, Mrs. Emily S. Thpley, has re- Mrs. Brainard Condon, who came foi
turned to New York.
in he# autothem and returned with them
Capt. Ira W. Tapley, wife and daughter mobile.

Mildred,

PM

Bankrupt.
Order of
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PM

Wherefore he prays that he may be decreed by the courj to have a full discharge
from all debts provable against his estate
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 20th day of August, a. d. 1912.
John W. Gray,

8 ft 3 8::::::::::::::::::
£S>?‘.'.bo::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::SSI2S!
■?"

about the same as last week.

wife

1

THE

AM

Bankruptcy.

ruptcy.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
NATHAN F. ATWOOD, late of BUCKSPORT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto art
requested to make payment immediately.
Oracia C. Atwood.
Bucksport, Aug. 9, 1912.

AM

|)

In

JOHN

erly

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.

1

Bankrupt,

Schedule id Effect June 24, 1912.

B.

Discharge.

for

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District court of the United States for the District of Maine.
W. GRAY, of Bucksport. in the
of
of
State
Hancock, and
county
Maine, in said district, respectfully represents,
that on the 13th day of July, last past,
he was duly adjudged bankrupt under the
Acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that
he has duly surrendered all his property
and rights of property, and has fully complied with all the requirements of said acts
and of the orders of court touching his bank-

k

Boston
$4.00
$7.00 Round

Trip.

relatives.

In the matter of
John W. Gray,

>rOTICE

Steamer J.T. Morse leaves Bar Harbor 2 00
dally for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor,
outhwesi Harbor, Stonlngton, North Haven
and Rockland, connecting with steamer for
Boston.
Steamer Boothbav leaves Bluehlll 1 CO u m
•tally for South Bluehlll, Brooklin, liter Isle,
Sargentvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland, connecting with steamer for Bdtoton.
Steamer Catherine leaves Sedgwick 8 00 p m
daily for Herrick’s landing. South Brooksvllle, Eggemotfgln, Dlrlgo and Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.
RETURNING
Turbine Steel Steamship Belfast or
Camden
Leaves Boston 5pm dally for Rockland, conwith
steamer
leaving Rockland, 5.15 a
nectlng
m. dally for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll, Sedgwick
and intermediate landings.
E. L. Smith. Agent. Bar Harbor.
A. M. Hkrkick, Agent, Bluehlll.
E. J. Eaton, Agent, Sedgwick.

Bridges, after two weeks at home,
returned to his work on the steamer
Booth bay.
Mrs. Abbie YVooster and Miss Eva
Grant, who have been guests of Mrs. E. P.
j
Bridges, have gone to East Corinth to visit

[

and

One Way.

David

Mrs. M. H Wasgatt, Mrs. F. M. Sinclair* *\*rs. Susan Mosley and Mrs. Julia A.
Chatto, members of the Ellsworth W. C. T.
U., plan to attend the State convention at
Auburn Sept. 24-26. The county president
hopes this county will send a large dale*
ration.
been
hava
Excursion rates
granted by the M. C. K. R.
C.
Aug. 21.

duce in

Sedgwick

Bankrupt's Petition

VOTIC ri oFTo K UCI,« IS l) Kin
is hereby given that the underI
signed, John W. Grindle. of Sedgwick,
in the county of Hancock, ar.d State of Maine,
has a claim of mortgage pn the following parcel of 1.nd with buildiffgs thereon, situated in
Sei'gwck aforesaid, and bounded and describee s ollows, in the mortgage deed of the
same from Frank T. McDonald, of said Sedgwick t
ihe undersigned, dated August 10,
a. d.
19i.
and recorded in Hancock registry
of deeds in :iook 425, page 335. viz.:
Beginning at a stakr on the tontherly side
of the highway leading from Penonscot to
Sedgwick o laud of the said John W. Grindle; thence southwesterly and at right angles
with said
highway eight rods to corner
bound; tin nee southeasterly and parallel
with said h ghway ten rods to corner; thence
northeaster!v eight rods to the hignway;
thence north westerly by the highway ten rods
one-half
to place of beginning, containing
acre, more or ie-s, both parties to have equal
right to the use oi a spring on the northwestside of said lot.
That the condition of said mortgage has
been broken and that on account of said
breach of condition, I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
John W. Grindle.
By Forrest B. Snow, his attorney.
Sedgwick, Me., Aug. 18, 1912.

Massachusetts,

baa

C.

talk.

for

of

Parker Bridges is visiting her parHartwell Candage and wife, at North
Brooklin.

the

lue Baptist
Sunday school o| Ellsworth
held its annual picnic at ths Freetby
shore last Thursday. The day was delightful and several boats were at their
command. Capt. Fred Clossou, of Bass
Hsrbor, was here in a large motor boat,
,tdie* do*0rhe *y
ma took a

daughter,

Miss

Mrs.

Young Wednesday
forenoon.
One
in
town
woman
hid til- honor of a visit from hjtu. Tbose
who met him were well pleased with his
o»*

re-

ents,

republican

Goodwin,
congressman,
the
voters

has

YVEST BROOKUN.

re

F<«rreat

place,

Steamship
Corporation.

Eugene Friend is employed at Sedgwick
by William Bell hauling paving.

«

•»<

Sherwood

Eastern

Dowd, of New York, summer
guests at C. S. Hamilton's, have returned
to their homes.
SUB.
Aug. 28.
and

rson, for a short time. The
have been filled all summer,
if the weather has been bad.
An

and

the

Adams and

rejoice

Ivory

Uailroabs anti Steamboats.

Bangor.

Harry Hamilton and family, who have Bar Harbor and Boston $4.75
spent the summer at their cottage at
One Way. $8.50 Round
Henry Hamilton’s shore, have returned
Trip.
home to Greenfield, Mass.
! Bltiehlll and Boston $4.50 One
Mrs.
Mrs.
Miss Leonard,
Desmond,
Way. $8.00 Round Trip.

Marguerite Wasgatt went to West
Sedgwick last week to attend the Gray reunion. She is still visiting among her
Mrs.

cotta.'

Taplby, Sec’y,
FtrstlNat’lIBanlcSBldg.
Kino, President.

W.

turned home to South Paris.

their home at Auburn.

to

A.

wife, of Stonington,
are visiting Adalbert Seavey.
Rev. E. A. Davis, who has spent his va-

Joseph Gott

EAST SURRY.
L. Sinclair and

BROOKUN.

C. 8. Hamilton and wife visited friends
at Bluebill Sunday.
Dow is visiting friends
Mrs. Hawley

Nellie Batchelor and Mrs. W. H. Free they.
Tbe net proceeda were flOO.
Une Femme.
Aug.'JB.

Percy

Wesse 1,

Ma-

see cause.

William Fennelly, late of EdeD, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament af
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Ann R. Feunelly,

—

Bankrupt.

open. Shares, 81 each; monthly pay
merits, 81 per share,

WHY PAY

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.
Supreme Judicial Court. In
Ellsworth. Aug. 6, a. d. 1912.
vacation.
Upon the foregoing libel, Ordered: That
the libellant give notice to the said libellee to
appear before the justice of our supreme judicial court, to be holden at Ellsworth, within
and for the county of Hancock, on the second
Tuesday of October, a. d. 1912, by publishing
an attested copy of said libel and this order
thereon, three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed at Ellsworth in our county of Hancock, the last publication to be thirty days at least prior to the
second Tuesday of October next, that he may
there and then in our said court appear and
Arno W. kino.
answer to said libel.
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Couit.
A true copy of the libel and order of court
thereon.
Attest:-John E. Bunker, Clerk.

bankruptcy.

A NEW SERIES

of

Friday.
Rev.

)

Wherefore he prays that he may be decreed by the court to have a full discharge
from all debts provable against his estate
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 23d day of July, a. d. 1912.
Herbert L. Cousins,

are

Leonard

Discharge.

Tor

j

STATE OF MAINE.
Waloo County bs.
Personally appeared the above named Etta
Owens on the 30th day of July, 1912. and made
oath to the foregoing libel, thatit is true and
that the residence of the said Edward James
Owens is unknown to her and cannot be ascertained by reasonable diligence.
Before me,
Lincoln N. Gilkey,
(L. S.)
Notary Public.

\ In Bankruptcy.
)
Bankrupt,
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Disof
the
United
trict Court
States for the District of Maine.
l. cousins, of Eden, in tt«
of
Hancock
and
State of
county
Maine, in said district, respectfully represents, that on the sixth day of January,
he
was
last past,
duly adjudged bankrupt
under the Acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all his
and
rights of property, and has fully
property
complied with all the requirements of said
acts and of the orders of court touching his

The Bernard Tannery, Wbltefleld, If. H.

Rev. Harry Hill occupied the Methodist
pulpit Sunday.
Clarence Young and wife, of Franklin,

Tbe Bluesedgbrook Sunday school contention met with the Brooklin Sunday
school Thursday. An interesting session
was held.
(Carles W. Furey and wife, of New
York, who have beeu guests of A. E.
Farnsworth” and wife, returned home

saw!

ILcgal ]X elites.

week.

Sunday.

and ha

Herbert

Harry

son

rlrwtiir

take them. By Monday ho was
man.
The blues were gone,
10 more trouble with his stomach, and
he best part is that the trouble has not
eturned. I cannot praise Chamber*
iin’s Tablets too highly.”

email

NORTH BROOKSYTLLE.
Stover visited her

Lowcl;,

A

»e would

Ike another

market price for
cow and beef
hides, calfskins, horsehides and
sheep pelts by selling direct to the tannery
and cutting out dealers' profits. We offer to
return all
consignments free of expense, if
prices allowed are not entirely satisfactory.

badly burning his face, hands and legs.
C.
Aug. 26.

Laura

Avril CO..

*•*

Lawrence Eaton was playing with a
Roman candle recently, when it exploded,

who

your

YOU CANNOT STAND TO LOSE

has

week.

enabling

Attention! Butchers and Farmers

Wescott, of Roxbury, Mass., who
been visiting at Frank Emerton’s and
Albert Howard’s, has returned home.
Mrs.

Icy’,,

thus

^

To all persons interested in either of the estates lereiuafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the sixth
day of August, a. d. 1912.
following matters having been .presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested
by causing a copy of this order to be published three wc_*ks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellaworth, in said county, on the third day
of September, a. d. 1912, at teD of the clock
in the forenoon, and be heard*thereon if they

THE

iITTA

I

doctor to wisely advise you
concerning its use. Consult
him freely.
He knows.

I

Hancock, ss.
To the honorable justice of the supreme judicial court, next to be holden at EHbwoj ib
within and lor said county on the second
Tuesday of October, a. d 1912.
OWENS, of Eden, in said county
of Hancock, wife of Edward James
That her
Owens, respectfully represents:
maiden name was Etta Smith; that she was
lawfully married to the said Edward James
Owens at the City Hall in New York city by
James J. Smith, esq., an alderman of the city
of New York, on the sixth day of January,
1911; that they lived together as husband and
wife at said New York and that your libellant
has been a resident of this county in good
faith for one year prior to the commencement
of this action, and still is a resident of said
Eden; and that the residence of the said libeliee is unknown and cannot be ascertained
by your libellant by reasonable diligence.
That your libellant has always conducted
herself towards her said husband as a faithful, true and affectionate wife. That soon afsaid Edward
ter their said marriage the
James Owens deserted your libellant without
cause and went to parts unknown to her, since
which time she has never seen or heard from
him, or received from him any support. That
the said libeliee being of sufficient ability and
able to labor and provide for her and her
minor children, grossly and
wantonly and
cruelly refuses and neglects to provide suitable maintenance fur her; that her said husband is addicted to gross and confirmed
habits of intoxication from the use of intoxicating liquors; and that he has subjected her
to cruel and abusive treatment. That your
libellant avets that there is no collusion between them to obtain a divorce; that she believes it reasonable and proper, conducive to
domestic harmony and consistent with the
peace and morality of society, that the bonds
of matrimony between them should be dissolved by divorce. Wherefore she prays that
such divorce be decreed, and that she may
have the custody of her minor children, Edward James Owens, aged seven, and Katherine
Etta Owkns.
Elizabeth Owens, aged five.
Eden, July 27,1912.

"For five years my husband suffered
/ith his stomach. The medicine he took
inly gave relief for a while, nothing
cured, writes Mrs.
Sarah Baker of Not"Our
tinghill, Mo.
merchant bought
some of Chamberlain's medicines
last fall and also received some free trial
samples of Chamber
Iain’s Stomach and
Liver Tablets. He
gave ns some of them
and I wanted my husband to try them. He
said it would do no
good. His stomach
had b e e a troubling
him worse than ever.
At last on Friday I
told him if he would
not take those tablets
I was going to send for

LongHair?

son

legal Note**.

legal Notices.
STATE OF MAINE.

low She
Cured Her Husband

Want

Mrs. Ernest Varney, of Seaville, visited
Mrs. W. J. Johnson last w,*ek.

Taylor has returned from
she spent a month with

M. E.

,ir,

SOUTH BLUEHILJL.
Mrs. Eugene Candage visited friends in
Rockland last week.

|

■ItiUrrUsnnnue

afcbrrt torments

Percy L. Aiken.

Ang. 21,1912.

MAINE.

County of Hancock ss.
To the the honorable justice of the supreme
judicial court, next to be held at Ellsworth, within and for said county of Hancock, on the second Tuesday of October, a.d.
1912.
g. gatchell, of Eden, in
said county of Hancock, wife of Walter
That
F. Gatchell, respectfully represents:
her maiden name was Mildred Gertrude Martin; that she was lawfully marrieo to the said
Walter F. Gatchell at Bar Harbor, in said
town of Eden, on August 9, 1910, by Rev.
Charles F. McKoy, a minister of the gospel;
that they lived together as husband and wife
at Bar Harbor until about the first day of
has
September, a. d. 1910; that your libellant
her said
always conducted herself towards
and
affectionate
true
as
a
faithful,
husband
wife; that on the said first day of September,.
1910, the said Walter F. Gatchell left your libellant without cause, since which time,
though being of sufficient ability to provide
for her, he has grossly and wantonly refused
and neglected to provide for her, your libelto your
lant; that his residence is unknown
libellant and cannot be ascertained by reatime herea
for
that
long
sonable diligence;
tofore, to wit. ever since their said marriage,
of
the said Walter F. Gatchell has been guilty
extreme cruelty and of cruel and abusive
treatment to her your libellant and has been
or intoxiguilty of gross ana confirmed habits
between
cation; that there is no collusion
husband to obtain
your libellant and her said
that a divorce
a divorce; wherefore she prays
and the said
may be decreed between her
set
Walter F. Gatchell for the causes above
care and
forth, and that she may have the
one year and
child,
minor
aged
her
of
custody
named Donald A. Gatchell,
Dated March 14,1912.
Mildred G. Gatchbll.
Subscribed and sworn to by the said ^ildrea
G. Gatchell this 14th day of March, a. d. 1912.
Before me.
Stephen L. Kingsley.
Notary Public.
(L. 8.)

Mildred

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.
Supreme Judicial Court. Irf
vacation.
Ellsworth, Aug. 0, a. d. 1912. wg
Upon the foregoing libel. Ordered: That
the libellant give notice 10 the said libellee
to appear before the justice of our supreme
judicial court, to be holden at Ellsworth*
within and for the county of Hancock, on the
second Tuesday o* October, a. d. 1912, by publishing an attested copy of said libel and this
order thereon, three weeks successively in the
Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed in
Ellsworth in our county of Hancock, the first
publication to be thirty days at least prior to
the second Tuesday of October next, that he
may there and then in our said court appear
Arno W. Kino,
and answer to said libel.
Justice Sup. Jud. Court.
A true copy of the libel and order of court
thereon.
Attest:—John E. Bunksb, Clerk.
—

hereby give notice that
88«. THEtheysubscribers
subscriber hereby gives notice that
have been duly appointed executors
§8 05 of the last will and testament of
he has been duly appointed adminTHE
§8 55
of
istrator of the

17 4C JlO 46
*8 8C.

tsoii.§9so
t

Dally, except

^ WALDRON
General Paeaenger Agent.
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice-President A General Manager.
Portland, Maine.

BRIDGES, late of WOONSOCKET,
R. I-,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imLutis M. Bridges.
mediately.
OSMAN

Victor C. Bridges.

West Brook lie,

Aug. 15,1912.

estate

SOMES, late of MOUNT
DESERT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All persons
ren bonds as the law directs.
vine demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
John J. Bombs.
Mount Desert, Aug. 6,1912.
LEONICE H.

K'

#

with, an' he’d be lonesome without them!”
The minister’s face wore a a trance look;

“JUST PETER.*’

his

{ Ambrosine Salsbury, in Our Dumb Animat*.)

was

fast

carrying

him to the

Views of Prof. T. R. Fairchild,
Yale University.

of

box, and

a

Boy Bowden, of Belfast,

full oi

(

while, liivP replaced

when he lit
Jox, and the sound
nade him swallow
■side

the
of an andibjs hi*8

P?011 8‘°°P

over

During this

Mr. and
McLoy
Leach, of Searsport, are

William Seller*, wife and daughJeanette are in Bangor thia week attending the fair.

Cap:.

and

something hastily.
A. E. Varnum and daughter Nina and
Phen turning, he said, gently: “Are yon
Mrs. Addie Leach and son Jasper were in
eadv, Geoff?”
Geoff raised Pete's listless head. The soft
Saturday for the day,
The exemption laws which htYt been Buckaport
“In a minute,” the little boy replied,
ears hung limply over hie hand, and the
Miiler and daughter Marion
Mra.
about
a
dosen
Jeapjf
states in the inlicking up Pete’s plaything) and putting passed by
loving brown eyes never opened once,
of forestry were described, and their have returned to tfcgir home In Portland,
o*
terest
form
the
round
the
the
box,
;hem Into
after a month here, the gueata of her
Qebff put dbWfi the bead* tad with a jrown
failure pointed out and explained,
pup. Firet name tfi hid mop-head,
Tbe methods of taxing forests in Europe father, J. H. Littlefield.
■Very frighiebfed; white face, sat down on ;hen a much-chewed slipper, the remains
the dvety road by the side of Pete.
were described, the speaker concluding
Mra.
FlorenC*
a wash-rag, and a broken rubber ball!
Bridges and grand,
k great lamp seemed growing inside of jfThe young man stood with a queer j that “while we doubtless have much to daughter, Miss Adeline, have returned to
him
over
came
him, as slowly the feeling
lightening at his throat, as the articles learn from European experience, no one their home in Chicopee Falla, Maas., after
that little Pete, his own puppy, had gone
familiar with the subject would think of an extended visit at the borne of W. B.
were put in, one by one.
dead! He had heard of snch things besuggesting that any European system be Clement.
atill
of
the
on
the
Then
sleeping
body
fore, vaguely wondering what it meant;
introduced bodily here. Knowledge of 1
Au*' *•
would
These
W'OODLOOkE.
some
bones.
laid
Geo#
a
Pete,
and if they all went to heaven, what
European experience will not relieve ns of
a long time, because he liked
for
him
serve
|
time God must have answering the doorthe necessity of developing a system of
SOUTH St'RKY.
to bory them!
bell, and if he had an elevator, like the
school win begin at Kicn s corner toThe minister kneeled down and, with taxation of ottf Own suited to American
big store In town l
conditions".
saw but dimly, fitted on the
day.
Geoff sat very IHli* ft pathetic little eyes which
After showing that a tax based on capilid of the box.
Frank L. Curtis is making repairs upon
on
his
with
the
sun
down
figure*
beating
tal
or “expectation value", is not
value,
the
Together the two mourners replaced
bis buildings.
immovable puppy
straw hat and the
to
American
tbe
adapted
in
was
conditions,
earth, and when the last ahoveltttl
j
stretched beside him.
Lyman Curtis and Earle Bonsey left tor
speaker urged tbe advantages of the simGeoff never had any mother that he and the sods packed down, Geoff knelt by
Bar Harbor yesterday.
tax
on
the
He
said:
when
cut.
ple
yield
could remember, and he had become used the side and the minister, putting his hat
Mrs. Jemima Tracy will leave to-mor“This method suits any kind of forest
knelt too.
to thinking out things for himself because on the grass,
for her home in Gouidsboro.
To his dying day be never forgot that management. It has nothing to do with row
Dad never had any time in tbe evenings;
The steam-yacht Diana, on which Volfuneral prayer as Geoff, with a heart not yield tables, rates of interest, future prices
besides, he didn’t always understand.
of timber or complicated calculations. It
ney Coggins is employed as oiler, has
This was tbe picture which met the eyes too full to put up a passionate plea for his
eliminates tbe element of risk from tbe started for Marseilles, where she will be
of the Reverend Malcolm Brown as he pet, prayed:
“Dear God, this is my pup Peter, who’s tax problem. Moreover, taxation ceases laid up for a while.
rode down the road on his
horse.

why Pete

couldn't get api his legs were all
with

yutekly beating heart,

a

bay

already acquainted, and coming to you, and do please be careiul
it was with sundry misgivings the young with him. He can't eat meat yet, it'll make
minister slipped
from bis horse
and his hair come out; an’ don't take him up by
Geoff and he

were

touched the staw hat.
“What’s the matter,

boy?

my

Peter

hurt himself?”
•*ies,
voice, strangely
quiet, the young man thought. “I guess
he 9—” and the other words died away.
came

ueoirs

The bay horse waited; be
knew what his master would
was

trouble

There

never

quite

do, but there

here, so he stood at attention.
minute when the minister

was a

wished he

were a

woman; then he

j

his arms, it hurts him so; sn’ if you have a
Morrish chair, let him sit in back of you,
be loves
him for

to

be

obstacle in the way of tbe best
Without putting
management.

an

forest

hardship
probably yield

on

any

now

the owner, the tax would
a

larger

revenue

than is

obtained.”

Attention was called to a compromise
it—an’ oh, won't you please keep
plan of taxing the land annually at its
till I come!”

me

And the minister said:

QUEEN

OF

SUMMER RESORTS.

Newport Must Yield to Bar Harbor
In Comparison ot Attractions.

pat his

the

j

here

for

who

came

j

and

:

year’s seed.

Norridgewock,
with

a

some

ladies

(?)

team, entered his garden

as

bare land and

jfSl.

Bangor Commercui/.j
[From
university, spoke
subject, addusty figure. “Sonny,
is
before the public vocating the compromise plan suggested
always
in
in
Newport
the
middle
danger here, right
you’re
FRENCHBORO.
Prof. Fairchild for the taxation of
of the road, and I’m going to carry you in many, ways, and just now some of the by
forests. He said, in conclusion:
j Mrs. Samuel Dalzell has opened an iceare finding it
residents
there
necessary
away!”
“I believe that the benefits of this cream parlor.
“Don’t,” said the little boy, passionately to come to the rescue of the resort in
method of taxation should not be ex- !
Mrs. William Tell spent a few days last
“don’t you see Pete’s hurt himself so he view of
many things that are being
tended wholesale to Ml forest land, but week in Rockland.
can’t walk, an’ d’ye ’spose I’m goin’ to written about it. In one article we note
that the writer refers to Newport as the should be granted only to such lands as
Nathan Osier, w ho has been captain on
leave him?”
round

arm

the

“But Pete
the minister.

might get hurt again,” said
“See here, i’ll carry Pete,

and you take the bay over to the grass.”
The strain of the last hour was begin-

ning to tell
tenderly

Geoff, and

on

raised

the minister

as

the little

brown

pup,

greatest of summer resorts because of its
natural advantages. To this we must take
exception. Newport may draw the greatest wealth, it may have the most expensive
cottages, but in the way of natural advantages it must yield to Bar Harbor by nature the most attractive and beautiful of

struggled to his feet, and, reaching
up for the bridle, followed the minister to all.
The isle of Mt. Desert offers a multiplicthe grassy stretch, safe from red cars.
The boy’s straw hat had been thrown ity of advantages to the tourist and the
down, and his agonized heart throbbed summer visitor and cannot be equalled.
against the minister’s vest, while scalding Where else can one find the combination
tears ran down his cheeks. The young of sea and mountain, of equable and deman sat holding the
child in a strong lightful climate, cooled in the beat of the
clasp, waiting till the first paroxysm was summer by the fresh breeze from the
over.
It was no use shamming, Geoff ocean? Where else can one find so beautiknew
although the brown pup lay as if ful drives with such enthralling scenery?
asleep. The car had been merciful, the Where else can one find such pure water,
little back had been snapped like a twig, such freedom from noise and turmoil,
and Pete lay at their feet in his last sleep. such a haven of rest and yet affording all
modern entertainment tor the seeker after
Geoff never had been like other chilGeoff

dren, and the minister began to wonder
what would happen when the boy found
his voice.

“It

that red car—I called to

Pete, an'
began to come, and then he started
and—I called him, an’ he wouldn’t

was

first he
to

run

get up
him-”

—

and come, and I went

ine mimsier

over

to

siroxea me

jusi
curly nair
back, as he said: “I know, sonny, but you
wouldn’t have had Pete live, if he was
hurt badly, and would suffer all the time,

you?

would

You love him too much for

that l”
Geoff’s eyes looked up quickly, his mind
traveling faster than that of the minister.
was

God takes

“If

die,

has the

care

of

things when they
hurtm’ Pete

pain stopped

it?
Id speaking of Mt.
Desert
island,
Former President Eliot, of Harvard, said:
“Tb* summer travel* to Mt. Desert is
chiefly due to four things: The cool and
equable climate, the beautiful conformation of the island, the availability for
sailing and Ashing of the waters which
surround it, and the roughness and wildness

of its hills and shores.

The island is

by far the handsomest piece of land on
the Atlantic coast of the United States
its hills being the highest on the whole
coast, and its valleys being cut low between the hills.”
than thirty years the first peoland, intellectually, politically
and socially, have been coming to Bar
Harbor and the other resorts on Mt.
For

ple

more

of the

Desert island. They have witnessed
“Surely,” said the young man, seeing extraordinary transformation from
theological discussions of a difficult char- little down-east fishing hamlet, but
now?” he demanded.

acter ahead.

“Don’t you ’spose God had enough pups
taking mine from me?” again demanded Geoff, “and oh! 1 do want him
back,” and the child gave way to uncontrolled sobs.
There were rocks coming, the minister
sure, and,
child, he began
was

holding
telling him of
still

the
the

sobbing
Indians,

they believed in a God who
would give them good hunting-grounds
when they died and how they thought

and how

their animals would go with them, too.
The boy’s sobs lessened as he listened

young man’s voice, when he spoke

in broken tones:

I’m very good that God’ll
let me see Pete again when I die?”
The minister hesitated for a second before he Bald: “Of course, we are none of us

“D’ye

quite

thick if

sure

about

anything

in

heaven,

hut

brave boy and try not to fret,
maybe God will let you see Pete again!”
“Where does God keep the animals
if you

when

are a

they

come

up?”

The Reverend Malcolm Brown’s imagination had always been strong, but this
afternoon it was stronger than usual.
“i think,” and the firm hands closed
over

the hot

ones

lovely meadow,

of the

with

child,

“it’s

a

most of the

trees,
things the animals would like!”
“An* nobody is unkind to them; they
wouldn’t take
their playthings from
them? Pete has lots of things he plays

ald

fire

|
|

visions for

limited

“Two
been

s^ate
period.
or

aid to such towns for

three

different

suggested. Perhaps

plans

a

have

the most

practical would be for the state to advance to

might apply

such towns

as

the amount

of taxes

land hereafter

now

for

assistance,

collected for any

registered

under the

new

Bar Harbor lacks

nothing

of the modern

summer resortB.
There is the Swimming
club, the Kebo club, with one of the most
and
attractive
golf links in
picturesque
the country; the Building of Arts, mag-

in

design

and of a charming,
simple beauty where are heard the foremost artists in the world of song; the
Mt. Desert reading-room; the new Country
club, the Pot and Kettle; the beautiful
Kobin Hood park, where the horse-show
is held—a horse-show that for beauty of
surroundings yields to none; the athletic
field: the delightful new public library
all these and many more are the
attractions of Bar Harbor. There can be
added the water supply from one of the
purest of lakes; the up-to-date Are department; 300 miles of beautiful drives,
more than 100 miles of paths through the
forests
and over the mountains for
nificent

building;

pedestrians.

Harbor, which, like no other
resort, has kept its pristine attrac-

Such is Bar

summer

tions while to them have been added the
modern means of enjoyment.
There is no
other Bar Harbor, no other isle of Mt.
Desert, and it is not surprising that the
culture, wealth and intellect of the nation
continue to centre at Maine’s famous resort.

Beulah have

Simmons

and

daughter

returned to their home in

on

the

point, snd
growth of the

|

summer

colony,

here for several

been

|

Use of Both Hands.
There was a fad some twenty years ago
Free

among certain classes to make the children use both hands equally, with a view
to developing ambidexterity, says Har-

per's Weekly. There were very few successful results; on the contrary, the children who used only one hand seemed to
tact that the control of the hand is inti-

mately connected with the development
language; but the brain-centres which

of

with language are situated oa
left side—that is, iu connection with
the centres which control the right arm
have to do
the

and hand.
An examination of thousands of human
skeletons showed that in every case in
which the right arm had a greater development than the left arm there was a corresponding development on the left side
of the skull. Deft-handed persons would
accordingly be expected to have less language ability, on the whole, than righthanded persons; and children which used
both hands indifferently under compulsion would hinder still more the development of their ability in the use of language.
In the German army Dr. Bardie ben
found 3.88 per cent, of left-handedness.
This figure is to be considered as rather
lower than the true ratio, as many lefthanded men |deny or fail to report the
fact. In northeastern parts of Germany
left-handed ness ns less frequent than in
the central parts. It is t-urious that
the orang-outang
among the monkeys
and the bvlobates ate right-handed while
the gorilla and the chimpanzee are left-

handed.

Hodgkins and family, who
been visiting his mother, here returned to Portland.
Mrs. C. 8. Bragdon and
children, of
Brockton, Mass., were guests of Mm. H.

but has

seasons.

L.

Mr.
here,

been

in the

interested

are

and they

also

Tuesday with

arrived

t urns

Mias Natalie

The

c.

SWAN’S ISLAND.

O. L. Milan and wife have gone to New
York and Milwaukee for two weeks.
C. R. Bridges Is moving a building for
F. Newman to be made into a small

G.

tenement.

*

Mrs. S. W. Greenlaw and son Keith
have returned to Portland. They were
accompanied by Mrs. Z. B. Stanley and
daughter Edith.

Aug.

28.
_________

8.

Valuable Old Papers.
In the Library of Congress are found
valuable of newspaper flies in
existence, so far as this country is conthe most

cerned.

Recently

chased the flies

the
of

Chronicle. The issues

government

the

pur-

Augusta, Ua.,
the period be-

cover

tween 1788 and 1806, with the
exception of
five years.
This is said to be one of the most important flies yet obtained. The papers
had been in the possession of an old book
and Junk man for ever fifty years. He
purchased them for (60, sold them for
(l,000,and the bnver, in turn, got (7,600 for
them from the government.

and

Miss Lena

dancing party given by some of the
guests at Shore Acres hole, "dur-

ard

those who did

appreciate

so

visiting

Coggins,

at Dies ford the

who hs-

past week,

seen

re urns

to-day.
Mrs. Charles Smith and daughter Amber*
of Bangor, are speuding a few days 'ith
her sister, Mrs. •-» mauds Austin.

tbe kindness of

much to make the drama

Fitr W\ Bridges is home from Lubec for

Charles Moulton, wife and daughter
r*ne
Suzanne, of Dorchester, Mass., L. i
l two
and wife, of Orono; Ralph Hagai
sons,
Ralph, Jr., and Leslie, and Miss
are
Annie Hamilton, of Worcester. M
visiting their parents, Ira B. Hhim:. and

few weeks.

wife.

a success.

H.
SEDGWICK.

a

Eunice

Miss

tbe

V.
Parker is with Mrs. M. E.
Aug. as.
Friend while her daughter Grace la away. |
RAY SIDE.
Mist Cora Carter, who has been emG. W. Alley and wife, of Ellsworth,
ployed at J. W. Paris’, bas returned to her
spent Sunday w ith J. D. Remick and wife.
home in North Sedgwick.
The play given in Bayside grange nail
A. K. Bridghani and wife, of Amherst,
everting, by the yount; people
Saturday
Maas., who have been among tbe guests at
The proa success.
“River View”, will return home this week. of Shady Nook, was
Mrs. Adell

_

ceeds

VVillia

given

were

kindness

it

to the grange, and tbe
by tbe

much

appreciated

members.

Aug.

»•_

36._
anbrttiKmxr.ia.

CRAVINC CONE

IN 36 HOURS.
•*
friends, who has been occupying the
V*
I drank vtcadUv for year* from thr**'
tiro
of
this
nltUkey dally.
quart*
cottage
returned
to
Phillips
season,
“1*‘- n“,
diRcharg«d mn altar tlx an«k*a* Incur**
»nn*
Melrose, Mass., Bunday.
the
ter 36 hour* of the Neal treatment
hard ever tim e
'’f'
A niece and nephew of A. M. Cole, who vm gone Have worked
saaw
a genuine letter among the acorc*
Mrs. C.

H. Wahlgren, with children and

»

have been

visiting him, returned to ConMr. Cole and wife
cord, X. H., Saturday.
accompanied them as far as Rockland.

you, proving

1. E. Seavey came from Sherman Mills in
car last week to take his wife and lit- i
tie son home. Miss Grace Friend accom- ]
his

absolutely that the

DRINK HABIT

be overcome by the NEAL
u**i ih »
She will visit another sis- i TREATMENT. No hypodermic*
!
absolutely certain Call upon, addr<-« Atenam
ter, Mrs. Lillie Soper, in Whitman, Mass., The Neal Inatitfite, ft* Fleatan*
«
Vortland. Me. Tel. 4*lfl.
before returning home.

panied

can

them.

_

Drug Habits Specially Treat*®

Abbie, wife of Frank E. Ferguson, died
with Great Success.
very suddenly Friday. Mrs. Ferguson was
Miss Orcutt of this place, but had lived
in Chelsea

Mrs. M. J. Stinson spent Sunday here.
Roy Stanley and Charles Burns went to
Southwest Harbor Sunday.

Gilman

cess

ills* Louise Anderson, recently gradu1
Schooner Little Elsie, Capt. Partridge I tied from Boslou
university, is Bpending
Monday from Boston, buying lob- s lew weeks with her parents,
Capt. P. A.
sters.
Anderson and wife.

34.

Mits

dav evening, was well attended and s sucin every way. Muss Mat>el Walker,of
Quincy. Maas., sang a solo, and Mi— Mar-

library,

ready

arrived

Aug.

ana

nsvt

summer

Vinal Haven.

The ball Aug 16 given by E. W. Bowditch and wife, of Boston, was well attended and much enjoyed by the island
people. Ice-cream and coffee were served.

wire

ana

MoagKins

here

Desistea, who are employed at Baugor, are
spending their vacation here.

Penney, wife and two children, of
Boston, are visiting at E. J. Day’s. Mrs.
Mrs. George Sawyer and Mrs. Joseph
Penney was Miss Sadie Freethey, of this
McKeen, of Belfast, came Tuesday on the place.

fare bar.

Berry cotta*.-,

preciation
g»rea
Those in the cast garet Bragdon, of Brocaton, Muwere admirably taken.
added much to the enwere Harry
Hinckley, Fred L. Greene, piano soloofwhich
the evening.
Refreshments
joyment
Pearl 8. Emerson, Maynard Grindle, Don- were served.
ald 8. MacKey, Walter T. Kobinson, Abby
N\
Aug. 27._
E. Partridge, Margaret E. Hinckley, JenInstrunie E. Littlefield, Roxie Curtis.
NORTH LAMOINE.
mental music was furnished by AtherMrs. Susie Warren spent several days at
ton's orchestra, and vocal music by HowBar Harbor last week.

bait.

steamer

the

Helen Hodgkins, of Bar Harbor, spent
Sunday w ith relatives here.

to show their apAll the parts
of home talent.

are

occupying

returned to Bangor.

The Bluebill dramatic club, under the
social library, presented the
“Messmates” Thursday
and Friday evenings of last week. The
play was staged by K. G. Williams, to
whom much credit should be given. Large
and appreciative audiences greeted tbe
club, for the summer people as well as the

townspeople

Smith last week.
Mr. Thompson and family, who

Haskell has spent s few summers
snd will be s great addition to our permanent summer guests.

Aug. 27.

Capt. Jake Mayo

lobster

«.

have

had much to do with

the

not

Joe Connell, wife and children, of Boaton, are visiting Mrs. Connell’s brother,
Nathan Osier.
who have been

who has h«B

Raymond

Coburn Haskell, of Cleveland, O., has
the cottage and large tract of
land at Parker point of J. W. HiU. Mr.
Hill was one of the first persons to build

KocklAiid.

system of taxation. Such advances should
be ultimately repaid as the yield of the
Jamie ummi, oi Bangor, visited ms
par*
new tax increases, the state
retaining in I ents, J. K. Collins and wife, Thursday, rethe meantime such control as is necessary
turning Friday on steamer Vinalhaven.
to secure a proper accounting. In this j
Raymond Conley and wife, of Cammanner
the entire state, which would !
are visiting Mr.
Conley's
benefit from the adoption of a rational bridge, Mass.,
parents, J. T. Conley and wife, at York
system of forestry, would protect particuisland.
lar communities from any disturbance
Prof. W. P. Turner and some others
that might be caused by the transition to
a new system of taxation.”
captured and killed a black fish Monday.
It got in shallow water oh the Through-

isles; the same turquoise surface or
rushing waves as the case may be; get along better in every way.
The explanation of this is found in the
same lakes and ponds, the same woods

with their wild flowers and wild fruits.
These are not changed, for they are
changeless.

Lewis

Mrs.

_

restless
the

Island.

Bert Perkins and Mrs. Earl Murray,
visiting friends here, have
“The adoption of such a method of
j returned to Booth bay.
taxation might occasion to a few towns
Mrs. Thomas Osier, of Friendship, after
a certain loss of revenue for some years, j
a few' days here, has gone to Swan's Island
that is, until under improved manageto visit her sister, Mrs. Abbie Rich,
ment the productivity, and therefore the
G.
Aug. 26.
value, of the forest had greatly increased. j
This difficulty can be met by making proISLE AU HALT.
to water sheds.

the

to-day has the same attractions
of the little hamlet and more of them.
It has the same towering mountains with
a peak 1,500 feet above the sea; it has the
same pure air and water; the same stretch
of ocean dotted with its myriads of emer-

the

Qilpatrick,

daughter, Mis, Mary Gilp,,^.
Boeton.

The annual meeting of C
’n~“
association will be
n»ld
the cSursb
-artsy evening, Sept. 2.

purchased

and of the club

forest department
protection, and
further agreement to adopt
proper methods of forest management. It
might be desirable, further, to classify
|
forests, and impose a lower tax upon
lands w hich, in the public interest, ought
I
to be permanently forested as a protection
;
as

her

has returned to

j

such regulations

|

concerning

Mrs. Mina

Ring

j

Osgood. An interesting feature was
exhibition between acts of tbe famous
Japanese wrestling, given by Mr. Neka
and Walter Robinson. Mr. Naka showed
himself a master of the art, and Walter
an apt pupil.
The members of the library

resort of

without

to the

an

the

be

may make
upon the

Mrs. Charles D. Burr snd
dautbt_.
Charlotte and Marguerite art
vi»,tu,»
relatives in Brewer.

Her, George A. Oordon, of the Old South
The academy it o«{njr
with klearn
place of hot Mr furnaces which i church, Boeton, preached at Union church
The speaker for next
bsve proved unsatisfactory. Frank Job*- Sunday.
Sunday
VCll be Rev. Albert R. Veil, of Urbsna, Iu.
son, who kaa charge of the building aud j
28.
X.
grounds, has pot the grounds in floe shape i Aug.
__
tor the coming school year.
EAST LAMOINP..
Bluebill base ball team played In Ant
Miss Alice Higgins is visiting her
fttber
home game with Brooklin at the academy
Capt. A. B. Higgins.
field Saturday.
At the end of the aixRev. Mr. Barnard, of Dover, will
;,r,,cb
inning game the score stood Bluebill A—
at the church next Sunday afternoon
Brooklin 2. Gov. Plalated was the guest
Miss Fields snd Miss Hawkes. of
of the ball team; ha enjoyed his short
Ellsstay and appreciated the warm greeting worth, were guests at Luther Ollpatrick's
last week.
thet wea given him by ail present.
heat tn

registered with the state forest ! the Sunbeam, has returned home,
and certified to by that dei Mrs. Cora Lunt is at Bar Harbor visitpartment as suitable to be devoted per- i
ing her sister, Mrs. C. P. Richards.
manently to forest purposes. RegistraE. E Dalzell is having a new gasolene
tion should be conditional upon the owner
built by Fred Tainter, of Swan’s
of forest land agreeing to comply with j boat
may

department

*l

Mrs. N. K. Burr, who has been
viauin.
week,.

picked his peas, w hich he had left in
auspices of tbe ladies'
care of a neighbor to ripen tor his next
drama

The sale and supper held at the hall by
imposing an additional tax on the yield when cut. The ! the ladies’ aid society of Morgan's bay,
last
Thursday afternoon and evening
speaker showed various objections to this
i was a decided success. Ice-cream was sold
plan, but admitted that it might be well
at all hours, and a delicious supper was
to advocate it if nothing better could be
obtained.
| served to a large crowd. Proceeds over
Prof. Charles J. Bullock, of Harvard
Tramp.
Aug. 27.
on the same
value

“Amen!1

A few days after Willard Treworgy left

*

her son, C. D. Burr,, few
turned to Brewer.

Judge Virgil P. Kline and wife left this
week for their home in Cleveland, O., after
•pending the summer at "Ideal Lodge".
Ormond, Morton and James Gray, Jr.,
spent a few days last week in Rockland,
guests of their brother, George Gray, the
aviator, who made the flights during the
merchants’ carnival there.

|

a.

Gordon Graves, Virginia Grave,
Mrs. Graves, who have
spent t.** eianm..
here, left Friday.

past season.
Miss Msry Curtis has returned from
Charleston, when slie has been attending
the C. E. summer school.

to

again,

ColorMo

Saturday.
Aug. 27.

the

E. A. Snowman and (on Robert returned
their hom« in Springfield, Mass., to-day
after spending the summer here.

time

over

Miss Msbei Wilson, who
has Bpent
home in North (Satin “*
**"
turned to her school
work “
in <y,
summer st he-

The annual report of the
NeighMr.
House and Athletic Mtociation is
out

Chester Parker has returned home from
Dark Harbor, where be has been employed

ter

k
«
Mog.

Miss Mildred Collin
spent last
her home in Matthias.

Mrs. John Barker and son Chase, of
Calais, are guests of Rev. Ralph H. Barker
and wife.

Miaa Mona
gueata of Mr*.

*

northeast harbor.
John Adams, of Brewer, is in
town.

Miss Madge Hinckley, of Boston, is visher mother, Mrs. M. P. Hinckley.
Mrs. Cora J. Dodge, of Worcester, Mass.,
is visiting her sister, Miss Maud Dodge.

and

cUy.

---

iting

Sarah Leach.

growing timber ia taxed
and the burden of
t*jes with accumulated interest piles up
till It may finally take away a good share
0; the entire ineemv of the forest.
over

a

Hon. Forrest Goodwin spoke to ■ full
house last week at a republican rally.

for a visit with h» mother, Mrs. Willard
Bowden.
Mr*.

to

~~

thetvenfng*

L. N. Bascb and wife, of Boston, are
guests of Max Abram and wife.
Gov. Plaiau-d spoka lo a large audience
In town hall Saturday afternoon.

Saturday

came

Chase has returned from
Boston and vicinity.

Mis* Edith

trip

hall Monday
evening. Hon
Davli was the speaker 0(
John Murch, who has
spent
here, the guest of bis
slater, Mr„
Coombs, returned to Cbeltoe u

r„7

BLCEHJLL.

friends.

the little boy with his arms modern conditions. The other nations of
different things, stopped by the big tbe arorld have generally abandoned it,
and here in the United States a movement
oak tree on the farther side of the fence.
The minister took off hit coat and dug away from it ia to be seen in the special
tb« narrow trench, while Geoff sat beside taxation of corporations.
Bad as the general property tax is for
lhe bp* end watched. The little brow n
Own ouabiou in the wealth in general, if *« especially unsuited
head lay on
j
to the taxation of timberlands.
This is
box, and Geoff was only waiting to pat in
1 because of the long time which must often
the other things.
The minister ceased digging after a elapse1 bstwten lhf Investment of wealth
of the income,
his coat. He moved in forestry and the •wurlof

ing

Gould be be hurted so bad that be
couldn’t get up? 0s would, see. Stoop.
J*g over tfle Silky brown body, yet warm,
Geoffrej elowly lifted one little leg, then
No. there'll seemed no reason
another.

bight. Then,

|

COUNTY NEWS.

PENOBSCOT.

religions of other worlds, but be said,
Mias Kffle Bridget, of Boat on, ia visiting
softly wiping off the moist cheeks: “I
I From the Boston Tran»eript. ]
her aiater, Mrs. Sarah Wardwell.
don't think God would mind Pete taking
A conference on forest taxation was one
his things with him; he’d be glad to have
Mra.
Helen Bridge*, of Bnckaport,
of the interesting sessions of the convenhim happy!”
occupied her houae on Pluaeon hill laal
There was a long silence, and when, tion of the National Foresters’ association week.
held recently.at Bret ton Woods, N. H.
some minutes later, the minister put the
Wilbur Duboi-e left to-day for SpringProf. F. R. Fairchild, of Yale univerchild down at the father * door, he had
field, Mas*., after spending his vacation
He ex- here.
promised to assist at Pete’s funeral that sity, delivered an address.
plained first that tbe American genevening.
*
Irving Brown and Arthur Qutb, of Ban*
•
.
eral property tax is
faulty in theory
were in town Saturday calling on
It was sunset when the young man hold- and in practice and is utterly unsuitad to gor,

It ni * most every-day occurence—a red
automobile tearing by, a brown puppy
uncertain ol direction, and tbe inevitable
result. Tbe red thing never even stopped,
but left behind it a cloud ot suffocating
dust and a patch ot something brown on
tbe road. Geoff, after tbe first shock of
surprise, went forward, wondering why
Peter didn’t return to him when he called.
His sturdy legs carried him to the spot
where the brown heap lay, and be said
softly: “Pete, get up, yoo iaiy dog. I’d
be ashamed to play you was a deader!’’
But Pete gave no signs of getting ap, and
somehow Geoff’s little legs began to shake.
Wss it possible, no, it couldn’t her Peter
did pliy like that sometimes, and Geoff
to worry.

theoiocy

COUNTY NEWS.

FORK8T TAXATION.

until

they purchased
and moved here.

a

few

years ago, when

Albert Currier place
The deceased leaves, be-

the

The Water Cure

Few People Drink Enough Yiatw

a husband, one son—Eugene L., and
to maintain the proper amount of
daughter—Mrs. Raymond Bridges; also in the
throng
system, to eliminate
several brothers and
sisters.
Services the bowels and
the waste p*
kidneys
were held at the home
Sunday.
ducts of the body. If drinkiug a gj**j
Aug. 26.
H.
upon rising and between mealsows
not keep your bowels active aud dige*CA8TINE.
tion good, remember the old relisO'
has been
Frank Lock, of Boston, is spending the “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine
successfully used for sixty yea*1present week here.
Read this letter:
Mrs. Mary Coi, of Malden, Mass.,
“I used to be subject
spent
®eT®r*hea
several days last week with Mrs. Sarah tacks of Bilious and Sick HM<Jactlrbut if I feel one coining on, I take
Cox.
“L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine. It helps
Mrs. Merrill, of Jacksonville, Florida, is
I would as so°n„
me every time.
the guest for two weeks in the home of W.
without water in the house as tA. Ricker.
Atwood's Medicine.”
Mrs. E. A. Nolan.
Miss Cynthia Perkins spent several days
Me.
No. WblteBeld.
in Penobscot last week, the
guest of Mrs.
free for the asking
Sample
Fred Connor.
\
*’L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland,
Edward Connor and family, of Auburn, Me.

sides

ihtjjj

a

were

guests

__

last week of Mrs. Connor’s

brother, James Hatch.
William Wilson, of Boston, spent several days in town last
week, the guest of
Capt. B. O. Parker and wife.
A

democratic rally

was

held at Emerson
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